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favorable features in a revival in iron and
steel prices and continued heavy cereal
exports.C. Morris, the well-known
safe manufacturer, left Boston two weeks
EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
ago, after having forged the name of his
father-in law, Frank M. Ames, to notes
v
for $75,000. His whereabouts is unknown.
The destination of the English flying
: Circulation in
and
Ouy
County. squadron is believed to be the West Indies.
The consensus of opinion in Madrid is
nmil is TIIE PAPKK for Maiiie sea- that the superseding of Gen. Martinez
Campos in command of the Spanish forces
faring people
in Cuba will greatly improve the situation
n ion 1 vrms. In advance,$2.Ot)a year;
there. The military journals censure Gen.
war. <2 i>«*; at tlie expiration of the
Campos and declare that his splitting up
his 100,000 followers into small sections
>ing Terms.
For one square, one inch
to protect rural property has been the
>! n.ii, > 1 .oo ior one week, and 2f»
•:i«-h “ui^equent insertion. A fraction
chief cause of the extension of the Cuban
charged a ;t full one.
revolt.R. G. Dun & Company report:
Failures the past week were much larger
i« uts of
I'o-Day’s Journal.
in magnitude, numbering 395 in the United States against 373 for the correspondpage 1.
last year—The Honorable Ar1'«* Week., rue History .if
Crosby Inn., ing period
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ii. ii.irtillery ('ompany of Boston, which
People's < nurse. .11ansfers
will visit England next July.
slabPersonal.. Belfast Bills Before
They will
be banqueted and feted at the military
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Aork Fashion-..Appointments by the
for them in the country and they will he
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general welcome.Miss Clara
given
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da Delgada
A Belfast Boy in
Barton, president of the American Red
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unite* State Provident Association..
Cross, and the members of her personal
n
Pilgrimage ,poem..
staff, sailed from New York yesterday,
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•-..Nows oi tho (i ranges.. 'food Tern- I en route
for Turkey.An earthquake
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.! i.dniai
on it.. North]'<*rt News. I
was experienced in
■ii I 'r avers in < ongress
Craig, Colorado,Saturotinty Corree. .Obituary. .The ('hurdles.
day evening. Articles were thrown from
the
shelves
and
clocks
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stopped. No serious damage is
N< ws of Belfast..Probate and Insolvency
reported. Farmers living
ret Societies. .< .unity Commissioners'
ten miles away felt the shock.
Shortly
Hudson I it* Harvest Stopped.
after the earthquake a terrific wind came
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up. which lasted half an hour.H. M.
News and Notes .Fishermen in Hard
Bullock of Indianapolis, who has been
\ Brass Steering Wheel.. Register of Deep
-sels.. Keeeption by Kent’s Hill Seniors.
employed in the Holmes case, claims to
b-,.-e Naval Strength. .The Law and Salt*
have discovered evidence showing tfiat
:'111fmi,cuti,000 Pounds. .In tlie 1'resiHolmes was not present at the time and
.1 Race.
place where the murders for which he is
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Tilings The River’s Echo..A Nursery about to sutler were committed.Bernms
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hardt Gilliam, the famous cartoonist of
g tor Farmers.. Religious Thoughts..
Judge died at Canajoharie, X. Y., yesterMaine News Shipbuilding in 1Sbo.
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ing fmm a severe attack of typhoid fever.
.C. Marxeu-Eraso arrived in New
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York Saturday from Venezuela, where
he represents the large commercial interink Maitkis.
The school at Good ! est of Flint,
Eddy & Co. Mr. MarxenKarin, which lias over 100 scholars, Eiaso stated that the
reports as to the
**ed on an account of an epidemic of war-like
spirit and excitement in Venez'lu*-at.s.
It is believed to be diptlie- uela were
grossly exaggerated.
character, but there are no seriWashington Whisperings. Bills have
iscs at present.
Every precaution been
presented providing for pensions finThe
•jg take 11 to prevent its spread.
olive
mother of Edward Brown,
>e was
brought by a hoy who came late Brown, in
private
company F., 2d Maine
farm about two weeks ago.The
cavalry; and James Murray, Augusta, late
K meeting of the ex-Dirigo Veterans’
14th
Maine infantry, and also
company E,
:ail"ii was held at Rockland Jan.
and officers were elected as follows: one to remove the charge of deserter
James
E.
against
Gray, late company D,
lent, J. VV. Crocker: vice president, 31st Maine
infantry.V bill for the reSinghi; secretary, A. 14. Hunt; lief of Herbert
W. Leach, now of Brockr. F. 1L. Berry: financial commit| ton. Mass., has been introduced. Mr.
W. Crocker. F. H. Berry and Geo. :
Leach was a native of Maine and was a
ckett: cemetery committee. Geo. i
seaman on the ill-fated Jeannette
expeR. H. Burpee and FrancisTighe.
dition
to the Arctic region under the coma anal
of
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Geiieameeting
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of
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DeLoug.V
-ciety was held at Portland, Jan. lavnrable
report was made to the Senate
tlie following officers were electJan. lGtli on Mr. Frye’s hill, authorizing
■m M. F. King, president' l)r. A. K,
the delegates of the l-nited States to the
-n ve. vice president; M. F. Hicks,
Washington international marine confer< >.
r: F.
Conant, secretary: Jos. > cin e of lssh to reconvene at the
discretion
a I-son,librarian_Portland claims
of the secretary of State.
This bill is iningest sea captain in the country
tended
to give authority in the event of
rson nf John A. York, the
youtliertain contingencies.
The conference of
iiamici of the schooner Charles J.
which h is been in ilie harbor ISS'J agreed upon certain rules of the road
to prevent collisions at sea.
These rules
v!!i;i.«i.
( a]»1. York is Is years
were authorized
by law bv the United
Hu! has beeu in the capacity as
Slates, arid by every other power particirew «.f six men for just a
year,
in their construction except Great
.■•le several trips, and some of paling
Britain, the English seamen objecting to
i r.
be. i) accomplished in remarksome of the log Cigna Is.
For three years
a k time.
East winter the Willard
the matter has been held in abeyance, but
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111
bichiiioiid on our coast to
is to be brought before Parliament
by the
k in-42 hours.The 18d(> year
London Chamber of Commerce at once.
tin .A aim- Eedciationof Woman’s
.Mr Five’s bill is ini tided to authorize
si- o\
an increase of Id clubs over
the reconvening of the American delegates,
i ion. A. W. Paine, the Nesso that if
England proposes amendments,
i icbseot bar, was on hand at
this may be speedily acted upon and a ret the January term at Bani ning
port made to Congress.Chairman
>
i: 1 y as any of the
j
boys, llis
of the Ms ine Democratic State
seems
He smilingly Hughes
perennial.
committee, saw President Cleveland about
c'* at ion
to the fact that for fib
the Maine offices, Jan. 17th, and states
!.e had attended every term of the
his belief that Mr. E. C. Swett will be
no- court at
Bangor, witli one cx- made
postmaster of Portland. He also
m
11ich was during an illness in
Ami he had argued eases at every had a conference with Secretary Carlisle.
.There is high authority for the stateerni except one. which was the first
ment. that President Cleveland was ready
’ds admission to the bar.The
on Saturday to issue a
proclamation ren
or eighth fire to occur at
Bangor
the belligerency of the reai a tew
weeks, broke out Saturday cognizing
and that it was withheld on
ning in a closet on the upper floor of volutionists,
brick block owned by J. P. Bass, at account of the announcement of the recall
of Gen. Campos.
It was felt by the
>"t of Main street, in the very heart
President that to issue a proclamation
in* city.
The fire was on the third
immediately on the heels of the action
in au unused closet, and was unwould be an affront to the Spanish Govitedly of an incendiary origin. The
ernment, and a delay of a few days was
aiage by lire is not heavy, but that by
naccordingly decided upon.
is more extensive.lion. Alvin
•c.
one of the wealthiest
Fish and Game.
capitalists
The Press says that
n Maine, and Miss**Leua B. Treat of Livthe Portland Cooperage Company is deri*i■ >i
F;ilIs were quietly married, Satlivering large quantities of clam bait barda\, and departed for Mr. Record’s
rels, and tliey are being rapidly taken
Doier residence in Florida.The Savdown eat^ by the coasters. The clam bait
-igsJBauk block in Dexter which was the business lias become a very important
■•ne of the famous Barron
tragedy was matter.
It lasts for only about two
uaicd early Saturday morning.
On the months, but it is brisk while it does
last,
i-i door were located the
post office and and calls for thousands of barrels, and
M dg« it s drug store, on the second floor
gives work for months before it opens to
Savings bank and the Dexter National many men. There is a brisk demand from
'■auk, and on the third floor Masonic hall. Spain, and Nova Scotia takes hundreds of
\ meeting of St. Johns R. A.
Chapter barrels. One Portland firm orders about
i been held Friday
evening and the fire 300 barrels, and it takes about 1,000 bar"iglit in some manner in the lodge rels to supply the Boston orders that a
'ins.
The building is nearly a total
single firm, W. G. Sargent & Co. of Sar-s.
Mudgett’s drug stock was saved in gentville, receives. About a peck of salt
but
the
office
damaged condition,
post
to a barrel of clams is the rule, and the
uitents were uninjured.
The insurance idea is to have the bait as
nearly fresh as
a the
is
on
stock
building
$8,000,
drug
possible. There is a demand for clams
"oo and on Masonic $1,000.
Total loss almost
entirely fresh, and they are furi "bably $12,000.A meeting of the
nished in large quantities for immediate
Maine railroad commissioners was held use.
Fish know’ the difference between
week at Cherry field.
The business fresh and salt
bait, and will eagerly take the
a lore them was
the question of accepting fresh, and leave the salt.
For two months
location of that part of the Wasliing- the clam bait business is
simply rushing,
( <mnty Railroad between East Maand orders are far ahead of the supply as
mas and
Cherryfield as surveyed by the a rule, and then it is over for a year.
ntractors’ engineers.
Remonstrauces It
may surprise some people to he inform"Mil the towns of
Harrington and Addison ed that it is estimated that the lobster
■-■dust a portion of the route were pretraps along the Maine coast give constant
uicd. the objection being that it runs
employment to at least three thousand
tar from their business centres.
The people, not including those who are indi■inmissioners reserved their decision.
rectly employed in the lobster business.
oglarics were committed at the Boston It is a very important branch of Maine in"cl Maine railroad station at Old Orchard
d ustry.
m i’ilie Point
Saturday night. At each
Political Points.
At a joint caucus
the burglars blew open the safe and
■mined a very small sum of money. At of tin* Republicans of the Iowa House and
*'d Orchard the explosion completely Senate U. vS. Senator Win. B. Allison was
Hiatteied the ticket office windows.
The nominated by acclamation to succeed himThere was great enthusiasm and
■"h>are supposed to have been done by self.
he same
gang that has operated at Port- the House was packed. Senator Allison
One!, Scarboro, Bridgton and Gorham was given an ovation and introduced as
He declared in ring"itbin a few weeks.The funeral of the next President.
Moses Woolsou, at one time master of the ing terms that the national honor aud the
English High school and principal of the national credit must be sustained at any
uigh schools in Bangor and Portland, was cost.The Manitoba election was a
a id
Sunday afternoon in King’s chapel, complete triumph for Premier Green way.
.The six Canadian ministers who reBoston.
cently resigned have re-entered the CabiIn Brief.
Mr. C. Oliver Iselin and net.
Sir Charles Tupper, Sr., was also
Mrs. Iselin sailed for Europe last week sworn in.Senator Chandler, in his arti• ml
rumor at once had it that he and
cle in the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette
hord Dunraven were to meet on the field upon the candidacy of Mr. Reed,
says
"f honor in a duel as the result of the that if Mr. Blaine had had united New
.vacht racing controversy.
This rumor England behind him in 1870, 1880, or 1884
"as regarded as a joke by Mr. Iselin’s
he would have been nominated and electfriends.Commander Ballington Booth ed President of the United States.The
of the Salvation Army, who is the supreme Cincinnati Tribune
says Secretary Carlisle
bead of the movement in this country, has is a candidate for the Presidency.Tambeen recalled to England_Bradstreet’s many Hall has issued a manifesto in which
“While general trade has not it cordially endorses the administration of
says:
shown a widespread tendency to revive President Cleveland,
especially in upholdhom the holiday depression, there are ing the Monroe doctrine.
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occupied >•

American

its loss

was

seriously

felt, and

spacious grounds, and complete retirement
with close proximity to the business centre.
This was the Crosby lot, so-called, long the
homeof

honored fellow citizen, Ex-GovG. Crosby, and of his father,
Jud^e Crosby, before him. The old mansion, erected in 1803, was moved and retain-

..

<

the,

the need for a new hotel was generally recognized. Two years elapsed before anything was accomplished in this direction.
Various plans were suggested and different
sites discussed; but the lot finally selected
could not he excelled in New Engl ml, if in
the country, combining as it does a commanding position, with glimpses of the bay
froiu the upper stories, trees and shrubbery,

••

••

12th, 4885,

which stood on the site now
Odd Fellows Block, was burned
Built in
1824 and then called the Eagle Hotel it had
long been the leading public house of the
place and although far from meeting modern

o

■

FOR

Two Lectures in the People’s Course.
A

moving

as soon as

possible

to

secure one.

J. F. Wilson advocated going to work
at once.
We should have a new hotel and
one can be built now
cheaper than a few
months later. He thinks a hotel would pay
better in some down town location than ou
the Crosby lot.
Ex-Mayor Wm. B. Swan agreed with Mr.
Wilson as to the need of a hotel and the necessity of getting one as soon as possible.
Ex-Mayor Charles Baker said he had no
business interests here to be benetitted by a
hotel, but for the interests of the city is willing to contribute towards the enterprise.
We all see the need of a first-class hotel
now.
He believes in building on the old
site and continuing under the old name
“Crosby Inn.” He knows of outside parties
who will take stock in a hotel here.
Wm. H. Quimby, assistant treasurer of the
Belfast Savings Bank, thinks the place to
build is the old lot. He stated that so far
as he knew the holders of the
mortgage of
the old company would be willing to let the
insurance money go towards paying for a

ernor

ed

our

Wm.

to the new hotel and alone
fire which reduced Crosby Inn
to ashes Jan. 4, 1896.
The history of this hotel enterprise, and
particularly the financial part of it, is not
generally or accurately known, and should
be interesting if not instructive at this time.
Sept. 27, 1887, those interested in the movement met, and articles of incorporation were
drawn up, w ith the following incorporators :
Richard Chenery, Calvin Hervey, Alden 1).
as

an

escaped

annex

the

Chase, 1. W. Parker, A. H. Bradbury, N.
F. Houston, J. T. Pottle, A. C. Sibley and
S. L. Mil liken.

i
j
j
1

j

Oct. 30, 1887, the company
was incorporated under the name of Belfast
Hotel Company. The capital stock was
fixed at $30,000 and the shares at a par value
of $100 each. The following officers were
elected: Col. Richard Chenery, President;
R. Chenery, Calvin Hervey, S. W. Mathews,
A. A. Howes and N. F Houston,
Directors;
Calvin Hervey, Treasurer, and
I). Chase,
Secretary.

Following is a iist of the stockholders
! with the amounts actually paid in by them:

make the grounds a public
The petition was acted on adversely
I ark.
May 17, 1888. At that time the ent< r prise
was encountering
hostility that later developed into actual warfare against all who
had contributed time or money, or
both, to
give Belfast a hotel second to none in the
State, a credit to the place and a public benefit, as well.
It was made an issue in our
city politics. No one who had anything to
do with building Crosby Inn could hold
office, and boards of assessors were chosen
ument

and

to

expressly to punish them for their public
spirit and enterprise. All that was asked
or expected
by the hotel company was an
abatement of taxes on the hotel building
and contents, the tax on the estate to remain as before, and because of this reasonable request—which the city could well afford to grant—the stockholders have been
subjected to abuse and injury that seems almost incredible.
But for the Belfast Savings Bank and the
Belfast National Bank the building could
never have been
completed. Both institutions furthered the enterprise
by making
loans upon extremely liberal term*. The

new building on the old
site, when the building shall be completed, and continue the
loan under the old mortgage.

furniture.

was opened to the public June
1, 1889 under lease for five years to Geo. H.
Bemis on terms that would have paid the
interest on the debt and other charges.
Bemis did not attend to bis business and
gave up the house Nov. 1, 1891, with arrears

Mr. D. B. Southworth stated that he believed that for general business travel a
down-town hotel would pay better, but for

of

rent amounting to between $700 and
$800. In order not to inconvenience the public toe directors kept the hotel open in charge

was

of

a

weighty moment, logic

and

I

of

potent force,

yet failed to interest or impress his audience. What he did do was to both delight
and instruct his hearers. He has a wonder^ command of
language, and oratorical
powers that enable him to make a wonderful use of it. He could tell a
story so in-

imitably as to provoke general laughter, and
as readily command breathless attention
by
strains of the purest eloquence.
He did not
adhere closely to his theme, but when he
closed there was little more that could have
been said on the subject, and it was only as
the lecture was recalled afterward that
you

fully realized all that it contained. Foreign
immigration was depicted as it is, the desirable

and

undesirable accessions to

our

population contrasted, and the possible consequences of the landing of the pauper hordes
and criminal classes of Europe on our she res
indicated. What was said of good citizenship and the use of the ballot should not
soon be forgotten. The
appeals to patriotism
awoke responsive chords in the hearts of his
audience. His mention of two men—Bishop
Ireland and Gen. John B. Gordon—as em-

bodying the highest ideal of American citizenship confirmed the estimate the writer
hasjlong had of the former, based on personal
acquaintance for nearly ten years. Gen. Gordon of Georgia was one of the most brilliant
soldiers on the Confederate side, and when
he

lectured in Boston last fall the Grand

Army
gave him a rousing reception.
Ex-Mayor Wm. C. Marshall thinks we
The Boston Journal said of his lecture: “It
have a hotel, and believes in restoring
was a great address. Not
great for its finishthe Crosby Inn with the same
general de- ed
periods, for its startling philosophy, for
sign as before. He suggests that a new
company be formed to buy the old stand. profound scholarship, but for its abundant
The question is, have we the public spirit to human nature, for its grand devotion to the
and for its tributes to the men who
put our hands in our pockets, build this flag,
hotel and not expect it to prove a 5 per cent, fought and died for what they believed to
be the truth.” But to return to the lecturer;
nvestment?
C. B. Hall believes we should have a hotel and perhaps all that need be said further is
that Mr. Miller will always be sure of an apand will do all he can towards that end.
audience here, and that the next
Joseph Williamson, Esq., believes we preciative
should have a hotel equal to the Crosby Inn. lecture course in Belfast must necessarily

Crosby Inn

of the

definite idea of what the audience
For example, in dealing with
may expect.
the question of foreign immigration Mr. Miller might have given statistics galore, facts
veys

men

must

Savings Bank made a loan, July 1, 1890,
upon the building of $20,000 and Sept. 30,
1891, the National Bank loaned $5,000 on the
the

“the stranger at our gates.”
Few of our people had heard Jahu De
Witt Miller, who delivered the second lecture in the People’s Course at the Belfast
Opera House last Thursday evening; and in
these days the title of a lecture rarely con-

NEW

FACTORY.

special meeting of the Belfast Board o*

Mr.

..

i-

ALIVE

Trade was held at the Police Court room in
Memorial building Monday evening, Jan.
20th, and action taken looking to the material improvement of the city in several
directions. The call for the meeting included in the business the election of officers,
but this was passed over and the old board
will hold for another year.
The first matter discussed was the
project
of a hotel to supply the want caused by the
destruction of the Crosby Inn.
The President, Mr. A. C. Sibley, believes
that Belfast must have a hotel, and advocat-

—

■

Board of Trade.

THOROUGHLY

HOTEL AND SHOE

it was Built.

NUMBER 4.

the

summer

travel

the Crosby lot is prefer-

able.

On

J. F. Wilson a committee
consisting of Messrs. Charles Baker, C. B.
Hall and D. B. Southworth was appointed
to investigate as to the cost of the
Crosby
lot, and of building a hotel, the prospect of
leasing a hotel to reliable parties, of finding
other locations providing the Crosby lot is
not available, and other matters in relation

clerk, Mr. C. H. Mitchell, until a lease
to Messrs. Wright &
Varney.

made

Through personal disagreement between the
partners they made a failure of the business
and the company lost between $400 and $500
in rent. Again the hotel was kept open for a
time, at a loss, in charge of Mr. F. G. White,

motion of

include his
“THE

name.

EMPIRE OF THE CZAR—THE GREAT BEAR
OP' THE NORTH.”

The lecturer last Thursday evening said
that of all the foreign governments that
of Russia alone was friendly to this
government, although there was nothing in
common
between the people of the two
countries.
This remark is recalled in
connection with Dr.

MaeArthur’s

lecture

Tuesday evening. lie made it very clear
that the friendship of Russia is worth
having and its hostility something to be

Miss Frnma M. Davis is visiting friends in
Brunswick.
Dr.

day

in

F. E. Follett of Rockland spent SunBelfast.

Mrs. Lucy Lancaster of Rockland
ing friends in this city.

is

visit-

Clifford Deering was at home from Rockland Commercial College to spend Sunday.
Dr. Mac Arthur was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Sibley while in this city Tues-

day night.
Mrs. Charles

father, B.

P.

S. Pearl of Bangor visited her
Field, Esq., a few days the

past week.
Everett S. Carter left by train Monday
for a business trip to Bath, Boston
and other points.

morning

Mrs. Dr. Frank A.

Schubert of Plymouth
Mrs. Geo. W. Lewis

visiting her mother,

is
on

Waldo Avenue.

Mrs. Caroline.

Crosby left by the
Monday to visit her daughter,
Henry M. Burdette of New York.
train

noon

Mrs.

Ex-chief Engineer Francis H. Welch recently become a member of the National
Association of Fire Engineers.
Miss Elizabeth Jones, who is attending
the Bridgewater, Mass., Normal School, arrived home last Friday for a vacation.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Cook will be pleased to learn of their safe
arrival at Great Falls, January loth, after a

pleasant trip.
Mr. C. W. Wescott, cashier of the Belfast
National Bank, started Friday on a vacation

trip and will visit Portland, Boston and
Hartford. Mr. H. T. Field is acting cashier
during his absence.
Brown of Nortbport was in
week visiting relatives, and
left Saturday for South Thomaston to visit
her brother. Mrs. Brown is 50 years of age,
and quite a remarkable fact connected with
Mrs. Emery
the city last

her visit is

that, living

as near as

Nortbport,
[Rock-

she has never before visited this city.
laud Star.

the recent annual meeting of the Sioux
Jobbing Association Mr. W. R. Marshall, formerly of this city, was chosen secretary. He was also made chairman of a
committee to select a delegate to represent
Sioux Falls at a meeting in Minneapolis :n
the interest of a railroad from that city
through Aberdeen and Pierre to the Bla<?fc
At

Falls

Hills.

John H. Burke, the nemesis of several
local corporations, has returned to Minneafter an eight months’ stay in the
East.
While away Mr. Burke was in Bostou ami New York the greater part of the
time.
He was investigating the affairs of
some of the concerns heavily interested in
the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company
previous to the failure. Speaking of the East,
Mr. Burke is somewhat pessimistic,
lie
takes the view that there is still much rottenness among the big corporations ami that
the concerns not doing a legitimate business
will have to he weeded out before
the country will again be prosperous
LM:n-

apolis

neapolis

Times.

about to be closed when a lease i to a new hotel, and report at an adjourned
feared. We are all imbued with the idea
A. D. Chase.§
Belfast Bills Before Congress.
.‘500 was made to Haugh, Wright & Varney,
meeting.
that ours is a big country, and in truth it is;
N. F. Houston.
;;00
who soon placed the iiotel uu a good
In
to bringing some new manuregard
footing
Ben
1
Haze-lt.ine.
‘,00
Congressman Mil Liken is endeavoring to
but the lecturer told uu that the United
in all respects. The new
W. (’. Tuttle.
mo
proprietors bought facturing enterprise to Belfast., President
secure the passage of “a hill for the relief of
Alaska
could
be
States,
down
included,
A. II
put
Bradbury.
500 tie- furniture and thus relieved the hotel comSibley stated that the firm of which he is a
the heirs of William Pitcher and Axel Hayin Siberia alone and then leave a
David Peirce.
500
margin of t'ord ami
member, Critehett, Sibley & Co., is not op- !
pany of a portion of the debt, but the income
Samuel Otis anil (ieorge 15. Fergu; Mark Andrews.
2(H)
many square miles. The area of all Russia
1
to
from
the
the
was
posed
movement.
On
the
insufficient
to
property
contrary,
200
pay inson.’’ The claim has been pending for s«-v! L. F. McDonald.
one-sixth of all the territory of the
comprises
will
Mathews Bros.
welcome
to
terest
on
our
*j00
the remaining debt, and for $20,000 they
city any manufacteral years. These parties were engaged u
Mrs. Ellen Starrett
and one sixteenth <>f the total area of ;
300
insurance, and the amount of insurance was j uring enterprise, whether of shoes or other globe
the hay business and toward the end of
Dr. D. P. Flanders.
;;oo
land and water. Whi le the population of this
t-wice reduced, the last time to
J"hn II. Quimhy.
war were buying hay fertile
$12,000, $5,- ! goods, that, will advance the interests of the
300
government,
country is between b<),000,000 and 70,000,000, j
j Chas B. llazeltine. 2,000 000 having been taken off about two months city.
aiding in a measure as pur. basing agents.
Russia
has
a
Hall .K: Cooper.
of
:;oo before the
population
Mr. C. B. Hall suggested that as the Dana
120,000,000,some The
with the belief that it would
fire,
government demand kept, the pnc- up,
Deo. F Ryan.
100
be impossible tor tile building to burn down
Sarsaparilla building can now be bought for authorities suv 12a,000,000. Siberia, common- j and wh >. the war rauir T-. an end
A. Howes.
;
1,000
suddenly
j A
regarded as a region of perpetual ice and !
)y
a
reasonable
A. C. Sibley.. t.
that
a
with
be
our water supply.
price,
form500
syndicate
The bottom dri pped out of the hay market.
J
j Wm. B. Swan. ;;oo
snow, has as great a variety of climate and
ed
to
raise
the
The books of the treasurer show an ex- I
!
'1 he claimants were left With a large amount
necessary funds to buy the
1
of products and resources as this
;:oo
i A. K. Pierce.
country, of
building, ami that merchants and others I
W. (’. Marshall.
hay on hand for which t he government had
000 peuditure, including interest on loans, of !
!
and
some
of
it
are
beautiful—for
Iiusparts
who leel interested in
about $48,000.
W. G. Cr<is 1 >y estate.
A large amount was expendno use, and they had to sell it to
bringing manufactur- |
private
sia.
exiles
after
Richard Chenery. I.000 ed for labor and went to our own
Many
completing their term j parties for what it would
people. ing enterprises to the city, contribute an- of
firing. The hill Mr
C. He.rvey.
300 The
banishment settle in Siberia. In speaking |
the
small
sum
to
nually
cost
Millikeu
has
introduced provides f .r the reheating apparatus
necessary
guarantee
$2,240, gas fix- !
Mrs. S. A. Howes.
200
of the progress Russia has made, and is mak- i
4 per cent, interest on the
Charles Baker.
lief of these men for the amounts actually
200 tures $400, and the bills for painting amount- ;
investment, the
Dr. MacArthur paid a handsome tribute
ing,
E. T. Shales.
e»l
to
:
to
200
$1,800.
syndicate
give the rental of the building
lost by their hay transactions.
Messrs.
S. L. Mil liken.
to George Kerman, who through his writings
500
to any com-ern that will
Col. Cheuery, the President of the Hotel
Pitcher and Hay ford claim to have lost >4,employ a given and
Mrs. Hitchcock. 1.4(H)
lectures
has
done
much
for
the
en
light- (i(il and Messrs. Otis and
W. T. Denyes.
Company, gave practically his whole time to i number of hands.
100
Ferguson s3,22b 7b,
W. A. Swift.
Several members spoke briefly on the sub- enment of Russia, and whose work in this and the hill provides for the
200 the enterprise from the time the hotel was |
payment »f
direction
will
J. T. Pottle.
200 started until it was
eventually receive due recog- those sums to their heirs. At the last sesall favoring Mr. Hall’s plan.
to the public. He
ject,
opened
A. C. Burgess.
300 !
After a brief discussion by Ex-Chief En- nition. The lecturer sketched Russian his- sion Mr. Millikeu succeeded iu
was determined to have
J. F. Wilson.
everything of the I
100
securing a
Welch & Hoyt.
No native-born citizen has ever maui- gineer F. H. Welch, Mr. Albert M. Carter, tory briefly but skilfully, from the days of favorable report from the committee on war
10O I best.
the Northmen to the present time,
R. P. Stickney.
50o fested greater interest in Belfast than did
brought
Capt. Baker and others in regard to the reclaims to which it was referred, and tins
I. W. Parker. 1,000
out the characteristics of the
people, and year he will seek to have the committee
Col. Cheuery during his comparatively short sponsibility for the care of the tire hydrants,
Partial payments on stock.
’350 j
touched lightly on the vices hut gave promiresidence here. He was public-spirited and \ the meeting adjourned for one week, the
adopt the report then made.
nence to the noteworthy achievements < f
£21,(550 , open-hearted, and had he come here earlier secretary to give notice of the same through
Mr. Millikeu has also introduced a bill for
the
Russian
rulers.
Over 82,000 dollars were subscribed for in life
Specially interesting the relief of the owners of
would, without doubt, have done j the local papers and invite all interested to
the brig Ah by
was
the
of
account
the conversion of the
stock that was not taken, when it was seen much for
Belfast. Another man wdio has attend.
Ellen, iu which N. Mans tie hi and others of
Russians to the Greek church, the story of
that the investment could not be a paying
given his time to the hotel from the start,
Belfast were interested. The brig was parthe career of Peter the Great, the description
one.
without compensation or reward, is Calvin
The Girls’ Home.
tially destroyed while under imbursmeut
of the building of St.
and the
Petersburg,
The 86,500 subscribed for the Crosby estate
Hervey, the treasurer. He has not only
tribute to Alexander II., the liberator of the by the l cited States, iu the harbor of Hilton
Mrs. Florence C. Porter, Field Secretary,
represents the price paid fur the lot and kept the books and managed the
finances, aud Mrs.
Head, 8. C.t on April <i, 1K05, and the sum of
serfs.
The story of his death from a Nihilist
Palsifer
Georgia
General
Porter,
buildings thereon. In the fall of 1887 the but has looked after the leases, the repairs
the cost of repairs, is asked for.
$3,103.03,
bomb
was
a
hit
of
word
of
the
Children’s
Aid
masterly
painting.
Society of
Crosby mansion was moved off, the cellar 1 and all the minor details involved. This he Secretary
The hill went to the committee on war
Maine, were in Belfast the first of the week, This lecture, like the one that immediately
dug and foundation constructed at a ecst of i has done for
claims.
eight years, in addition to his as
guests of Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington. Mrs. preceded it, appealed to the patriotism of
82,500. This left only 814,000 cash to build j stock
Another hill introduced by Mr. Millikeu
subscription.
P. Porter’s work is advertising the the audience and was calculated to promote
the hotel, and the plans submitted called
Georgia
The foregoing facts and figures tell why
is for the relief of Samuel Bobbins of BelDr. MacArthur strengthGirls’
which
she does by writing ingood
citizenship.
for a structure to cost over 830.0(H).
Home,
This the hotel was
built, how it was built, and by
fast to the amount of $2,000 for damages
necessitated a halt aud the foundation was
teresting articles on the society and its work ened the good impression made o.i his forwhom it was built. The larger part of the
done to him by the iron clad transport
mer visit here and was
for the press, and in arranging for public
boarded over and made snug for the winter.
greeted by an audimoney came from comparatively few indimeetings to be addressed by Mrs. Florence j ence whose size and intelligence won his steamer Kit Carson, which, when near Fort
July 5, 1888, the plans having been modified viduals. Others
gave according to their
Monroe, ran into the merchant vessel upon
C. Porter.
Of a meeting in Bucksport last cordial recognition.
somewhat, the company voted that Mr. I. means. The word
which Robbins was employed, breaking
gave is used as it was a
W. Parker be employed to erect the buildSunday the local correspondent of the Bangift to Belfast rather than an investment. gor Daily News said:
three of his ribs and his wrist and injuring
Transfers in Heal Estate.
ing. Prior to that it was seen that the origi- Did not these men
deserve at least fair treat'
him otherwise. The government has long
Mrs. Florence C. Porter of Caribou, field
nal stockholders could realize nothing from
ment from their fellow citizens?
The following transfers in real estate were siuce paid for damage done the vessel hat
secretary of the Children’s Aid Society of
their investment, and that their stock
The cut used at the head of this article
Maine, addressed a large audience at the recorded iu Waldo
County Registry of Deeds has never paid Robbins, who has suffered
Elm street church Sunday evening in the
would he valueless, and May 3, 1888, a pe- was
the first one made of the hotel and was
for the week ending Jan. 22, 181K3: Samuel
ever since the injury and ou that account is
interests
of the recently established home
tition was presented to the city governused on the bills of fare, circulars, etc. A for destitute and
T1
Dickey estate, Lincoluville, to Thirza H. a cripple now.
deserving girls at Belfast.
ment for an abatement of taxes.
It was
Mrs.
was
Porter
is
a
fine
made
for
The
and
Journal by didrew the Wellman, do.; land iu Lincoluville. Henry
duplicate
speaker
proposed then to give to the city a site rection of Col. Cheuery, and its use seems attention aud sympathy of her hearers from M. Stevens,
Greetings Sent Speaker Reed.
Thorndike, to Osmond J. Parti-e first. The worthy charity which she
in rear of the post office for a soldiers’ monappropriate on this occasion.
r. presents will no doubt be
materially ben- sons, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike.
The following telegram was sent to Hon.
eliited by her visit.
Clifton Curtis, Jr., by guardian, Searsport,
A Noteworthy Fact.
Thomas B. Reed Wednesday night, after the
Deaths in Searsinont in 1895.
Mrs. Porter spoke in Castiue yesterday,
to Chas. M. Nichols, do.; land and
buildings adjournment of the State of Maim Reed
It was a matter of geueral comment among
and has other engagements as follows;
Mr. E. S. Cushmau sends us the
in
Searsport. Edwin S. Dixon et al., Phila- Club:
following
dealers when Hood’s Sarsaparilla was first list of deaths in the town of Searsinont dur- Newport, Jan. 2(1; Scarboro
Beach, Jan. 27; delphia, to P. Barbeau Valle, St. Louis;
l‘oin land. Jan 15, U l«i.
ing the year 1895:
the
market
and
upon
placed
rapidly pushed
Brunswick, Jan. 2JJ; Orono, Feb. 2. Arrange- land in Islesboro. Jason M. Robbins, Union, Ilnn. Thu unis Ji. liivri, U'lis/iiiif/toii, h. ('
Yrs. Mos.
The
Stale
of
Maim*
itself to the front among medicines. It is Jan. 12—Mrs. Eunice E
Reed t mb. wr.amz
ments are in progress for meetings in
to Albert W. Thom psou,
Boulter.57
5
Searsmout; land at Portland tw-day by
men ui
even more noteworthy that it has
12—Mrs. Caroline M. F. Miller..64
8
steadily
Skowhegan, Bath, Farmington, Milford, in Searsmout. Ephraim M. Miller, Lincoln- the Repuhliean partyrepresentative
trwin all sections of
maintained its position “on top,” and that
28—Mrs. S. A. Thomas.
Gld Town aud Bangor.
to Lucy A. Miller, do.; land and buildtile State, sends to you its greetings.
And
ville,
its sales continue to be the largest in the Feb. 5—Mrs. Hannah Richards.65
6
the club, recognizing your iong and distinMrs. Georgia P. Porter has prepared and
world. It is especially significant that the
21—Mrs. Lucy A. Walls.78
ings in Lincoluville. Meizer Higgius, Lm10
service
to
the
and
guished
country
your
druggists of this place, as will be seen by
28—Henry N. Brown.54
4
published a neat pamphlet entitled “The colnville, to J A. Knight, do.; land in j.in- fearless and able
championship of Republireference to another column, publicly testify Mar. 1—Mrs. Sally H. Marriner.86
4
Girls’ Home, Northport Avenue, Belfast, colnville. Edwin Jenkins, Monroe, to Chas. can principles, pledges to you its earnest,
from their own personal knowledge that the
6—Orrin A Bartlett.40
united and enthusiastic support, as the ReMaine.’’
It has an introduction by Mrs.
H. Mitchell, do.; land in Monroe. Velorous
sales of Hood’s Sarsaparilla are larger than
12—Henry Hazeltine.76
publican candidate for President of tie
those of all other similar preparations, and
28—Mrs. Mary A. Pierce.84
6
Burrington, and contains a number of ex- A. Spearin, Monroe to Chas. If. Mitchell; United States.
Henky B. Uleaves,
that customers return, time after time, and May 18—Benjamin Higgins.84
tracts from Maine newspapers in regard to
land in Monroe. Lewis A. Knowlton, BelPresident State of Maine Reed Club.
call for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, refusing to take
—Mrs. David Griffin.72
the
work.
to
fast,
land
and
buildthat
Stephen
Pierce,
be
offered
in
do.;
its place. It July 3—Maybell Danforth. 7
anything
may
shows that people have found Hood’s SarsaRecent contributions to the Home have been ings in Belfast. Stephen Pierce to Jesse E. 2L Searsmont. An unusual event occurr* d
5—Miss Ida K. Thompson.27
in our village Tuesday.
6—W. Richards.
It was a trial of t! e
2
parilla to be an honest and meritorious medias follows: Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Buck, BucksStaples, Belfast; land and buildings iu Belcine.
22 ^-Mrs. Sarah P. Cross.77
5
State vs. John Mahoney of Camden aud S.
port, $10; Non-Partisan Union, Presque fast. Oliver Bowen, Montville, to Volney
Aug.26—Marion Hall.
6
R. Bennett of this town. The charge was
A Fire Alarm in Fairfieid.
31—Mrs. Charles Bryant.21
Isle, bedding; Mrs. Laura Curtis Bullard, Thompson, do.; land Knox.
9
conspiracy to extort money. J. S. Burgess
Sept 16—Clj’de A. Wentworth.
New York City,$25; a friend, New York City,
“Burning out” of a chimney in the Jour- Nov. 16—Mrs. Geo. E. Cooper.31
is the complainant. The trial is the outcome
The Reed Club of Concord, N. H.
$5; Mrs. Annabel Knight, Dorchester, Mass.,
30—Miss Marcia Woodman.69
nal block Monday afternoon caused a little
of the trial at Rockland a short time since, in
towels aud handkerchiefs; Ladies of the
excitement on the streets for a short time.
Concord, N. H,, Jan. 17. The natives of which. Mahoney, a former town pauper of
The Lotus Club of New York gave a din- Congregational Society, Jackson, by hand
An attempt was made to get a stream of j
Maine, resident in this city, held an enthus- this tow*n, sued Burgess for abuse and got a
of Rev. F. S. Dolliff, mittens, pulTs, aprons,
ner in honor of Charles A. Dana last Saturwater upon it, and the hydrant at Blackiastic meeting to-night to launch a “Thomas
verdict of over $(>00. Bennett was Mahoney's
day night. A large gathering of men promi- etc.
well’s Corner was turned, but found to be I nent in
B. Reed Club of Concord, N. H.,“ as it was
business affairs were present. Presiprincipal witness. Trial Justice E. P. Kuowlfrozen and no water could be secured from dent
Lawrence made a felicitous speech in Connecticut
announced
Anticipates an Ice Famine.
by the speakers. Col. Jos. W. ton of Liberty found probable cause and
that
As the fire seemed to be on the inMr. Dana, who responded briefly.
welcoming
Robinson was elected president, Wm. H. bound them over to the
crease, it was thought best not to abandon Mr. Dana said that this
country was the
April term of SuWaterbuky, Conn., Jan. 17. Local ice
the idea of getting water on to the fire, and
King, secretary and treasurer. The inten- preme Court in $200 bonds. AUlen aud Herhope of the world and that the one idea ema hose pipe from the engine house
put on, bodied in the Stars and Stripes was that of a men are prophesying an ice famine for next tion of the club
explained in several differ- bert Robbins are Bennett’s bondsmen. Mabut with so low a pressure of water, a stream nation where
should be defended summer. The cold snaps so far have been ent addresses was to further the interests of
would not reach the chimney and the pipe with the last liberty
honey lias not secured bonds at this writing*
of blood in our veins. We followed by thaws ana ice has been formed the Maine statesman in his
drop
of Washington was attorney
had to be extended up to it and at last the were citizens of a
candidacy for L. M.
country, he said, that only to a thickness of eight inches which is President. The club started with a member- for the Staples
State. R. Robinson of Camden and
fire was subdued. [Fairfield Journal.
knew no rival and feared no foe.
not thick enough to cut for the present.
ship of fifty prominent Republican workers. M. F. Hanley of Rockland for defence.
and it
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it would be impospaper like The Journal,

advertising

Without

sible to publish a
except at a serious loss.

SHOULD

Have it in the House

It will

family

tising

positively
long

as

as

cure tlie main'
life has woes.

and

cures

neuralgia!

Originated
For

than forty years T have used JohnAnodyne Liniment in mv family. I regard it one of the Lest and safest family medicines; used internal and external in all cases.
<J. H. 1 N<ialls, Dea. 2d Bapt. Cb., Bangor. Me.
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New

Folks Libelled.

Tiie Journal: We

of

TII.I.K

'‘takin'

notes?"

and such

WAISTS.

Fashions.
'lTCKKI*

GLOVES. ;:ew ginghams,

wonder whether our neighbors at Stock
ton, and especially tlie Fort Point, know
that there has been a “chiel aiming"
them

York

SI.KKVKS,

lace striked

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
The advance of the ball season shows
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lib* i.

which

misdescription

No

one

read

ran

the

the

"bight house-keeper" ;»t
d
point" without feeling that no other
•V' id.-an describe
it, seeing that the
di vby of tlie locality is made so apparby naim s and pictures. And one canthink of it without protest against the
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i

ty taken with and the wrong dime to
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hose remarkable grit and endur;i painful operation has been

der

m

<

.nation of the piesent writer
he heaid of it.)
The <mly conclusion

ever

-in

Mr. Webster

that

we

must

can come

to is

have offended the

author, win* has taken this mean revenge.
We are sure that against both author and

publisher

he has

equally

arc

good

a

sure

case

but

cannot

we

law.

that the whole

tion of the “natives” is

cality,

at

libel

a

quote

it

We

descripthe lo-

on

all.

Is it not time that those who
stories about Maine learned that
or

one

May

we

write

we

have

two

High Schools in the State?

not

tell them that

Harvard and

Yale and

our

and

Wellesley

j

and

Colby

Bov. doin and other graduates do not—we
solemnly swear it—talk like this! “Aiggs!

cxjxcted
kind

inaugural,

as

he is

BcNtoii

ln

!>ea

slurs of humorists so oftin throw n on that
it> in public, such as “dead as Chelsea,”

ZEPHYRS

They believe such talk injures the
of their city, and that it would
be right t<> bring suits lor libel against

of white

eti

or

publishers throwing
can

is

County

Editor

r!aimed that

ARE

ALSO

in town to

enlist for the late

if

war.

the first in Waldo county they were
'among the earliest to respond to the call
fur men. Early in May, 1801, Virgil X.
not

H.

William

Higgins,

and

Thompson

j

James Foote enlisted at Bangorand joined
No doubt their
Hi** 2nd Maine regiment.
of army life in detail
would he interesting to the general readsketch may
er, and even a brief outline

personal history

in

colors

PLAIDS

or

on

Dimities show for the

in chine patterns.
linen batiste (grass

or

partiality

for
has by no means expended itself, j
and besides all these beautiful cottons.
Lord & Taylor are showing new styles in

this material, such as stripes, silk corded
in colors, colored lace striped ;
styles ranging from f>0 to TO cents per j

1

ones

COTTON CANVAS WILL

employed

this

at

j

35 cents.
LARGELY

HE VERY

season as a

substitute for

duck, coming in pink, crimson, blue, !

heliotrope, black
gingham width at

or

50

dark

blue.

It is

per yard,
Madras Cheviots and percales for ladies’
waists and gentlemen’s shirts, are in an
e ndless variety of checks,
stripes or figures,

thirty-two

cents

inches

from 25 to 40 cents.

Bangor, where he has lived.and been

•ngaged

in

business since the

son

dhl

not

in

recover

Appointments

war.

While en route for Washington they
.vere taken with the mcascls and Thomptime

to

reach

wide,
Figured

j

varying

by

tlie

Governor Cleaves made
portant

a

nominations Jan.

appointment of Col.

J.

Governor.
number of im- j
15tli.
W.

j

Of the I

Porter

as

!

h all man of the Board of
Registration in
Bangor the
big A Courier says: “It will ;i
j
g ive general satisfaction in tins
It

"Washington with his regiment. The first
‘Bull’s Hun” gave Higgins and Foote
thcii first experience in the crash and
city.
Late in Yd Thompson was clearly a case of the ollice seeking the I
roar of battle.
being incapicitated for service received his man. Col. Porter had no thought of he-1
discharge and came home. Early in 1803 i ng a candidate for the position until he ];
Eoote fell a victim to disease contracted w as approached by some of the leading
in the Peninsular Campaign.
Iliggins Republicans who asked him to allow file !i
use of ids name.
A very strong petition I
was in the several battles in which his
was sent to the Governor in
support of his
regiment was engaged prior to the battle

j

Chancellorsville,

which he received

at

rifle ball wound in
was amputated,
in
a

leg, and the limb
July 1863, he was

a

commissioned Lieutenant in the
and assigned to guard
Washington and other points.

■corps,

reserve

duty

at

Late in
that year lie resigned and came home. In
the fall of 1802 Thompson enlisted ip the
20th Maine regiment and served as wagoner.
Soon after the expiration of that
term of service, lie enlisted as
recruit for the 12th Maine regiment and

regiment’s
a

article from the National

He studied the tastes,
the whims, and the prejudices of men
and particularly of women, within a limitHe adapts bis advertising to
ed area.
corns.

“wonderful,” “unparallel-

ed.”
Language is like a piece of Judia
rubber: Stretch it all the while and it
loses its power.
The best advertisement xni/x xowi’tlunn
in pnrtinilnr.
it is not a tissue of glittering generalities.
Take, for instance,
sofas.
One dealer advertises “a soft and
couch
of
downy
luxury, lit for the weary
body of an emperor,” and the reader
or
laughs
yawns. Another dealer says
that iiis sofa is covered with velour or
eordurov, is stuffed with hair of best
quality, contains sixty finely tempered
springs, and may be opened, so that the
lower part is a convenient place for keeping clothes free front dust and wrinkles.
In this case a definite idea is presented to
the reader.
He lias a clear-cut notion of
what is offered for sale.
In tlie matter of display, it is important
to avoid the two extremes of
sprawling
and overcrowding. Sometimes you see a
column blank except for the words,
“This space belongs to Snip A
Findings,
tlie One-Price Clothiers.” Such advertising is, in tlie opinion of experienced
judges, like throwing money into the fire.
On the other hand, see that your advertisement is uot so long as to he tedious.
Imagine that you wanted a salesman, and
got letters from two applicants. The
first letter you open may contain
strong
evidence of tlie writer’s ability.
He may
he a man of talent and of spotless character, but his wiiting is about as legible to
you as a fire-cracker label; so you pass
him by.
Here is another lesson.
If you want
every word in your advertisement to help
draw trade, see that every word is
plain as day. Avoid huddled paragraphs
in small type, and lines that are too
long.
People will not tax their eyes for tlie purpose of finding out what you have to sell.
If they cannot easily read your
message,
they will turn to your neighbor’s which is

plainer.

c

at

following

“glorious,”

organdies
interest the many who are acquainted
embodying Persian colors are among
with the two first mentioned men at this
special attractions, and sometimes an irdate.
(The last named did not return.)
regular stripe suggests chine effects.
Lieut. Higgins is well known in this secVerona Clarke.
inn of Waldo county, as is Mr. Thompson

the advertiser will be found

what you say. Consider that the weakest
talkers you know are those whose remarks are embellished with the frequent
iteration of such words as “grand,”

extremely

are

RAISED

IN

Thorndike, furnished three of the first yard, and the plainer
men

to

somebody's

It j stripes

2,

the

lie floes not have to please so many peoHe is in less danger of treading on

linen)

Soldiers.

The Joi ienae:
School District No.
of

to

are

ple.

stripes,

marine blue.

The

he injiuions remarks against Fort Point
folks?
Waldo

There

of loose white threads in

flowered, striped,

t

the

the business ad-

The local advertiser lias this great adthat
over the general advertiser-

most part very small Dresden designs on
coided;and jointed dimities are dotted,

be punished for
'.i\ing such things of Chelsea and of Cape
i'od folks, why not make them suffer for

in

to

brings the best results

vantage

contrasting surfaces,
piiueipally in salmon,pale blue, heliotrope

:ate:ests

newspaper or
such slurs.
If they

one

Advertiser:

pretty, plaided repped ginghams showsimilar designs in all fashionable hues.
Silk
ginghams are really beautiful,
brought out in hair-line striped or plain
surfaces, with silken figures in white or
pale shades, with darker chine designs
as a species of background.

(doin' that prominent citizens of
have taken exceptions to the stale

any

column when

species of “frosting” is

with small chine figures,

Maine

a

a

means

(iinglinms

next

.oi! only it would be like liim for
,r :gs” to substitute “Dem'ciats.”
icc wining the above we notice in the

ii

1

to

his

.n

a

purchasers.
Simple, plain language is best. Having
made a draft of an advertisement, go
by
hair-line stripes. This style is twenty-eight through it without pity and strike out
inches wide, and 50 to 00 cents per yard, every high-sounding adjective. Do not
suppose that in so doing you “weaken”
intermixed
with raised
which

thrown

president may be
“git" off something of the

our

of

the fancy of bis publif just as Ik* adapts
liis stock to tlieii needs and their purses.
Wise local advertisers read the news
In that way they
columns of the papers.
learn what topics are uppermost in the
minds of the people, and get many suggestions that are valuable in the preparation of copy,
iiy comparing two accounts
(
a fire, for (sample, the adrertisor way
j of
see the dif erenre tfctuieen a g<>n<l story amt
elbow) arc on some of the newest ball | a hud one. Reporter No. 1 manages to
gowns, which, together with wide lace; get in all the essential facts, but they are
around the neck, all deficiencies are con- badly arranged, and the style is cumberNo. 2. withThere is no field for observation some. dull and spiritless.
cealed.
out. any approach to exaggeration oi
equal to the opera, and between the acts faking,is full of animation and movement.
the occupants of the boxes promenade
Now. let the advertiser take the lesson
the lobby; and in gathering up their cle- to heart and make the matter as interesting.as anything else in the paper, so that
gant skirts, it is noticeable that most of tlie
house-wife, keen-eyed and alert for
them are finished with the lledfcrn bias
bargains, will turn to his column the
corded velvet binding, one of the *\s. IT. first tiling, saying, “1 wonder what Blank
A M.“ varieties: certainly the richest and A Co. have to sell to-day.”
The day of reckless overstatement is
most durable binding, for which there is
The idea that people will believe
gone.
no substitute.
Long gloves are obligatory all they see in print is dying. A successwith elbow sleeves, and pure white, with ful advertisement, is reasonable and cred“Bankrupt stock!" “clearing out
d' hcate white stitching, arc most in favor. ible.
at cost!" ■•Dreadful slaughter in shirtSlippers should match the costume in waists!” These are some familiar excolor, and are sometimes very low, with a pressions over which the moss of ages has
strap across, or higher ones are trimmed grown.
Nobody whose custom is worth having
by a ribbon bow and buckle.
will believe you are in business for fun.
Of course you make money on your sales.
IT HAS KEEN THE Cl'STOM
Why insult the good sense of readers by
for many seasons past to remove holiday
protesting that you are making painful
to
display sacrifices? But you may, for a day or so,
goods from the shop windows
cotton materials; and this is done in order advertise a specialty of some articles, like
gloves, canned vegetables, or kitchen
to afford time for making up cottons bechairs. If, having established a reputation
fore Easter dressmaking comes on. A for square
dealings, you announce barbeautiful variety of gingham has plaided gains in some particular line, you should
no difficulty in filling
your store with
ground-work of subdued or bright colors, have
over

} q»s you < :i git 'em, and p’aps you can't,
\iggs has been prett\ skurse this year”
and a lot of rubbish more of the kind.

]’;c-umably

use

many concerns in
Belfast to-day that would find it pay
handsomely to run a small advertisement

in the

silk or satin are arranged in so many
broken puffs or folds as to present a
the Point?" He says:
Colored
“We passed the little village, look- •most exaggerated appearance.
ing forlorn and unpainted, as we rattled tulle waists, worn with white or black
through the chain of lakes that hide the I skirts, are the latest novelty for evening,
road or street.
There was a once white
and can easily be made at home, over a
church, along tin-from of which we could
sec
sort of black dado, where the pious cheap grade of satin or silk— is full is it
-In
’dels of tin1 village >ulons had rub- is possible t«> make them, and very wide
bed oil the paint and poiished the wood tucks simulating
frills
form
elbow
during the post-devotional gossip; there
costumes are also very
Tulle
sleeves.
va,- a great barn-like had with a Masonic
-ymbol in gilt to designate it; farther on a fashionable, and a satin belt and bow at
bttle one-stoy\ post office with two .»r the neck are all that is necessary.
nk< nipt looking m< n sta 1 ing at us
VERY WIDE SATIN OR VELVET BELTS
i- v. e di i ve
by.
In reading tin* book we have also won- may be made to co ver partly-w orn waists,
:
't it
1 wd.ether authors cannot be readied and contrasting sleeves (puffed to the
'>

a

proportional

advertiser.

interest

sleeves of evening dresses higher on the
shoulder, and not unfrequently those of

Will they recognize the following description of their village, given by Nathan
Haskell I)*»le in his summer story “On

study

of

throughout the year. There are occasions,
of course, when display advertising is
Other points of
desirable and profitable.

BATISTE.

notes!

re-

fourth the space will answer the purpose.
It believes that continuous advertising in

Our Book “Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick Room,” Mailed Free
by all Druggists. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 33 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass!
Point

use

a

view to making it pay
It does not
its columns.

recommend the

Sold

Fort

bring about the best

with

advertising

CROUP. My children are subject to croup.
All that is necessary is to give them a
dose,
bathe the chest and throat with vour Liniment
tuck them iu bed. and the croup
disappears as
if bv magic, 1\. A. Pkrrrnot,
Rockport, T*x.

more

to

The Journal has made

sults.

1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, Family Physician.

son s

raise their subscription
advertising pays the ad-

diciously

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
in

and

vertiser is an established fact—not in all
cases, of course, for advertising is an
art, and printers ink must be used ju-

w' ich will occur to the inmates of
every
ae' e, every lameness, every pain,
every
asthma, bronchitis, colds, couyhs, croup, catarrh,
headache, hooping cough, influenza and

everywhere.
prevents
diphtheria, gout, hacking, hoarseness,

dailies would have to reduce

That

price.

Without adver-

city

expenses

common ailments
It soothes every

It

soreness

the

THE LOCAL

nomination as well as numerous letters.
Col. Potter is well qualified for the important duties of the office which he will
discharge with dignity and ability.” The
re-appointment of Land Agent Oak of
Caribou, the appointment of Hon. James
W. V kefield of Bath as State Liquor
Conn,
sinner, the appointment of Hon.
George A. Curran of Calais as a member
of the Commission to consolidate the laws
relating to sea and shore fisheries,and the
reappointment of Fislt and Game Commissioner Stanley could not be improved
upon and will receive the cordial endorsement of the people of the State.

should welcome criticism, even if
it be rather tart sometimes.
It should
help you greatly to know just what your
customers think of
your advertising.
Maybe they ean lie induced to write letters to you on tl e subject.
In this way
you will get a deal of chaff, but occasionally some sound wheat.
So far this article lias been confined to
newspaper advertising, which is by all
means the
best, and, in the end, the
cheapest form of publicity. Circulars
pushed into letter-boxes and' thrust upon
reluctant pedestrians are of little
use,
even when the distributor is honest.
He
is frequently a
rogue and will save his
breath and his legs by
leaving a dozen
dodgers at out* place. Billboards and
are
not
signs
without effect, but the main
reliance of the local advertisers is the
local press.
Finally, good advertising must he backed up by efficient management in other
branches of the business. Since, in most
lines of local trade, women are the
heavy
buyers, anything that can possibly offend
them should be avoided, and no newspaper which a man is unwilling to take
home to his wife and daughters is a good
medium.
lou

Relief

In

six

Hours.

ith that regiment in the Shenandoah
valley campaign and in the different bat-

was w

disease,^

Heart

writes June 19,1S94, as follows:
<4I had heart disease for 23 years,
my heart hurting me almost continually.
The first 15 years I doctored all the time,
trying several physicians and remedies,
until my last doctor told me it was only a
question of time as
I could not be cured.

gradually

grew

worse, very weak,
and completely discouraged, until I
lived, propped half
up in bed, because I
couldn’t lie down
Thinknor sit up.
ing my time had
come I told my family what I wanted
done when I was
But on the first day of March on
gone.
the recommendation of Mrs. Fannie Jones,

Anderson, Iud., I commenced taking
Hr. Miles’ A'etr Cure for the Heart
and wonderful to tell, in ten days I was
working at light work and on March 19 commenced framing a barn, which is heavy
work, and I hav’nt lost, a day since. I am 56
years old, 6 ft. 4% inches and weigh 250lbs.
J believe I am fully cured, and
I am now oniy anxious that everyone shall
of

know of your

wonderful remedies.”
Silas Farley.

Dyesville, Ohio.

I)r. Miles Heart Cure is s >ld on a positive
guarantee that the lirst. bottle will tu ne.tit.
All druggists sell it at $1 6 bottles for $5 or
it will be sent, preoaid on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Oo., Fiknart. Ind.

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure
Restores Health

h.

Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

No Use

AS

I

Arguing with
who

has

used

J

once

vo R I N E

roWDC!:. You can’t
her that anything

just

good,”

as

or

much for her

so

This is the way she reaA pound and one-half
package of Ivorine costs me 12c.
With each package I get a splen-

money.
sons :

did cake el Toilet
at the \

l'

'a

worth

Soap

cry least 5

Taking

cents.

out makes the Ivorine cost me

only 7 cents per package. 1 know
the purest and best w -1 in; powder, Ik cause its manufacturers have had the hi best reputation h r halt a century,

it

s

and that is guarantee

Vegetables, Mr. Woods says, are less
readily and less completely digested than

j

a

Woman

phernalia.

animal foods.
This is because the nutritious parts of vegetable foods are inclosed
in cells with woody walls, which resist
the action of the digestive fluids. These
woody fibers, he says, irritate the lining
of the intestines, aud the food is hurried
through them before properly digested.
Thus the woody fibers of vegetables often
! prevent not only the digestion of thevegej table itself, but of animal food eaten at
Ij the same time. Doth meat and vegetables,
! however, are necessities.
Vegetables con| tain large amounts of sugar and starch,
contain
Meats
I called carbohydrates.
: protein and fats.
Protein is tin* most valIt is a name
liable ingredient of food.
given to all compounds containing nitroAll the protein and about 1K> per
gen.
cent, of the fat of meat are digested by a

enough.”

IVORINE=

A

*■

i ivorine Washing Powder for a
M} »:■ >'.!n 'ia>
long time, ami
thinks it uu»-qua lied. Si:.- ].:
,■
paw.kr- recommended
ns ,ul<J
-I, 1 t lias found t’m-ni
.'•••■
!
ii.:
irime. We use
it turn •rytliiin;."
M.u.v V. K;i:k\a\. 1
-nu•>.; i, R. I.

1

I healthy
Jas. S. Dean, Gen. Grant Post,
Uondout, K. V.

I

Sometime ago the Department of Agriculture began a system of experiments to
aid mankind in living cheaper and in |
obtaining the most nourishment from the
least bulk of food.
Co-operation is had
from selected schools and colleges having
courses of
domestic science, including
cooking. These act as experiment sta- j
and
are experimented upstudents
tions,
on scientifically, eating various foods at
various times smd under varying condi- !
It is noted how much of the food
tions.
forms nutriment, how much is useless
waste and what nutriments are most val- j
uable.
Mr. C. D. Woods, nutrition expert of
the Agricultural Department, has had j
charge of the experiments with meats.
To him the writer is indebted for information which will appear in an official
publication by the department.
Mr. Woods has cooked foods, especially
meats, scientifically, and there would appear to be no reason why any other cook
who can read cannot do the same by using
his directions.
All that the scientific
cook need have is a copy of these directions, an accurate thermometer and an
ordinary intelligence. There is no special
brand of stove or frying pan in the para-

who

..

nkc
A choice n.
/ cake of Oli\ e \
Oil 5 <ap will be
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Kxperinuuls indicate that roasted meat
is more completely digested than boiled

I-is!

P>. WILLIAMS CO.,

Glastonbury, Conn.

dcf. y

\

person.

THE J.
IV

of ( lioict’

of Wii'Ums Fame

Premiums

sent

free

Shaving Soaps.
liequest.

upon

meat.

The smaller the cut to be roasted the
hotter should be the lire.
An intensely
! hot tin makes a thick crust on the outside J
of
the roast, by coagulation, and prevents j
Commander Dean writes: “As Chief l S. !
Mail Agent of the C. & D. K. II., good health the drying up of the juice inside.
If a
is indispensable.
1 found myself however
small cut be subjected to a mild fire the I
all run down with Dyspepsia.
I doetored
inside will be dried up while the crust is
and doetored, but i grew worse.
I suffered !
In other words, the
forming.
misery night and day, for fully two years slowly
I j meat is incased in a shell of non-conductor
My ease was pronounced incurable
chanced to meet Dr. Kennedy about that! so rapidly that the heat has not time to
tilin', and told him of my condition and he penetrate to the interior.
said, try a bottle of
Large cuts, on the other hand, should
be subjected to less beat when roasted
than small ones.
The juice of meat is a
poor conductor of heat, ami a large roastwill become burned and changed to charcoal on the outside before the heat can
The result of a hot
penetrate* the inside.
fire on a large roast would, therefore, be a
of
raw meat covered
with a thick
take itTmorning, noon avid night, and it will lump
cure you.
I took the medicine as directed,
burnt crust.
but had no confidence in a cure, as my ease
The same rule holds good for broiling,
bad been tried by so many. After using it according to our
authority.
a week l began to fe<d better, and in a short
A steak exposed to an intense heat for
while afters that I was entirely cured. That
ten
minutes
will
be thoroughly cooked,
terrible distress, everything I ate, breaking
and yet have the desirable, rare, juicy
up sour in my throat had all gone and I have
not had a moment’s discomfort since. Toappearance when cut.
if you are to make a meal of meat alone
day there isn’t a healthier man and my apit should be either roasted, broiled or
petite.is grand.”
fried, for by these methods its juices are
saved.
if you are boiling meat remember that
it is impossible to make a rich broth and
obtain a juicy, highly flavored piece of
meat at the same time.
If the meat is to
be eaten, and not the liquid, the cooking
in water should be as follows:
Plunge the cut at once into a generous
supply of boiling water, and keep the
IS AS OLD ADAGE, BUT THE
water at the boiling point for ten mi nines.
Meat boiled in this way is covered with a
coating which seals the pores and prevents the nourishing ingredients from esIf the boiling is continued longer
caping.
IS CLEAN FROM THE STAKT.
than ten minutes the interior will become
hard.
The temperature of the water,
We take pleasure in announcing to our friends in
therefore, should be allowed to cool to
Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a coabout ISO degrees F., when the meat can
partnership under the firm name of
be cooked without becoming hard.
This
method will require a longer time, but the I
meat will be tender and juicy iusTcud of !
tough and dry, as will be the case when I
the water is kept boiling, or nearly boiling, during the entire time of cooking.
If you arc boiling delicate fish, such as
and that a new store at the corner of Church and
Franklin streets, (Fierce building, opposite the
salmon, cod or halibut, do not plunge inPost. Office) has been fitted up expressly for our to
boiling water, because its motion tends
purpose. We are prepared to show y,»u the best to break the fish into small
pieces. Fish
line of
should first be put into water that is on
the point of boiling.
The water should
be kept at this temperature for a few
minutes, and then allowed to cool to
and all goods usually carried in a first-class
about ISO degrees F., as in the case of
stove store, ever shown ir,
Belfast. In ad
meats.
dition, we deal in
If you are boiling meat into soup or
Furnaces, Steam or Hot Water broth, remember that the smaller the
pieces the longer the cooking, and the
Boilers, Pumps, Piping
hotter the water the richer will be the
broth and the poorer the remaining meat.
and Plumbing,
Do not have the water boiling when you
We can handle any job from a
begin. Let it be cool when you put the
meat in, and allow it to become gradually
Bath Room to a Sewer.
hotter.
The longer the water is heated
the tougher and more tasteless the meat
We have a corps of first-class and competent
becomes.
workmen, who are capable of doing any kind ol' a
The “soup meat,” or that which is left
job in otir line. We cordially s«sk you to visit our
store and examine our stock.
in the pot after the broth is made, lias
great nutritive value, though tasteless. It
A. K PIERCE.
JOHN F. SMALLEY. is as easily and completely digested as the
same weight of ordinary roast.
It conBelfast, Dee. 19, 1895.—3m51
tains nearly all the protein of the meat,
and if properly combined with vegetables
and well seasoned an agreeable and nutritive food may be obtained.
If both the broth and meat are to be
used—that is, if a stew is to be made—
the process should be entirely different.
For stewing, the meat should be cut into
small pieces and put into cold water, in
order
that as much of the juice and maCURES
terial as possible may be dissolved.
The
temperature of the water should then be
raised to about 180 degrees F., and kept
there for some hours.
Treated in this
way, the broth will be rich and the meat
tender and juicy.
If the water be made
much hotter than ISO degrees F., the result will be dry, bard libers.
If this
higher temperature be maintained long
enough the connective tissues will be
cures
changed to gelatine and partly dissolved
away, while the meat will become so tender that if touched with a fork it will fall

CURED of DYSPEPSIA

OR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

“A Xew Broom
Sweeps- Clean”

YOU ASK US WHY,

*

WE WILL TELL YOU WHY
We are selling our Winter Clothing so cheap, at prices
that will astonish you. The season is about over and
we want to put in our
*
*
*
*
&

SPRING
Do not

delay,

GOODS.

*

come at once

and

purchase

SUITS, ULSTERS, OVERCOATS,
REEFERS, FUR COATS,
PEARY COATS,

UNDERWEAR,
HATS, CAPS,
HITTENS, GLOVES,

Nsw StocK of a Now Fin

ft. r

AT

THE

~3*White Store, 81 Main Street,^CHAS. O’CONNELL, Proprietor

THESE AGE MOVING TiMtS.

Stoves, Tin Ware,

S

Our Furniture is

Moving

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50
Chamber Sets from $10.50

upwards.
upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever before.

FOR

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

SCROFULA,

BLOOD POISON.

S

THE

MR. WILLIS,

CANCER,
ECZEMA, TETTER.

to

5

BLOOD

GE01F.AffiSJ.DJ.Di
The Nose and Throat,
No.

S49

Ncwhllry St.,

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

of

Fairfield

St.)
MASS

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment onlv
*
Oct., 1895.—Iyr45*

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
The Machias Republican answers the
relieved in six hours by the “New
Great
PILES! PILES!
question “Does Farming Pay?” in re- South American Kidney Cure.” Tiiis new
PILES!
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cur
counting the case of Wm. Marston of remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding
in
promptness
in
South Lubec, who, though
pain
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and
seventy years the bladder, kidneys, backrelieving
Itching Piles. Ie
and every parwith the regiment. Of those in the above old, has, witli the assistance of two men
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acts
of tile urinary passages in male or
female
for
five
mentioned district who wore the “blue”
months, raised and sold frqpi It relieves retention of water and pain in as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
twenty-three acres of land, $1,510 woiTh passing it almost immediately. If you want Indian rile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
subsequent to the first enlistment—seven of
strawberries, and $400 worth of hay quick relief and cure this is your remedy. and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else
in number—two sleep in southern graves and
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
vegetables.
Druggists, Bel- Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
and one returned home to die among
fast, Me.
J. f.

SOME SUGGESTIONS
ROASTED.
HOW THEY SHOULD RE COOKED.

AND

want

I

Cooking.

WHAT HAS BEEN LEARNED ABOUT THE
PREPARATION OF FOOD. MEATS BOILED

their friends to worry, and
Don’t know what to take for it, as
they have been told time and again that
heart disease was incurable. Such was the
case of Mr. Silas Farley of Dyesviile, Ohio
don’t

fries in which the regiment participated.
At the close of the war he returned home

friends.
East Thorndike, Jan. 1896.

Scientific

many other ailments when they
have taken hold of the system,
never gets better of its own accord, but
Constantly grows worse. There are
thousands who know they have a defective
heart, but will not admit the fact. They

by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy4«

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and

a

with despatch.

tui;

pieces.

Extract of beef, if pure, according to
Mr. Woods, contains nothing but the
flavoring matter of the meat from which
it is prepared.
According to the way in
which it is made it cannot contain any
It
protein.
is, therefore, not a food at all
but a stimulant, and should he classed
with tea and coffee.
It should never be
given to a sick person unless specially
prescribed by a competent physician. Its
strong, meaty taste is deceptive, and a
person depending upon it alone for food
would die of starvation.
The meat of young animals is more tender, but not so highly flavored, as that of
older ones.
In most cases the flesh of
males is found to be richer in flavor than
that of females.
Therefore, if you are
buying a turkey, let it he a gobbler, or if
a chicken, let it be a rooster.
There are
two exceptions to this rule, however, acto
Mr.
Woods.
The
flesh of the
cording
goose is more highly flavored than that of
the gander, and there is little difference
between the male and female of pork.
It is found that a person eating meat
alone cannot digest more than two pounds
a day without
causing illness. When less
than two pounds of roast beef is taken in
a day, all but about 3 per cent, is digested.
[Washington, D. C., Evening Star.

J. C.

& Son.

Thompson

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over

Thirteen

Millions

($13,000,000)

Fire

Insurance

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance
National Fire Insurant k Co., Hartford, Conn
DESIRABLE

RISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident

Just received and selling lower than
was ever known.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

KATES.

Insuranck Co.

TOR#A DO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE I’D.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES ROIGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
C orrespondence solid ted.

Two Tons New Raisins

Assets,

Go., Fire
Co.,

on

buildings acceptable.

noOctl contf

100 Tons Shorts and Feed
Just received and
make

room

for

must

be

sold

to

more.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

1A

Is the

of

leather and brass.
There is a nunnery
connected with the church of San Francisco, that of Nossa Senhora Esperanza (Our

making
pie. The
niaking of a crisp crust depends largely upon the shorten^•J&r
big. Use COTTOLENE, the
f JjpB^ n
19 9 Bw !■ new vegetable shortening, inMr 9 .'fl W0
Stead of lard, and sogginess will
£.’
be an unknown element in your
mt
Cottolene should alpastry.
JB
ways he economically used—
two thirds as much Cottolene as
jSk
■B
B
you would ordinarily use of
lard or butter, being ample
to produce the most desirable
results. The saving in a year
a
considerable item.
There are many imitations of COTTOLENE ; you should therefore be careful to get the genuine.
a

^9

Lady

A

the distablishment

times

I l’lNDS

i*F

"Kim.
I I

a

aj:d>.

HALL

AND

AND

there

Dee.

Miiii KL.

seems

to

he

religious

Through-

duties.

each of which is set

our

proper ohservanee, one's counot likely to he lulled int«• forof

ponderous
gates,
through
triple, arched, flamboyant porches, above

Sun-

no

's
is

in at random, and general- i
apparently
ly a minaret or Moorish dome, and always I with real estate and personal property.
a steeple full of
noisy bells which are per- j Ai '-und its waist is a rope of gold and silpearls and diamonds; and on its
petually pounded upon b\ long-handled '■«
du. .i ni, breast-plate, bracelets and other
hammers.
All are approached through
a<
umeuts and jewels estimated to value
iron
and entered

of The Journal. !

V\n

bright and fresh as if painted yesterday. And here, behind a framework of
golden bars, is the celebrated Santa
Christo, an image of Christ which is regarded by the Azoreans with the utmost
reverence and has been richly endowed

set

TI1KATUK

Azores, regarded from

1.t

IN

a

several milium dollars.
continue

figure of
everywhere

life-size

and

the patron saint.
One sees
traces of the lingers of master architects
! which antedate the
Spanish occupation of

nlire week the church is every- | the islands and hint of their earlier
■minently in evidence, while at < Jolden Age.
,i of flu
day and most ot the
The auditorium is always spacious and
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medicine, a blood
enricher, a nerve strengthener. It is an
efficient tonic, aids digestion, creates
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It will cure any sickness that
has its source in the digestive
organs, or
through them in the blood.
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The farmer whistlin' merrily
up an’ laid the ribhins down,
Front ’er the sign ’er the Buzz-town Bee.
He found the editor, Mr. Drake,
Drove

Shook hail's and says, “How
I’ve

-

Boys’ Suits,

“

Elegant

Wharbouts lie was goin’ ter stay
And how long he’d been travelling
Lije told his story with many sob,
An’ the good man’s heart in anger ros*-:
Says he, “my hoy, I'll get yer a job
W lieu we git. ter town, 'er my name ain’t
Gross.
Thar's a filler tliar, a friend 'er mine,

An'

to sell

CONSISTING OF

ter go.

An' how he came ter be siftin' down
Thar by the roadside so far away

everybody

going

«Mhe lemainder of our-^

An’ go along with him ter town;
Asked where he was goin’ an’ where

An' I think lie'll do

are
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been;

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar
like magic for a cough or any throat
bronchial trouble. Askyourdruggist.

acts

to

CtS- and

folks that had come in.
He’d tease the loafers round the
place
With boyish tricks at every
chance;
An’ then screw up his freckled
face,
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ith wonder and admiration.
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Farther on. you pass extensive
foresrs, and look down into deep ravines
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chronic eczema, ring-
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in a world ’er wrong,
best years ter their feller men ;
An’ wondered how he’d git along
No friends, no money, but his
thoughts
jest then
Was turned ter a rumblin’ down the road,
An’ lumberin' along ter where he sat
Game a farmer’s team with a heavy load,
An’ the driver stopped ter hev’ a chat,
An’ told the hoy ter jump right in

speedy

the

basins.

yon

and

Behind the counter that reached his
chin;
thar he d stan’ an' joke with me,

Giv their

and chasms, with white cotti ges and culj tivated lands in the valley below; you
!
finally reach the top of the mountain
;
ridge, when a scene of grandeur electrifies
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peculiarly liable.. Such diseases

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout,
Lumbago. Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoea, Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
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stretcher,
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Carminlio

an elevation of 3,000
feet, to which it
ascends with occasional level
! gradually

!

Bottle of all Dealers.

This

system.

GRSFFS W

angler 'er feature, grim,
the narrer, contracted plan,
An’ little Lije Dobson worked fer him.
1 kin see Lije now as he used ter
be,

But

nervous

out,

leads to
Grande,
Povoacao, one of the oldest towns in the
Azores, in the southeast part of the island.

the
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Ask for the True
Bitters.
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on

An’ wait

the

worm, and other skin affections, are often
the constitutional effects
following the use of

’er his courage gone.
He sat thar wonderin’ what he should do,
In the great big world he’d read about;
Where money is king, an’ the men are few
Who can laugh at his sceptre, stan’ right

in

Deglada

along the old
(great road,) which

are

know,

Tall an’

Built

to

An’ every bit

followed the fash-

drive

long

I used ter

down thar in fifty-three,
Has either died ’er left the town.
In the old smith’s
shop no hammer beats,
Fences an’ buildin’s is tumblin’
down,
Au’ grass is growin’ in the streets.
But as I was sayin’, old Deacon Bills
Was one ’er Hayseed’s leadin’
men;
An’ kep a store thar at the mills
An’ did some preachin’ now and then.
He was a curis sort ’er man,

Thar’s nothin’ here fer me but heatin’
An’ I’ll not wai t another
day.”
So when the deacon went to meetin’
Lije locked the store an’ run away.
He trudged all night an’ when mornin’
came,
Weary an’ sad set on a stone.
His feet was sore, his legs was lame,

Do you know about
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters ? They restore di-

in, Alls

this

boys

strength

impart

combination has marked curative
properties in a number of
diseases of the skin and
scalp, to which scrofulous persons

was

An’ says “'tis time fer

Are You in Health Now ?
If Not, Why Not?
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gravely gives

1

BORN S8
HEALTHY.

hot toward the close of the repast, (as in
Portuguese countries fish
corn

appetite

fergittin’ my story.

’tis forty year ago,
An’ things ain’t like
they used to be.
When I

hypophosphites contains the whole
properties, and in a thoroughly emulsified
digested condition. The hypophosphites increase the
and

or

see

Most ’er the

a

Scotts Stnul&kiTu

put away his tricks an’ grin,
An’ not a sound come out ’er him.
I often wondered at the
change
In Lije, when old Bills was
about;
.An’ used ter think it kind ’er
strange,
Until one day the news come out
That the deacon had abused the lad,
An’ wouldn’t give him
any show ;
Till finally the boy got mad
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all Spanish and

last,)

Yer

near

something

of Lod-liver Oil, with the
oil, with its natural

glory,
Hold on! I’m

Elijah

the lost glories of Azorean vineyards. As
for the menu, there were the inevitable
eggs and chicken, with a lump of conger
eel, big as your head, served steaming

comes

The rebels pelted old Sumter’s shore,
An’ the farmer boys unhooked the steers,
Went off ter the war fer four long years,
An’ over the hills the> marched
away,
Fought fer their country an’ saved the day.
Oh! them was days when men was true,
An’ square, an’ honest, clean way
through,
An’ they worshipped the Lord, gin’ Him the

on

An’

ware, such as Northern housewives use
for baking pies, and a very large glass
flagon with pewter goblets, suggesting

j
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to

Brazil, or elsewhere, send over jewels,
rich suites, cargoes of coffee, sugar and
every conceivable commodity, the poor

<
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oblong, red tiled eaves, horse-shoe arches,
innumerable window-cases of black lava,
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A CONFIDENTIAL CHAT
between two men or women generally develops the fact that one or both are troubled
by sickness of some kind. One man is all
right except his rheumatism, another has a
slight touch of dyspepsia, another has
bilious headaches, and another is too nervous to sleep well. What’s to be done
about it?
The situation is serious.
Little things
have a way of getting big. Big diseases are
bad things.
Sleeplessness brings irritable
nerves, loss of flesh, loss of appetite.
Sleepless people soon get their bodies into such
a condition that
disease-germs find it easy
to lodge there and propagate.
People die
from the aggravation of an aggregation of little things. The more promptly a disease or
disorder is met the more quickly it is cured.
Most all sickness starts in the
stomach!
liver or lungs. Rheumatism, scrofula, eczema. consumption, come about because
insufficient, impure or impoverished blood
is present.
Tin. diseased blood finds the
weakest spot in the body and a local
symptom appears. If the impurity is
supplanted
with good, rich, red. healthy
corpuscles,
the disease will have nothing to feed on!
If the proper cleansing medicine is sent to
the seat of the trouble, it will force out the
germs and repair the damage done.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery is

connected with the
convent has some antique floral frescoiug,

with
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in

The

prayer.

trade-marks—1"Cottolene and steer's head tn cotton plant
Sold everywhere
tins,
wreath—on every tin.
Made only by
THE N K FAIRBANK COMPANY. CHICAGO. 224 State Street. BO$*ON, PORTLAND, ME.

play

nearby

that the house of Our

is

more than a fat.
Its peculiar
number of substances,
which
among
might be mentioned iodine and phosphorus. There can be
no substitute for cod-liver
oil, because there is no other oil
known which has in natural
combination with it such a
large number of valuable medicinal agents.
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action

No? Then
You never
Who used ter trade there at the mills
Way back in the fifties, long before

is often inclined to wish
Lady of Hope had
gone with the rest, when disturbed by the
gruesome sound of its midnight and early
morning bells calling the aged devotees to

^

ft all

see

Lod-liver oil

Hayseed, down in Maine?
I reckon its mighty plain,
knowed old Deacon Bills,

in black, their costumes and
head-dresses. The sojourner at

white

at

In the town ’er

seen

the hotel

can’t

the meeting of the Maine Press Association in Portland, Jan. 9,1899.J
Did ever you hear ’er Bunker’s Ridge,
’Bout four miles from Thompkin’s Bridge,

of the few that since
of 1934 have been al-

ings, as if criminals of deepest dye were
caged inside, instead of a few innocent
and happy old women, who are some-

^BBHrepresents
In

Hope,)

one

lowed to expire by limitation.
Its windows are guarded by massive iron grat-
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of

Lije Dobson’s Pilgrimage.
[Read

brought

are

ye,

steadily increase, and the question lmw the men whoso
turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with Liu results under the administration they elected, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the hisvote

Jim,

tory of the country.

hoy for

yer ter take
du' make ’er editor out ’er him.
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Public interest will

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
joked with the sanctum man,
Lije’s story au asked his aid;
the
cleanses
tne
Nasal
leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
Till the editor says, “I’ll do it, Dan,”
To the Editor of The Journal: I Passages, Allays Pain Prt H |h. UTAH
II LMU
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party
and
Inflammation, wULU
An' Lije was prenticed ter learn the trade.
semi you a copy of the Fruit Trade Jour- Heals the Sores. Protects the Membrane from
affiliations.
He proved ter be faithful an' quick ter learn,
Colds, Restores tlie Senses of Taste and Smell.
ual of New York containing one of my The Balm is
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
quickly absorbed aim gives relief at
An’ the works ’er the devil he learned
A
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but I
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Mr. John F.
see on

He

Gould,

whose

page 898 of the
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during our late war of the
grandfather was Mr. John

Price 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.

you will
of Belfast.

WATERMAN,

name

History

THE

correspondent of The Journal
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once.

Of course you do not know me,
born in Belfast.
My father is

rebellion.
M.

Gould,

My

Is still

his old stand

( hurcb Street, corner
Bridge and (hurcb Streets. Italian style of repairing carefully attended to. Violin hows repaired for 50c, American Violins for sa e l»el>>w
wholesale, and to he used at the dedication of
Belfast’s new bridge.
3 m 46

who

merchant at the foot of Main street
—at one time the firm of Stanley <£
Gould,
was a

and later of John M. Gould A- Son.
It
has been a good many years since 1 have

at

J. Harry Gould.
N. Y'., Jan. 13, 1890.

We intend to make

sons

always glad to hear from
and daughters of Belfast

Belfast, Nov. 28, 1895.—48tf

Upholstering.

ferred to, entitled “Across the Waves.”
Ylr. Gould is the secretary and treasurer
of The Montague Music Publishing Co.,
42 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. V.
State

Provident

prices that will sell every
stock|by January 1st.
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and of Waldo county.
The Fruit Trade
Journal, received a few days later than
the above letter, contains the waltz re-
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Drag Store,
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High Street, Belfast.
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A treated without the
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m USl- -f knife or (lesecretary of the Granite State Provident li
I % I III II tention from
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■■ I I diseases of Rectum.
not to extend its new business in
Maine,
and giving notice of its discontinuance to
m
the same.
Loans to members on real
estate will continue to be made as here- 115 1 remont Street. Boelon. Consultation
tree,
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gations existing between the association Ij m. to 4 i*. m. [Sundays ami mm I I k ^k
and its patrons will be maintained and holidays excepted.]
| I I | am
I
17teow43
IkkW
carried out.

Afousta,

Robert

C
jlpnf
WC'

There is no discomfort,
no disturbance of
bust*
blit
ness or pleasure, no losa
°*
sleep, after taking
Wt/llu I n Hood’s Pills. Theyassirt
*
digestion, so that natural, healthy habit
brought about.
Hood’s Pills
silent
are
bnt
nevertheless certain in their et-l
teat. Prepared!
by 0. I. Hood A\

Co.,

Lowell,

Mass. 25c. Sold
by all druggists.

read.m.d.

House for Sale.
;

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms ail finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
OrC. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

TO TAX PAYERS!
my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and2 to 4 p. m.,
until January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per centon their taxes must pay by January 1 18%.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
> lfa st,
Sept. 1,1895.—29tf

Ishall

be

at

varied and attractive
Tribune” is

thar
In Hayseed, that was in fifty-three,
An’ lookin’ back on his life’s-turned page
He thinks the thing that was best fer me

Was little Lije Dobson’s pilgrimage.
Frank H. Colley.

interest to the

more

women

of household interest.
with

emulation

a

The “New York

huger

Weekly

than that of any othe

and the young people of the household.

A SPECIAL CONTRA CT enables

Republican Journal99

us

to

offer this

splendid journal

and

lh§

for

02TE TEAR FOR 02TLT

$2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.
(The regular subscription price of tbe
Sl'BSCEIPTlONS

31AV

BEGIN

two

AT

papers is

ANY

$8.00.)

TIME.

Address all orders to

The

people said ’twas all run down,
ii’ sick beyond recoverin’.
L j fixed his office up trim an’ neat,
An’ went at things in a business way,
Ter give the town a first-class sheet,
An’ said he hoped ter make it pay.
He ized the people up jest right
An’ saw a way out 'er his fix;
He boomed the town with all his might
An’ let alone ’er politics.
Soon new subseribeis begun ter come,
An' old ones too sent in their pay;
An’ things at the office commenced ter hum,
An’ out on the street you could hear folks
*ay,
‘‘The Buugtown Times is improvin’ so,
I think I'll have ter take it again;
I stopped mor’ii a year ago
An’ so did all my neighbors, but then
'Twas a radical sort 'er sheet,
An’ didn't amount ter an’ old brass pin ;
But this feller’s changed things round complete,

department
family paper,

weekly publication in the countiy issued from the office of a daily. Large changeg
being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially

you ?”
worked twelve years for the Buzztown
Bee
An’ learned the business in every part
Savin’ liis money carefully,
Kinder hopin’ ter git a start
Some day fer himself, fer Lije was wise,
An’ never had many wild oats sown,
An’ people said ’twouldn’t be no surprise
If he had a paper some day ’er his own.
He kep’ on studyin’ all the while,
Watched his chauces an’ did his best;
Au’ one day took his little pile,
Threw up his job an’ went out west.
He bought a paper in a thrivin’ town,
Whose subscription list was spare an’

An’ I guess that he is prospering
An’ this was true, fer the deacon’s clerk,
Was climbin’ the ladder, round by round,
He stuck ter his office an’ did his work
An’ when the people 'er Bungtowu found
That Lije was jest the kind ’er man
They’d always needed in the town;
They begun ter give him a helpin' han’
Instid ’er tryiu’ ter run him down.
An’ when the town increased in size,
An’ become a city ’er wealth an’ fame,
They ’lected a mayor an’ thought it wise,
That Elijah Dobson should be his name.
Ter-day in that city ’er wealth an’ fame
Thar sits a mau in the mayor’s chair
Grown old an’ portly, but still the same
Who worked fer the deacon when I was

ideal

an

are

thin;

r. A. ROBBIAS.

Association.

always was on ban’,
the editor says, “I rather guess
He's goin’ ter make a tirst class man.”
So as years rolled on it wasn’t strauge
The editor this thing should do;
Says he, “We’re goin’ ter make a change,
An’ how does the foreman’s job strike

An’

Sleigh Trimming.
Over 1'. 0. Poor’s

Worked hard an’

Till

Lije

WE MUST SELL.
one we

the absent

WATERMAN,

St., Belfast, Me.

Sleighs

Very Truly Y ours,

The Journal is

on

JOHN W
70 (Jhurch

been in Belfast, but I often have an opportunity to read The Journal and it affords
me pleasure to do so.

Brooklyn,

...

American ViolU Nl-ker & R paw,

the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman's attire, with ar
of

right through;
Gentle spring poems he loved ter burn,
An’ he tempted the editor, as devils do.
He learned the case ail’ ter run the
press,

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New Yor < City, and a sample nopy if TH £ NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mai’ed

o

you.

Belfast
RPI
/A*— I *
DL-.L-.IPACT

D. B

nAINF

a

Livery Co.,
*?*

HKiH STREET.

>Jr

SOUTHWORTH,

Opposite Windsor Hotel,

Proprietor

j
1

Teams and Turnouts,

Every Description,

FURNISHED TO OKDEK NIGHT OK DAY.

COACHES, HACKS, BARGES, OR BUCKBOARDS.
Orders by Telephone Promptly- Filled.

JUTfirgBrL
*

"'rr.V

JgflSSg The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL

~^T

’PENNYROYAL PILLS. Hsi5SsSS:

S Ask for B*. MOTT’S PENHTYBOYAL FILLS and take no other.
!'f3T Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 6 Hie* for $5.00.
f

FUR SALE B1

UR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.,
R. B.

MOODY, BELFAST, MAINE.

Cleveland, Ohio.

effect of the absence of

iScjnibUcau journal.
BELFAST, THURSDAY,
PUBLISH El) EVERY Till It

JANUARY

23,

a

DAY MORNING BY THE

where the demands
have become
little

or

no

man

Where ice

suppose that the
cuckoos will become Heed birds.

has I* <1 to

Tribune: When the Maine

Chicago

is elected President

A

despatch

we

says: “Hon. J.
man.”

than

11.

Manley

of Maine to-

out

and out Heed

an

Harrison

ought

to set at rest

he is

that

is

be

to

soon

has been started in Wash-

A movement

compulsory pilotage so
sailing vesopposed by the pilot as-

abolish

ington

to

far

it relates to coastwise

as

It will be

sels.

married

the oft-repeated rumor
political rainbows.

chasing

sociation, of

course.

the “Pearl of the

morn-

ing last printed in four pages a portion of
the evidence taken by the special commit- j
tee appointed by the New York yacht
dub t>> investigate the charges by Lord
Dunraven.

Che evidence is

so

overwhel-

mingly conclusive that it renders superfluous the report of the committee itself.
It admits of only one verdict—that the
charges arc utterly and totally false.
The rumor that l)r. Hill lias withdrawn
iron; the gubernatorial contest is now confirmed hy the gentleman himself. Ilis reason for withdrawing is
apparently that he
had no chance of success because most of
the Republican leaders had committed
themselves to Mr. Powers before he took
the field.
[Portland Press.
We think Dr. Hill underestimated his
There

times when leaders
do not lead and when they ought not to

strength.

are

lead.
In tin*
come

Maine

summer

numerous

to

our

shore

sometimes

and

visitors who

inland

entertains

The cause of
every one.
is well known and, with the
is indicated in the following

Portland,

Cleaves

Alrnon Kellar.

by

a

fire alarm the other

1

day

Jan.

15tli,

President and

with

Governor

vice

president
from each county.
There was a large attendance of Republicans, stirring speeches j

lias libelled Fort Point and its
writes in

and

vs.

M.

people, and
terms of righte-

as

a

made, and great enthusiasm prevailGovernor Cleaves voiced not only
the sentiment of the Republicans of Maine,
but we believe also of New England when
were

ed.

indignation of his unwarranted and
unfounded assertions. There ought to be
a perpetual open-lime on summer novel-

ous

Rowell,

do.

|

Daniel O'Connell was
brought into Court under an indictment j
found at the April term, 1894, and on which |!
he was committed at the October term of
that year. He was sentenced to four months

Tuesday

Richard R. Paul and

Action for

trespass in cut-

ting wood on land in Brooks claimed by
plaintiff. Defendant also claimed tin- land.
The lines as claimed by the parties are about
At the April term, 1895, the
17 rods apart.
Court appointed M. S. Stiles and H. P. Farrow surveyors to run the
lines, and they
made a plan showing the lines as claimed
by the plaintiff and defendant. Wednesday
forenoon, Jan. 15th, the jury visited the
premises, and the case was heard Wednesday afternoon and Thursday forenoon, and
the jury returned a verdict for defendant,
with a special finding that the western line
on the Farrow plan, that claimed by the de-

afternoon

imprisonment in the county jail and a tine
of #400; in default of payment to six mouths
additional.

ji
None of the other defendants in liquor |
;
i
he
could
as
none
were brought in
found except Robert Browurigg, and he es- j

cases

caped from the officer having him iu charge.
After the arrest, on a capias, the officer allowed Browurigg to go into a room in the

third party. The Court overruled the demurrer and the case goes to the Law Court.
Dunton for plaintiff.
Fogler and Thompson
for defendants.
Nelson T. Norcross vs. Ernest L. Sprague.
The plaintiff belongs in Cleveland, Ohio,
and in the summer of 1881 boarded with the
defendant's
A.
and
parents,
Joseph
Lycena Sprague of Islesboro. The plain-

he said:

|
j

Windsor Hotel for a few minutes, but the
j
prisoner left by a hack door and an all-night
search failed to discover him.
!
The other criminal cases were continued j

fendant, is the. correct line. Motion for new
Wiltrial filed, and case goes to law court.
liamson for plaintiff.
McLellau for defend-

a

People

of Hood's

Highly

WARD

BS1T3X.OCT,

Sarsaparilla.

withstanding

the brief time for

preparation.
The maskers did well and were entitled to
all the credit they received.
More would
have appeared in costume if more time had
been at their disposal, but as it was, all were

happily surprised

to

see so

many.

We pre-

list of those we could readily obtain
at the time, and if any are left out it was hecause we could not ascertain their names:

sent

a

The

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the

Only

True Blood Purifier
Prominently in

the

J. W. Crockett, after an illness of six
days, from paralysis. Hejvas born in Searsport, Sept. 1(>, 1818. In early life he followed the sea, and was for several years a captain in the West India, South American and
Southern coasting trades.
After retiring

j

j

u

HOOd

public eye. All druggists. $1.

j

|

A CARD.

rx...

badly burned
w. ile playing
some manner

|
j
|

one

about,

As we have had a large number'd our frieiniand customers outside of Boston frequently
us to buy goods, get samples, advise and gi
general and detailed information, in regard
Gowns, Coats, Garments. Wraps, and Materiawhere it has been impossible for them to come
Boston, and where the nature of such puroha-ami enquiries required good taste, knowledge
styles, and judgment, and, while offering to r.
us well for such trouble, we could not umlertak
the responsibility without detriment to our esta
lished business as Dressmakers, with the faei
ties which we had then Having recently aequir*
such additional facilities as to make it perfect
practical to undertake such business in eonjui
tion with our Dressmaking and Tailoring, we a
now at your service to do such shopping as >
re*piire in

head

1

and

neck

It is

thought

she may

recover.

Prospect Perky.
riman’s death in

! been
Jan.

as

well

12th,

The sad

news

was re-

|j
i|

seemed

Laconia,

N. H.

Har-

She hid

usual up to Sunday morning,
when she complained of a had
as

headache and

fainted
ji

j

E. A.

Staples

of this

city, and

was

visiting

at Mrs. Clark’s when taken with her fatal ill-

her clothing eaugiit fire, burn- ! ness. She leaves one son, John W. Sheldon
to a crisp, besides injuring of Medford, Mass., and live daughters, Mrs.

ceivcd here Jan. 13th of Miss Nellie M.

j

In

DHY GOODS.
RUDY-MADE GARMENTS.
FUR?,TRIMMINGS, MILL'NERY.
CARPETS AND RUG*
UPHOLSTERY GOO >S.
FURNITURE. WALL PAPER.
BRIC-A-BRAC, PICTURES.

car

quite badly.

eye

the

the stove Jan. 20th.

near

away.

on

going into the bath

She rallied and for

better, hut

convulsions and

about 7 o’clock

lied at 12

p. m.

room

some

time

went

Two of

into

the

leading physicians in Laconia attended her
; and both pronounced it an acute brain

; trouble. From
with her head.

j

Clark, Mrs. Staples,
Winterport, Mrs. A.

Mrs.
B.

Wm.

Shaw

of

Orue of Rockland

Albert Corthell of Roekport. The
fuueral will he held at Lineolnville to-day,
after which the body will be placed in the
receiving tomb in Belfast to await burial in
Morrill in the spring.
aud Mrs.

ami other works oj' art.
In fact anything which you cannot get at
local shops and requires expert judgment
We do not charge for getting samples, b
charge five per cent, on all purchases. Heim
lance must accompany all orders, or goods ran
sent C. O. D. if desired, except those known to

Henry Morgan Burdette died at his home
New York City, Jan. 10th of heart disease.
He was horn in Brooklyn, N. Y., but spent
the greater part of his early life in Stamford,
Ct..
He was a graduate of Harvard Uni verity, class of '74, and soon after graduating
began the practice of law in New York City.
in

child

j

In The Author's

Fawcett,

winner of

Mr. Edgar
of the New York

Herald’s literary prizes, commends such
literary competitions as enabling “new’
talent to tiud helpful and
hopeful stimulus.” and severely criticises certain leading magazines which “pet assiduously a

few preferred authors” and
go to the
English market for serials when they
might, be had of native authors. In this
connection we are glad to note that the

Napoleon

News of the Grauges.

Journal
one

fever has had its

run

in the

Seaside Grange will confer the third and
fourth degrees next Saturday evening on a
large class. The harvest feast will be a part
of the work of the evening.
Waldo County

Grange will meet with
Grange, Winterport, next Tuesday,
Jan. 28th. The creamery and leap year
Sunrise

questions will be discussed.
A public installation of the officers of
Seven Star Grange was held Saturday evening, L. E. Prentiss acting as installing offi-

higher than
Islesboro, by

charged
the regular

price

per

of board iu
labor in caring
for defendant’s room, getting his meals at
irregular hours, etc. The defendant offered
to be defaulted for $24, which he allowed to
be a fair price for the board and services
rendered. The jury returned a verdict for
plaintiff for $54. McLellan for plaintiff.
Norcross pro se aud Brown for defendant.
Fred

W.

reason

rates

of extra

Brown, Jr.,

Brooks was examined for admission to the bar
Saturday.
Ht passed a good examination and was adof

mitted.

H. C. Pitcher vs. Geo. H. Kimball ami H.
by J. K. Barker: Master; Miss
reappear in
Bertha Hillman, Overseer; G. L. Tyler, P. Jones. This case was opened Saturday
serials which nobody
plate matter
.Mrs. A. S. Tyler, Steward; Elias morn ng and was given to the jury about 4
reads.
Instead we have in Harper’s a Lecturer;
Seavey, Assistant Steward; Lute Rogers, o’cIock Monday afternoon. It is an action
new life of
and
in
Washington,
McClure's
Treasurer; Mrs. L. A. Tyler, Secretary; T. bn account for $330, for coal, agency ami
a new life oi
Lincoln, a change for the P. Tyler, Gatekeeper; M. R. Ferguson, Po- wharfage of steamers owned or
managed by
better which we trust will be permanent.
mona; Miss Minnie Hillman, Flora; Mrs. the defendants. The coal bills amounted to
Ameiican magazines should be written Kate
Prentiss, Ceres; Mrs. Sarah Shaw, £70 07; agency from April 10, 1893, to April
hy Americans and devoted to American Lady Ass’t Steward. A picnic su pper was 1. 1^94. $233 33; wharfage, 1A months, $20.
themes.
served, after which a literary and musical The bibs were on account of steamers Vikentertainment was presented, as follows: ing, Emmeline and Electa, while they were
An open winter lias its
landings at Lewis’ wharf, Belfast,
penalties, direct Recitation, Eva Moore; song, Lorena Hard- making
■and indirect, tlie latter not
ing; recitation, Bessie Weymouth; song, L. with Mr. Pitcher as local agent. The decomeasily
E. Prentiss and daughter Leora,; recitation, fendants denied that they wtfre personally
putable, w hile the eileet upon business is
Bertie Jordan. The band rendered several liable for the bills; but claimed that they
immediate and generally felt. For exwere acting as president and
selections in a very creditable manner.
treasurer, reample, it is reported that in Aroostook
spectively, of the Frenchman’s Bay Steam‘■mills are idle tor want of lumber that
Good Templars.
boat Line, corporation. The plaintiff claimcannot be hauled. Bark haulers and lumed that, in this business, he only knew the
The annual session of Waldo District
bermen can do nothing, and business of
defendants as individuals and not as officers
Lodge will be held with Belfast Lodge, Feb. of a
all kinds is about at a standstill. Farmers
corporation. Verdict for plaintiff $273.
15th.
Particulars will be

magazines, although liable

claim that the grass

damaged
The

on

account

cer, assisted

to

fields

are

of winter

greatly

killing.”

conditions prevail throughout
the State. The
lumbering interests are
suffering most, and the lack of snow now
same

only leaves thousands of men unemployed but unless there is a change soon
will seriously curtail
employment in the
future, from driving the logs to the shipnot

given later.
Brooks lodge initiated eight candidates at
its last meeting. This lodge
promises soon
to be the banner lodge in the State.

Two new lodges were added Jan.
11th,
viz., Centreville Lodge, No. 130 at Boothbay, by Rev. E. J. Prescott, Jas. A. Reed,
deputy; Millbridge Lodge, No. 152, at Millbrige, by U. A. Caine, Samuel Wallace, deputy. This makes 20 new lodges during ten
weeks.

ment of the manufactured lumber.
The
Belfast Lodge gave the first of a series of
earnings of the Boston and Maine railroad
questions for the training school at its meetare said to show a considerable
off
falling
and the following
pro
owing to the decrease in the shipping of ing Monday evening,
gram was given:
general merchandise due to the lack of Instrumental
Duet,
snow.
Cora Lord and Mabel Webber
I’ayson Tucker, manager of the
Lillian Spinney
Banjo
Solo,
Maine Central, said the other
day that if Recitation,
Mattie Flemming
Maine could have a foot of snow the Floral Love
Sadie
Story,
Richardson
Maine Central earnings would increase Vocal Duet,
Mabel Webber and Bertha Knowlton.
$50,000 in three months. Of the direct
Miss M uid Johnson, Pianist.

Motion

plaintiff.

for

new

trial

filed.

Dunton

for

Fogler for defendants.

Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.,
and Haugh, Edwards & Co. trustees. Action
on taxes for the year 1891 assessed on the
Crosby Inn and paid by the plaintiff, who is
Collector of Taxes, into the city treasury.
The whole amount of the claim was $382 50,
and the trustees, who were lessees of the
hotel, were trusteed for two months rental
amounting to $266 66. No judgment was rendered, nor was there any hearing as between
the plaintiff and hotel company. The presiding judge ruled that the trustees were

chargeable for two monthly payments of
$133.33 each, and allowed a bill of exceptions, which, takes the case to tfie Law
Court. Dunton for plaintiff.
Williamson
for defendant.
Elizabeth K. Montgomery vs. 'Theodore
D. Monroe, action on mortgage. Amount
adjudged due by the Court, upon the mortgage, $185.70.

THE COLBY SHOPPING AND
INFORMATION BUREAU

.‘JniS*

she had been troubled
Her remains were brought He was a member of the Union League Club
j here Jan. 14th, accompanied by her two I and of the order of Knights Templars.
| brothers. Eugene S. and Edgar J. The fu- Thoughinliehisnever aspired to oilice he was
strong
political opinions—a life-long
; neral services were held at her old home
Republican His wife, who survives him,
Jan. Kith, Rev. J. T. Richardson of Bueks- was Miss Margaret P. Crosby of this city,
j port
j
officiating. A quartette sang the fol- and lie leaves one son, two and a half years
j
old, who hears his name. The funeral was
lowing
pieces; Beloved! It is Well; Some- held
i
Saturday, at the home of his father in
time We’ll ITnlerstand; Sleep on. Beloved,
Stamford.
| Sleep, and Take Thy Rest. The flora! offerMrs. Lucy A. Fletcher, widow of Narhanie I
1 ings were very pretty, and included a wreath
C. Fletcher, died at her resilience, 40 Chestfrom her shopmates in Laconia, 2d white nut
street, Camden, Jan. ist.h, aged .34 years.
pinks with oue broken down, and a wreath She had been in feeble health for many
but at the time of her death was sityears,
from her friends at home. Nellie was a
girl
in her chair, and, without warning
beloved by all who knew her and {alwayshad | ting
passed peacefully to a higher life. Mrs.
lived an exemplary life. She was a member Fletcher was a most estimable lady,devoted
of the W. C. T. U. of Laconia, N. H. She and sacrificing in all her family relations
and beloved by a large circle of friends. She
was 25 years, 10 months and 4 days old. Her
leaves to mourn her death two daughters,
and
Mrs.
J.
S. Harnman, and Misses Adelaide li, and Annie J. Fletcher,
parents, Capt.
!
brother Clifton K. of this place and brothers and one s >11, E. C., and a grandson, Ralph
1
Thorndike of Rockland.
S. and Edgar J. of Laconia, have tin?'
^ Eugene
sympathy of a large circle of friends. .Capt.
A telegram was received in Rockland SatW. H. llarriman and Rufus Harrimau are urday morning by Mrs. C. E.
Littlefield,
conveying the sad news that her brother,
at home for a few days from Boston while
i
| John Ayer, died Friday at his home in Calitheir vessel, sob. Jacob Haskell, is
discharg- fornia of consumption. Mr. Ayer passed
ing.... Miss Octavia Harrimau of Boston is | his youth at Montville, removing to Califor1
25 years ago.
He was about 50
visiting her brother, Roscoe Harrimau.... nia rssome
of age.
yea
Mrs. Mary Smith arrived home from
Bangor
The Churches.
Jan. 14th, and will remain a few
and
a

Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

S

| iug her right
!

CO,

BUREAU,
355 & 357
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There

s clothes ami clothes,
hut there's a best kind and
that’s the kind we sell.
Ji' you want the best boys’

clothes, the kind that
and don’t rip, write

tit

J. F:. GREGORY & SON,
Rockland, Me.

j

<

BUREAU,

The business conducted under the name
E. H. DENSLOW,
FLEETWOOD WARD,
of Wm. 0. Poor & Son at Belfast, Me., !
BANKERS and
Over 25 years member of
formerly
was established in 1844 by the senior Poor,
The New York Stock Exchange,
STOCK BROKERS,
Manager of New York House
the son entering the store 36 years ago.
formerly
of
A few years later, he was admitted to
Denslow, Easton & Herts,
W. ,J. Hayes & Sons,
949
and
has
carried
on
the
busiXo,
Bankers of New York,
Broadway,
partnership,
Hankers,
ness since bis father’s death.
and
New York, Cleveland
“I sell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than I Darling, Denslow & Co.,
and Boston.
NEW YOU K.
Boston.
any other,” says Mr. Poor, “and it leads
No. 4 syndicate forming to complete purchase of valuable Colorado gold properties.
any similar
preparation two to one. j
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has a steady sale and j
4w3
Write for particulars.
Subscriptions of $100 upwards.
is in good favor with the people, who
Obituary.
speak well of it.”
colby
The record of remarkable cures effected
SHOPPING AND
Capt. James D. Mathews died last Saturenables us truthfully to say that
day noon at the home of his daughter,

from the sea he engaged in salmon fishing
are the only pills to take ;
in Stockton Springs. Ten years ago he came
rlllS with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
on account of illness of witnesses.
to Belfast and has since made his home
IBoth juries were discharged Wednesday
here. His wife, formerly Hannah R. ClifCounty t orrespondence.
forenoon.
ford of Stockton Springs, died Jan. 7, 1880.
The court finally adjourned Wednesday
Jac kson. The neighbors and many friends He leaves one sister, two
daughters and one
afternoon.
of Calvin Work sincerely mourn his death
grandson. The funeral, at which Rev. C.
in early manhood, only 37 years, P months of H. Wells
officiated, was held Monday foreNorth port News.
He was a kind husband and father noon at his late residence and the remains
age.
and an honest and respected citizen. During were taken t<> Fort Point for burial in the
The ladies of the Baptist society will give
j his long illness of about is months he bore family lot.
a church supper atElwell’s hall Wednesday
| his sufferings with remarkable patience for
evening, Jan. 2tith.
Mrs. Eliza Sheldon died at the home of
! one of his temperament.
He was a son of
Mrs. Emery Brown returned home this Joel Work of Brocks and one of a
i
family of her daughter, Mrs. Mansfield Clark of Linweek from a very enjoyable visit to her ! six children; his three sisters are all
the age of 80 years.
dead, eolnville,January 20th at
1
She was the widow of William Sheldon of
daughter, Mrs. David Kent of Rockport.
two brothers survive him.
He leaves a wife
Messrs.James Knight,Fred E. Wyman ami ; and two daughters, aged <• and 3 years, who North port, who died in this city about 20
Charles Knight eut and stored their: have the true sympathy of the community. years ago. Since that time Mrs. Sheldon
|
supply of ice last week. They consider it!! ....A 3 year-old girl of M. C. Stevens was has made her home with her daughter, Mrs.

tiff loaned the parents $800, on which Lriali Heep, Charles Beach; Damon and
It is not necessary for the Republicans they paid $100.
At the time the loan
Pythias, W. Smith and W. Chapman; Moth-New York tried bard to
get the Nation- of Maine to meet here to declare their was made L. A. Knowlton of Belfast held a er Hubbard, Annie Shaw; Little Red Riding
al Democratic convention, but
Chicago choice for the Presidency, for it is known warrantee deed of the property on which Hood, Mrs. C. L. Driukwater; Goddess of
••iiied the day and the convention will throughout the length and breadth of the the
Spragues lived, but hail given them a Liberty, Vestie Allen; The Milkmaid, Lida
whole country.
We have but one choice,
meet in that city .1 dy Ttli.
A Washing- we have but one
bond to reconvey on the payment of certain Packard; The Two Midshipmen, Forrest
and
this
candidate,
grand
T"r special to the New York Herald
notes.
When the notes were Pendleton and Byron Elvvell; Dancing Girl,
says: organization will emphasize our earnest- promissory
ness and our
and
h was evident flier,
devotion
to
the P&id Mr. Knowlton deeded the property, by Flossie Drinkwater; A White Cap, H. Elloyalty
notwithstanding all
son of our own
tin* elloris supposed to have been made
State, who quit-claim deed, to the defendant. In a well; A Nymph of the Woods, Mrs. Fanby i distinguished
1
t
members of the National Committee occupies so prominent a position in the suit of Norcross vs. Joseph A. and
Lycena nie Chapman; A Dude, Frank Smith; Clown,
t
keep sectionalism out of the contest, I councils of the nation, and who is the Sprague a judgment was secured for the F. Wiggin: Hayseed, Alton Cross: .-'tarlight,
j
t.r gnat bugaboo
of “gold bugs" and! leading candidate for the next Presiden- amount due on the
Bessie Patterson; The Princess, Mrs. E. B.
$800 note, with interest.
"\\all street’
carried the day against tial nomination.
(Applause.) We tender I The suit
j him our support, not
Ernest
Elwell; A Mau-o- War’s Man, S. Bradley;'
is
for
fraud
against
Sprague
N«w \ ork, and left her high and
because
he
is a citidry on
the twenty-seventh ballot, with the votes zen of Maine, for he belongs to the whole aud to recover this judgment, the plaintiff Deacon Sunil', W. Alexander; Little Dot.,
Union.
of Rhode Island, New
(Applause.) We urge his nomi- claiming that the transfer from Knowlton to ! Abbie Batchelder; The Mew Woman, M. !
Jersey and New J nal
N oi k t-» her credit..
ion, not because he has conferred hon- the defendant was fraudulent, and made to Hart, and the Unknown, F. Sholes. The
or upon our State
by his distinguished prevent the plaintiff from securing a claim costumes were about equally distributed i
William A. Slater of Norwich, Ct., has career in Congress, but because he has al- on the real estate.
Defendant claims that between the grotesque and the fanciful,
suspended his offer to the board of educa- ways shown his devotion to the great the
property was transferred in considera- and for home make-up it was a very
tion in that city of $10,000 toward a norprinciples of the Republican Party, be|
mal 1 milling school, which he intended to cause he has always met every emergency tion of money due him from his parents. creditable display of what our young peo- t
as it arose, and iu the interests of
can do when
After the evidence was all in the case was
endow* with an annual income of $7,000
pie
want
to attend a
they
good
on account of the
antagonistic spirit shown and pure and patriotic government, and withdrawn from the jury aud sent to the masquerade. Belfast, Belmont and Lin- !
for the welfare of the great business in- Law
toward his plans.
coluville
were
well represented, aud enterCourt on report. Brown for plaintiff.
j
ed into the festivities of the
Mr. Slater evidently has the misfortune terests of the country.
(Applause.) We Me Lei lan for defendant.
evening with j
support him because he will make a bold,
a zest that was at once
to be a bloated bondholder, and there is
A.
vs. Nelson T. Norcross.
that
Joseph
Sprague
convincing
a fearless, a
determined, a safe and sucwere fully determined to
no doubt a
enjoy themparty organized to drive him cessful leader, and under his administra- Action on account annexed for board, wash- they
tion
the
out of his native place.
rights and interests of the whole ing, etc. Plaintiff claims that defendant selves. Everything went on pleasantly and
That seems to be
people will be secure, and the majesty came to his house in July, 1891, and remain- harmoniously until near the close when one
the regulation proceeding with
regard to and honor and dignity of this great,
free until October, a period of 18 weeks, aud al- of the pale faced knights of the paper bag
public benefactors. Now-a-days people republic will be upheld iu every portion
and cotton string become too
though lie was away a part of the time he
disagreeably
who want to do
good must do it by be- of the world. (Enthusiastic applause.)
occupied a room at the house all the time. familiar. Kindly advice he utterly ignored
quest to escape persecution while living.
and when he attempted to
The plaintiff
a
adjust a certain
week
ists of this class.

Here Speak

{j

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

for

AMERICAN GOLD MINING

Leads in Belfast

CRIPPLE CREEK and OTHER GOLD MINING PROPERTIES.

dren at reasonable ami proper times.
Cynthia N. Grant, Belfast, from Woodford
N. Grant, Stony Creek, Ct
custody of
minor children to mother.
Ida Belle Rowell, Montville, from Chan.

The pipe was finally carried up and ant.
was subdued.
The Dexter Ga- ; Frederic R. Page vs. Petit Manan Land
zette, which severely criticised the Crosby and Industrial Co. Action on a contract for
Inn fire, saw in this Fairfield incident buildiug roads at Petit Manan. Plaiutiff asked
leave to amend the writ by striking out the
“only another example of the splendid
words “and Industrial” in the title of the
of
water
works
that
are
furnished
system
defendant corporation. The contract was
Maine towns by corporations whose only ;
made with the Petit Manan Land Co., which
object is money-making,” and expressed ;
corporation afterwards sold its real estate,
tho hope that Dexter “would never perassets and liabilities to the Petit Land and
mit any outside parties to invest in a sys- I Industrial Co., but still continues its or1
tern there.”
And then Dexter's turn ganization.
Defendants claim that while
came.
A fire broke out in the Dexter they assumed the liabilities of the old combank building and a press report says “it pany they do not assume any not recognized
looked for a time as if the business sec- by them. The Court ruled that the change the best cut for years. It is 13 iindies
tion of the town, or a goodly portion of asked for would change the defendant to the thick, clear as crystal and free from all imand that there had been no service on I
purities.
it, was doomed.” We also read that the suit,
the Land Company, although one man is
lire department was “sadly handicapped
The winter term of school at Beech Hill
iff
clerk
both corporations. Montgomery and
by crippled water works.” The Dexter Brown for plaintiff. Fogler and Fogg for taught by M. I. Stevens, closed last Friday.
Of ourse it goes without the saying that the
correspondent of the Bangor Whig says:
defendant.
term has been a profitable one. Mr. Stevens
One thing seems to have been pretty
Petit Manan Land Co. vs. Frederick Iv.
is a very efficient and accomplished teacher
well demonstrated and it is that Dexter
Page. Action for breach of contract. The and.it
could not he otherwise.
must have a steamer, not. alone because
defendant contracted to build certain highof its greater effectiveness and reliability,
Tin1! masque ball given by the trustees of
on
Petit
Manan
and
the
Point,
plainbut for the disgraceful shamelessness of ways
the Ladies’ Good Templar Society last Thursso many of our men citizens
who, utterly tiffs claim he did not fulfil 1 the terms of the
regardless of all honor, stood calmly by contract. The case was opened by Mr. Fogg day evening was a magniheent success. The
and looked on the lire while the ladies for the plaintiffs, but was continued before hall was more than comfortably filled and
filled the brakes and assisted the fatigued
caused an encroachment of the spectators on
any evidence was presented on account of
firemen to pump the engines.
being a counter suit to Page vs. Petit Manan the floor which interfered somewhat with
The same correspondent goes on to say Land Co.
Fogler anil Fogg for plaintiffs. the down-tlie-centre movements <-f the dancthat “there is now a great call for a Montgomery and Brown for defendant.
ers, hut. no fault was found, as all present
were good natured and intent on
Clias. E. McNeil vs. Fremont Pendleton
steamer and
water works.
A steamer
having a
must come—water works may.”
This and nine others. Defendants are members good time. It was about rt.l’.i) when the leader
of
the orchestra, Mr. Al. Mudgett, drew
does not agree with the reference above to of a granite cutters’ union and plaintiff
claims that they prevailed upon his employ- his how as a signal that the hall was open.
‘‘crippled water-works,” but we believe,
ers, the Mt. Waldo Granite Co., to discharge The maskers appeared ami as they marched
in fact, that Dexter has no water works.
liim from their employ, in which he had been along it was observed that the “Hayseed”
Of a recent lire in Bangor, we read that for 22
years. Defendants entered a demur- and the “Goddess of Liberty” were on equal
“the loss was principally by water;” and rer, that if the defendants are liable for in- terms, as well as the “Clown” and
the
that sounds a good deal more like it.
terfering with any one it is with the granite “Princess,” and that the revengeful “White
company and not the plaintiff, as they have Cap” was clean gone on “Little Red Riding
Hood.” It was a first rate procession notused no intimidation towards him, he being
The Reed Club of Maine was
iu

unawares,

“angels'’ exactly, but beings of opposite attributes. One Dole-full novelist

coriespondent

business

organized

resorts

not

a

general

affects

Joseph Williamson, Jr.,

$18 77.

plaintiff.
Evelyn Mudgett

This condition of affairs

vs.

j

Pacific.”

Monday

gage,

men

Bennett

j

Fortunately the ex (Jueen appears to he
in a state of quietude, and a little thing
like a volcanic eruption will he lightly

The \cw York Herald of

of fewer

D.

the tire

Kiliauea volcano, in Hawaii, is in active
eruption. The fiery Hoods have suddenly
returned aftei l:» months of quiescence
and tin* whole fearful display*is on again
in full force.

in

snow

R.

tire.

papers not only complimented
highly but its delivery as well.

regarded by dwellers

be done.

to

house was put. on, but the pressure was so
row that the stream would not reach the

Maine Press Association in Portland. The
the poem

shoveling

and the nearest hydrant was found to be
frozen.
A hose pipe from the engine

in presenting to our
readers the poem read by Mr. Frank II.
Colley at the recent annual meeting of the
Portland

relief

be cut the absence of

Fairfield had

pleasure

We take

public

There has been

paragraph from the Boston Journal:
Drought last summer and again this
winter has given us some severe lessons
of the dangers of defores' ing our hills and
valleys. Will Congress and the State Legislatures heed these lessons and protect
the trees, or must we wait for more (lisastrous experiences in the future?

The formal announcement, that ex-President

the

tjie employment

thus is felt

Is this news?

snow

usual.”

droughts
remedy,

on

enormous.

can

naturally

from .St. Louis of Jan. 20tli

day declared himself

Sarah E.
lu
Talbot, exceptions were filed and allowed.
In case of Inhabitants of Jackson vs. W.
M. Hillman and >V. W. Seavey motion for
new trial has been filed.
Vallie B. Williamson vs. Patrick Norton.
Action on a mortgage on real estate in BelAmount adjudged due on the mortfast.
of

case

Ij

DIVORCES.

Rosetta Hall, Liberty, from Silas J. Hall,
Warren; custody of minor children to libellee, with right of libellant to see the chil-

PRESIDING.

JUDGE FOSTER

all parts of New England does the importance of this trouble appear. Every-

|

ril.sm'KV,

Supreme Judicial Court.

in causing
to winter

the Boston Journal says: “Not until one
sees the official poor relief reports from

1896

Republican Journal Pub.Go.
CHARl.KS A.

snow

scarcity of the work natural

days

her brother, Charles Ginn of BelRev. J. F. Tilton will preach in the Cityfast-G. A. Avery and B. C. Avery attendpoint school-house next Sunday ;it 2 o'clock,
ed a trial in Belfast, Jan. 17th ...Arthur I
standard.
Grindle visited his parents in Brooksville
Rev. S. L. Hanseom will preach at the
last Saturday and Sunday. .Sergl. L. Hegyi
White school house, East Belfast, next Sunhas gone to Boston with patents to he exday at, 2.30 p. in.
amined.
The subject of Rev. J. M. Leighton’s serBrooks. A sad accident occurred here
mon at the Unitarian church next.
which
Sunday
Abner
S.
..f
Friday by
Smith
Knox
lost his life. Fred llasty of Thorndike was will he “The Rewards of Moral Conflicts.”
The ladies of the Universalist church art*
coming to this village with a load of pressed
hay and in coming down a steep hill, the preparing for a sale for the week following
bridle chain broke, which frightened the Easter. The Kingsbury Aid and the Altar
horses aud they ran away. Mr. Hasty, Society are also to have tables at the sale.
while trying to manage them, was quite
There will be a sociable at
then visit

j

the Baptist
When near the
injured.
Joel vestry next Friday evening for the church
they were stopped by Mr. and society to which they are cordially InvtSmith, who went back with Mr. Hasty to ed. There will be a musical program and
■And shall be till my store is rented, and 1:
help him load some of the hay that had been refreshments.
my remaining stock have a line of
thrown off. While they were doing this the
Presiding Elder W. W. Ogier held quarhorses started suddenly, throwing Mr. Smith
down and dragging one wheel over his head terly meeting at Searsport last Sunday iiiornkilling him instantly. I)r. Porter of Liberty mg, preached iu the Wood schoolhouse in
the afternoon and 111 the Methodist church,
RICH PATTERNS and FINEST WORKS.
young man’s necktie, it w-as intruding a and Dr. Kilgore of Brooks were called in,
Belfast, in the evening.
but the man was beyond the reach of
A full line of
little too far on good nature and the
help.
young Mr.
The subject of Rev. Geo. S. Mills’ disSmith was 41 years of age and unmarried.
man passed
through the outer door with
course at the North
church last Sunday
such a degree of
velocity that he must have -The officers of Marsh River Lodge, F. &
had an impression that he had
been fired A. >1., were publicly installed last Friday evening was “The Master and His Disfrom a catapult, so sudden was his
exit into evening by District
Deputy E. A. Porter of ciples.” There was a special song service,
AND
the cooler atmosphere of a
January ni ght, Liberty, assisted
and he saw only stars as his
John H. Gordon of including a soprano solo by Miss Sally Durby
companions,
ham
when he realized the hardness of his
with
chorus
accompaniment, and a bass
couch. Brooks as Grand Marshal. The officers are
*
r°bably by this time the young man has as follows: 0. S. Brackett, P.
M.; L. C. solo by Mr. John Parker.
realized the fact that it would he
well to
The regular meeting of the Rockland DisJones, M.; W. S. Jones, S. W.; A. B. Stauthink twice before he and his friends
attempt
to run a dance at
Saturday Cove. After this tial, J. W.; Rev. David Brackett, Chap.; trict Ministerial Association and the Eplittle interruption of the
pleasures of the Marcell us J. Dow, Treas.; F. A. Roberts, worth League Convention will be held 111
evening the ball resumed the even tenor of
Sec’y ; O. W. Lane, S. D.; E. G. Roberts, J. China Feb. 3d to Uth. inclusive. Rev. S. L. Fine style of
its way until half
past one, when the most
enjoyabl e dance of the season closed. Every- D.; \Y m. C. Rowe, J. S.; Isaac S. Staphs, Hanseom of this city is on the program for
body went away pleased and happy over the S. S.; Isaac Leathers, Tyler. The exercises an
essay on “Shall we follow the discipline
good time they had had. The ladies of the sowere held
in all things” and for a sermon. Rev. (). H.
in the G. A. R. hall which was
I'lftty were well satistied with the success of
with a great variety of
the atlai r, as
they hail taken considerable densely packed. The choir furnished ex- Fernald of Searsport will have an essay on
pains to make it so, anil all feel ver
“The
cellent
with
solos
and
much
Miss
Church the times deSarah Durusic,
y
Ministry
by
Chains, Charms,andotheritoods.
pleased to know the society lias added a
liarn of Belfast and Miss Ida YVood of Chel- mand.”
respectable sum to their funds, the hall was
I
Iam anxious to close out all my stock,
sea, Mass. Remarks were made by Rev.
rile, first of the
inaugurated fur that purpose.
“Unity Sunday evenings” j
and any of these goods will be sold for
David Brackett, Dr. Porter and John II. was held at the l
nitarian church last SunONE THIRD and som. lor ONE-HALF
.sensational Prayers in Congress.
Gordon, and Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Bel- ; day evening. The
their value.
subject was “Patriotism”
%,■
fast delivered an address that was
!
ami
the
pronouneparts were as follows: John Adams,
Washington, D. C., .Ian. 17, I8!ifi. Speak- ed the best
of the entertainment. After j by Miss Annabel
er herd once said of tlie
part
Swan ; Thomas Paine, by
blind chaplain,
Now is the. time to have vour eyes fitted to
M111 hum, then in the.
House, now in the the exercises about GO partook of a tine sup- Lev. J. M. Leighton: George Washington,
denote, that he could “give heaven more
at
the
per
Briggs House. Visiting brethren j by Mrs. J. M. Leighton, and reading from
news in a
Spectacles and Eye (jlasses.
than
prayer”
any other man he
bail ever heard, but he will have to admit I were present from Monroe, Swanville, Jack- Lowell’s “Under the
Eim,” by Mrs. Leigh-, Gold, steel or rubber frames one-half less than
tliat tin- bliml
chaplain, Coiuleu, makes even ^ son, Knox aud Thorndike_The leap year t"U. The next of the series will he Feb. 2d,
usual price.
more sensational
3tf
prayers on current topics, I hall in the G. A. R. hall
YVednesday even- subject, “Philanthropy.”
lor to-day, for the first time in the
history of ing. Jan loth, was a
success.
The
complete
the
House chaplain’s prayer was
Congress,
j ^ °ong People’s Sunday is to be observed !
C. HSRVEY.
applauded by many members because he young ladies took enti re charge of the affair, at the
Universalist church next Sunday, i
prayed for the Chilian revolutionists. This
hired the hall, engaged the music, managed
| Morning service at 10.45 Subject, “The
from a
parliamentary point of view, although the dances, took the gentlemen to
it touched a popular chord in
supper
the House
Signiticance of the Young People’s Moveaud paid all the bills... .The Good
was worse than
Templars ment.” Sunday School at 12 m. Y. P.
Chaplain Comlm's extraordinary prayer apropos of the Venezuelan lodge has given a line course of entertainI nion at G.
Topic, “Onward.” The tliird
controversy, and it may very well he that ments this winter-Roscoe G.
Edwards, evening lecture is given at 7 o’clock. SubSpeaker Hee.l will caution Chaplain Coudeu
Belfast. Maine.
wdio was badly injured a short time since,
to confine his
prayers to non-political subject, “Is There Need of a Liberal Church?”
jects as it is said he had to do in the case of is improving as rapidly as could be
expect- All strangers welcomed.
Chap am Millburn. ^Special to the Boston ed-Mrs. Hattie Merithew has
got home
Herald.
is the program for the services
with her mother, Mrs.
Abby Edwards, who at Following
the Baptist church next
Sunday : Subject
The Mount Lebanon Shakers have invent- broke her leg while in the western part of
ed a great
the State a few months since_Mrs. John of morning sermon, “The Quest of Greatmany valuable things.
They
were the first to make
ness:
Jer. 45:5. The morning anthem will
brooms by machinery ; C. Lane was confined to the house
by sick- be “He.
the first to put
up seeds in the little pack- ness
Maketh Wars to (’ease,” by Callcott.
last week, but is now driving about as
Open from 9 to 12 A. M, From
ages; the first to manufacture cut nails.
Subject of evening sermon, “A Military
.Now they are out with a method of
1 to 4 P. M.
curing usual....Mrs. Fanny Hall of Pislion’s Fer- Leader’s
Question;” (great question series,
dyspepsia liy resting the stomach. Thei? ry, with her
daughter, is visiting her father, No.
remedy is known as the Shaker Digestive
II.)
DEPOSITS
The
music
SOLICITED.
will include a selection
4Itf
YYrm. C. Rowe....The ladies of the Relief
cordial. It supplies food in an
artificially
Come, I lion Fount,” by Emerson, and trio
digestive form and at the same time aids Corps with their friends will give a public
“Abide
\\
the digestion of other foods in
ith Me,” by Marsh.
the stomach.
entertainment at the G. A. R. hall this,
In other
words, by the use of the Shaker
Digestive Cordial, a dyspeptic virtually gets Thursday, evening.
Joseph A. Homan, the veteran editor of
the Maine Farmer, celebrated his 80th
along without the use of his stomach'until
birth- W4NTEO -Tii take orders on the road during
The Daily aud YVeekly Times plant of
it, is restored to its natural
day, Sunday. Judge II. K. Baker, now in the coming spring and summer.
strength and Biddeford
Unequalled
A single 10-cent bottle will oft
was
vigor.
sold Friday to Y\\ A. his SOth year, was for manv years in tin* edi- chance for
times
beginner.' and experienced men. ^Vg
torial harness.
give marked relief. Get a bottle from your
Col. 1) 1\ Livermore, now
Roberts, the former proprietor of Hotel m
want your help and are willing to pay liberhis Hist year, was for a
druggist and try it.
long term of years
Thatcher, who took immediate possession. oi the firm
2m2
of Masters & Livermore/ The I ally for it.
It has always been a
Republican paper, but Colonel celebrated last
Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Do not fail to write at once for full information.
Sunday by attending
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil! under the new management it will be in- church service, where he was a most
WHITING
NURSERY CO.,
inter-I
dependent in politics.
ested listener.
[Hallowell Register, Jan 18. 457 Blue Hill Ave.,
BOSTON. MASSi

badly

Works place

Ladies’Gold Watches,

Solid Gold, Stone

Band

Finger Rings.

STERLING SILVER WARE,

>

CAPITAL, $150,000

SURPLUS, $33,000.
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BELFAST.

Ex-Policeman Geo. W. Frisbee is employas night watchman of the People’s National Bank.

call for

Heeling of Citizens.

a

public spirited citizens who are

^

On

The regular meeting of the School Combe held at the Superintendent’s

The committee of the Baptist Sewing Circle having charge of the “Mother Goose
Party” have decided to give it Feb. 14th. It
promises to be a novel and interesting affair.

and after Jan. 27th the afternoon
freight trains will leave Belfast at 3.25 instead of 3.55 as at present.

inter

| the welfare of Belfast are invited to
with the Board of Trade at Me morial
jm-xt Monday evening,January 27th,
ic.-k, to discuss and take action on
,.r< pertaining to the material advauce-

mittee will

office Monday evening,

lie

ii

city.
Board of Trade.
W. H. Quimby, Sec’y.
Jan. 21, 18flf>.

,i.

been granted

have

s

11

John P. Perkins, North Palermo;
widows, etc., Susan 1>. Perkins,
4J.fCt.

",

27th.

It is said that the Crosby Inn, recently
destroyed by lire at Belfast, will he rebuilt
the coming spring. [Waterville Sentinel.
We are afraid this is too good news to be

follows:

as

Jail.

meeting of the teachers in the primary
grade of the Belfast schools was held at the
Superintendent’s office Tuesday afternoon
and the nature studies discussed.
A

ler

true.

iimual meeting of the Belfast Max'
Foundry Co. will be held at the
molding on Front street.to morrow,
Id

at

o'clock,

The trustees of the mortgage bonds of the
Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co. have
drawn for payment three $1,000 bonds and

a m.

$500 bond, a total of $3,500. They are
payable May 15th. This reduces the bonded
debt of the, company to $137,500.

one

Hack of Portland opens the
Library lecture course in Madison
T.

K

irsday, evening. Subject, “A. Trip
e,” illustrated by stereopticon.

The report of an accident at one of the
mills in this city last we. k proved to be a
I fake. Those who asked about it were told
that a man attempted to pick his ear with
his finger, hut, being a Populist and
having
“wheels in his head,” the end of his finger
was crushed in the cogs.

the late
Karwell at Unity, which was receut•*i bv the Odil Fellows, have not yet
... what beneficiary association they
f offer the estate.

trustees of

the

estate of

has appointed the followMr. Henry W. Marriuer, the
janitor of the
s of the
l nitarian Church, has been
peace and quorum: John
presented by the
>w, Islesboro; James K. Long, BlueParish, with a very handsome mantle dock,
•rgeM. Stover, Bucksport; George I in recognition of his service in saving the
n't. Camden; Stephen
B. Wescott, church from fire on tlie
night of the burning
| of
i ill.
the Crosby Inu. The gift was accompanied
|
IV Benner Jordan W. Coombs and
by a letter which Henry prizes as highly as
lie does the clock.
A Biggs spent a few days last week
(.’leaves

■

and caught

r's Pond

goodly

a

list of unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast. Post Ollice for the
week ending Jail. 18, 'i»G: Ladies—Mrs.
Lydia Hutchington Mae Sears. Gentlemen
—S. A. Jordan; Capt. Sell. E. A. Whitmore;
Mr. Clarence B. Watson; Box 174,
Belfast,

Following

nuni-

‘•kcrcl,

some of them IN inches long.
report pickerel less plentiful than
is they are eaten by the black

a

lotel, Bocklaud, has

Point
N

P.

Sewa!l of

round

M<

stated that Mr.
Rockland all

ami it is
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last.

contents.

The place

.0, has been made up to

u-rical

joker

in this eitv

was

dot;hi- sense, last week.

a

Fernald.

ex-

old saying that “the proof of the
pudding is m the eating.” That does not
apply to soap, that is, literally, and while
“taken i 've eiaim no chemical
knowledge, and can

Mr. 15

ription.

■st

was

which will not

It-is

oven

He pre-
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about
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the

joker
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was
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publisher,

the
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night

The Journal has

wr Kin;.Mi nts.

R.

Mansill,

re-

Rock

1 i.Mansill’s Almanac for 18iH>.

to

ingredients, etc., we can
toilet use Nutriola soap is
As that is the chief use of
should say it tills the hill

Janu s Dunham, who was arrested in Belfast Wednesday for the larceny of a diamond ring at the St. Nicholas, had his hearing Thursday. He plead guilty and was
hound over m >."-00 bonds for appearance before the grand jury.
Jb was unable to procure bail and was committed.
Dunham confused the theft to City Marshal
Crockett,
saying that lie took the ring from tin; bureau
and had no accomplices.
There is no evidence to connect him with any other theft.

man.

remainder of the

for

completely.

The resuit
taken to the cooler to

wrong

as

hard to heat.
toilet soap we

o'clock in the

evening.
email pass* d that way just ahead
u!-aided victim, and the joker tried
me

an

say nothing
testify that

laborate and ghostly masquerade
.ii wait so frighten a neighbor as he

in

two’ terms, and has

published the intention of marriage of Mayor
Hansen, Aldermen Welch, Couant, Hatch
and Stinson, Couucilmeu Farrar,
Redman,
Mayo and Cates, and Clerk of the Council

lliil, East
Thursday after-

the Patterson

oil

burned

"as

lii its

H.

oliiee eleven years, in

iMiise

Fourth class matter

Mureh, City Clerk, has started
a majority of the
present City Government
<mi the road to
matrimony. He has held the

years.
i:;

a

(Box not in use.)
Miss Sophia Staples.

Mr.%.

Inn, Dark Harbor, the

Islesboro

is

It

valuable
information,
••'.'-wise and otherwise, and its foremuch

[Rockland

Star.

Probate and

P.

J. Carle ton’a stable at Rockport was
fire the night of Jan. 15th, and
three horses, one cow and four carriages
were burned.
The cause is unknown.

ed

destroyed by

Following is

managed by McMahan & Black of this city.
Capt. Clias. Baker has sold his sorrel gelding Charlie K. to Mr. Pompilly of Lewiston,
who is acting for a Philadelphia gentleman.
They came to Belfast last week and made
an offer of $500 for the horse, which was declined, and the bargain was closed this week
at a much higher price.
Friends in this city have received notice
of the coming marriage of Miss Bessie Ruth
Cobe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark H.
Cobe, to Julian Lionel Franck. The ceremony will take place at Cotillion Hall,
Huntington avenue, Boston, Feb. 3d. Miss
Cobe is a sister of Mr. Ira I). Cobe, and with
other members of the family spent a portion
of last season at Crosby Inn.
New Advertisements.
Miss Zaidee B.
Carter is prepared to give instruction in
shorthand and typewriting. For particulars
enquire at R. F. Dunton’s office, over Savings Bank, Belfast ...Capt. and Mrs. J. S.
Harriman of Prospect Ferry publish a card
of thanks-S« e notice of Dr. E. A.
Porter,
who is about to remove from
Liberty....
Farmers wishing to improve their stock
should call on Elijah Phillips, South Belfast, who has the registered bull Exile of
Belfast.Carle & Jones advertise room
paper remnants—1,000 rolls—at 3 cents per
roll. They have just received 5,000 rolls of
new style papers for the
spring trade_H.
A. Starrett. advertises a sale of remnant
silks at one-third to one-half their value.
About fifty of the ladies of the Non-PartiAlliance met at the residence of Mrs.
Kate Conaut last Tuesday to celebrate the
bth anniversary of the National Non-Partisan Alliance.
Mrs. Florence C. Porter of
Caribou, Mrs. Georgia P. Porter of Old Town
and Mrs. A. C. Paul of Fort Fairfield were
guests of the Belfast ladies. The program
inc luded a dinner, remarks
by the visitors
on topics discussed at the last national
meeting of the Alliance in Oberlin, Ohio, report of
Mrs. Florence C. Porter on her work throughout the State in behalf of the Girls’
Home,
reminiscences by several members of the
Be lfast I nion,'brief remarks by the chairsan

of

committees,

pointed

up

a

Secret

Davis

absence of

roads are hard and
smooth, making the best of wheeling. In
other directions the lack of snow is a seri-

received Vick’s Floral Guide for
"f the litiest seed

:■

s-

i.d 10

S* ms,

cents for

catalogues puba

Rochester,

may be dedm-ted

copy, to James
N.
V.
This

ous

snow

drawback,

that the

and

if it

comes now

unable to bring up
their winter’s work.
will

from

the first
oil send
them-Leland, Towle &
Congress street, Boston, have sent us
little pocket manual of the stocks
paid dividends for the year lS'Jf), P>* y-! New York. They will he sent to

he

many
the arrears of

A. B. Stan ti a I of Brooks is now engaged in canvassing Waldo county in the
| interest, ot the Great Eastern Fertilizer Co.,
of Rutland, N't., and was in Belfast ami
last Monday. Notwithstanding
.dress on reci ipt of a J-. ciit
( Northport
stamp.
the general complaint of hard times Mr.
Sirley in Rockland. Miss CharStantial’s sales thus far exceed those for the
1
S; 1 ilev gave two lectures in lh»ckcorresponding time last, year, ami he finds
Mr

J

week he!,-re crowded h<-uses.

ist.

The
the farmers hopeful as to the future.
The
t.ure, Great Eastern Fertilizer Co., by the way,
I'1 !i‘ Sunshine find Starlight,” that it I have issued a handsome calendar for 1K'.h>.
that eiie|ted the utmost praise from ]
Chat.
II. J. Morrison lias built a new
wen- in fortunate as to he present. !
Might of stairs on the outside of Hayford
skewed lierself To he ready and j
Block annex, as an entrance to his carpenh'-r .a
and a
!
ami

Star

saal

of

her

lirst

It

1

atnry
i.derfu 1 abilities.

descriptive speak-

shop.... Alonzo Holmes of Citypoint, is
hauling his hay to market, and the shippers
say it is as good as any ever shipped from
this port....Last week James H. Wentter

She carried her
the land of the Nile,
pyramids became almost visible.
Sibley is indeed a charming lecturer
'-s nut efiilinc herself to
dry statistics,
I -Talers a choice
composite of informaw..tii

her

to

worth of Waldo killed a bull, 2 years old
last April, that dressed 1,257 pounds-

■

wheels and fell off the embankment into the
pond on the west side of the track, where
was

quite thick.

John and Charles
the accident from their home on

Logan saw
Bridge street, and, launching

A

was pretty well chilled when he reached the
shore. Landlord Pierce of the Arlington
c ared
for both man and beast during the
night, and both were* as well as usual in the

morning.

!
j

Subject, “Around the World in a Mano’-war.” It will be most superbly illustrated.
Following is a brief synopsis of the lecture:
“The incidents and adventures of a threeyears’cruise;

life on the modern warship;
wonders of Andalusia, the Alhambra,
Algeria, the Mediterranean Coast, Turkey,
Egypt, the Nile, the Suez. Canal,. Hindustan,
Australia, New Zealand, etc.;. islands of the
Pacific Ocean. Some novel aud extraordinary
effects are introduced, illustrating the perils
of the sea ami also the power of high exthe

Elijah Phillips brought to market last week plosives in torpedo warfare/’’ In regard to
pathos.
the success of the lecture, an extract from a
a lot of fine poultry, among which was a
ia rseeniid lecture the Star said :
chicken six months old, an Indian Game personal letter from Mr. Harper to a mem'!.ss Sibley again charmed her audience
and Plymouth Rock cross, that dressed 7 1-2 ber of the lecture committee will be read
tin-roughly upheld her reputation as
t the most eloquent ladies occupying pounds-The dance announced for last with interest:
lecture platform.
Her subject was 1 Friday evening at Belfast Opera House was
Morrisvillk, Vt., January lb, 189b.
•t
Palestine Hills on Horseback,” and
My dear sir: Many thanks- for your fuSl
not a success, and was abandoned after three
Talk was. pleasing, polished, amusing
to
am looking
reply
my
dances. ...J. R. Reilly and Robert Brownrigg forward with enquiries.to I, too>
instructive.
pleasure
my coming visit to
on
the
music
box
exhibition
at
Belfast. The subject chosen is “drawing”
The Tribune said of Miss Sibley’s first ap- drew
lately
Hiram Chase «& Son’s jewelry store. It lias largely just now. At Lawrence, Mass., last
trance in Rockland that “she straightway
numbers were turned away from thenight
mi the warm corner in the hearts of her since been bought by Capt. E. F. Bramhall.
City Hall after 2,200 had been admitted.
.tors” and concluded an appreciative
Yours sincerely,
Steamer Hector, Capt.
Stkamkr Notes.
Robabtis. Harper.
e of her two lectures as follows: “Miss
Benj. Arey of Brewer, will engage in busie\ is certainly a delightful speaker, and
She will
ness on Union river next spring.
Monroe.
Mr. Allen Larrabee died last
hear her tell of scenes and places visited is connect with
the boats of the Bluehill
66 years. He was sick nearly
week,
aged
most like a trip for oneself, and no one Steamboat
at
carry
Company
Surry,
freight,
has the opportunity of listening to her tow vessels in and out of the river, and take two years. He leaves a wile and a large
of children.
He was a soldier and a
nId miss it.”
She
is
now
at
Bucks- family
out excursion parties.
but the family have always been
Shipping Items. Ship Wandering Jew, port and will be sponsoned out and have pensioner,
in destitute circumstances*.Mr. Elijah
•sure reported
burned while loading at other improvements made to tit, her for her
Morse, who was at work in the woods upKong for New York, was sold at that new service. The Hector lias been running
river, hail his hand so badly bitten by a dog
as a passenger boat between Bangor and
rt Dee. yth for 7,8(HJ Mexican dollars. The
that lie was obliged to come home.It
is
new...
and
.Calwas
built
at
in
comparatively
p
Camden, Me.,
1877, and Hampden,
should have read last week that Eugene
t the
L'istered 1,(550 tons net-Seaboard reports vin Austin, general superintendent
Curtis was visiting his brother, Will Curtis,
it ship Abner Coburn is at the foot of 2(5th
Boston & Bangor S. S. Co., was in Belfast
instead of Carter.Nelson Curtis, Jr., is
South Brooklyn, awaiting orders to Monday and ordered from the Nutnola Co.,
His father has just
i and that all the ship rigged vessels in a supply of their C. P. soap for the company’s sick with pneumonia.
«

1
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suitable for

t

long

voyages with

are

Harbor, has been
.ilas. Capt. Lynam,
had
1

not

Harbor,
given

near

lines

arrived

Bar

the

owner

of the

since

|

Harbor,

ves-

and the

hay

paid

left

she

ves-

up for lost.Seh. James
Jan loth from Boston with

ueral cargo.
She will load
'•V lute's for Boston... .Sell. A.

„■•

I

towed into the Ber-

heard from her

was

i

day

under

i.

at F.

G.

W. Ellis

ar-

for the season of 189(5....On Mon'sidewheel steamboat Henry Mornson of the Bangor & Bar Harbor Co.’s Meet
was sold to Capt. William H. Swift ami F.
D. Gallupe of Boston, who will use her hs
au exclusion boat at that port.
The price

steamers

one ex-

charter.It is reported
the schooner Sea Pigeon, which was
ivi) out to sea in the storm of Dec. (5, from
ii.»n

|

the

is

reported

at,

$1,500.... For

some

tame

past Providence parties have been negotiating for the steamer Rockland of the Boston
& Bangor S. S. Co.’s Meet, and have lately
examined the boat, which is hauled out on
Stetson’s marine

railway

at

Bangor.

The B.

B. S. S. Co. is willing to sell her if the
■ signed to L. A. Knowlton,and sailed the
right price is offered, and it is expected that
the transfer will soon he made-The Bansame day for Winterport, where a portion of
the cargo was to lie delivered-Sell. Hattie gor Daily News says that the B. & B. S. S.
I'aige arrived Jan. K5th from Boston to load Co. will not build a new steamer this year,
but will propably add a fine boat to the
ay at F. G. White’s for Boston_Sell.
She will be a sidewbeeler
Fannie & Edith went to Frankfort Satur- fleet in 1897.
day to load hay for Boston-Sell. Julia M. built on the same lines as the City of BanCoring arrived from Boston Friday with gor, but will be 15 feet longer. The comgrain and feed for Swan & Sibley Co. pany would like to run propellers on this
There is an error in the shipbuilding route, but this would be impracticable on
statistics on the 7th page. The amount of account of the shoal water in many places
tonnage built in the Waldoboro district was along the river-The steamer Florence is
Rockland and Bucks.A letter now running between
'"1.57, and not 201.57 as
rived

Jan. Kith from New York with feed

printed...

&

Portland Jan. 18th, from Capt. port, on the route formerly occupied by the
John Whittier, of schooner Oliver T. Whit- Emmeline. She began her trips Tuesday...
tier, at Cardenas with coal from Philadel- The Maine Steamship Company is to build
phia, states that the city is cut off from sur- a new steamer to run between Portland and
rounding towns. The, people are even suf- New York, to be completed by the season of
fering for food, and as no one is allowed to 1897. The new boat is to be .1,500 tons gross
come in from the country the milk supply is
tonnage, and will be able to make 18 knots
shut off. The letter states that the Olive T. an hour. It is expected that she will be able
Whittier is the only foreign vessel in port, to make the run between Portland and New
and she has not been allowed to land her York in 21 hours, a trip that is now made in
2(5 hours. She will cost over $1,000,000.
cargo.
received at

Harvest

public installation and took supper at the
House-Fred Coftin went to Boston

last week

on a

business

trip.

$100 Reward $(00.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that sciei'ce has been able to cure in all its stages
and that is Catarrh.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
upon the blood and

surfaces of the dis

ease, and giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doiug
its work.

The

proprietors

have

so

much faith in

its curative powers, that they offer One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.

Address,
§3P*Sold by
A

F J. CHENEY &
Druggists, 7 5c.

couple of

Press

the

CO., Toledo,

members of

N. H— CUTICURA SOAP is not only the most effective fckin
purifying and
soap in the world, but the purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, ami
nursery.
Sale greater than the combined sales of"all other skin and comnlexinn
Krafv, fa___

1,000 Rolls

dozen

or

more

Belfast Odd

PAINKILLER
THE GREAT

Family Medicine of the Age..
Taken

c

,.

Diarrhoea, Cramp,

Fellows

and Pain

Toothache, Pain in
ralgia, Rheumatism,

in

No article

attained

An article of
1Vn pri r- I.
"W. ••an bear testimony %>>> t.he efficacy <a? the
Pain-A •!ler V ■ ii:»v«» sce.i its marie off.-ct.a in
soot ;inr hjt, tcrest pain, and kuev it to bo a
ii.-iiiiifi
good arts ie.
[tivpu'ch.
A ..l.y
for pain—no family should be
wivibut ir.
»/'■/.
Trnn.-r fi/.
Soli: intr ha- >
Hi
P :-'-Tvr '• r,
surpass
wh-ch is
Ttfi)' valuable family mcdiciao uovV
'Vo,
in lew-.
.is n means of removing pain,.
It ins
.,<!
n-> to *i.
in-* I
M ;,re*I a repel m.
tjuai to
P’-rry iJa-vU1 Pan-tvilUir.—A'export {.Ay ) J tally
AV
lv ij.ilnat ic mefllcine—it ia used by
enllv
nr
1- l.Vr-i ia.T.*. -/ ..* ■»>, True*I
It -ware •' vn it'll i.ms,
only the genuine
made bv “P; uhy l>\vis.
Sold every,uicro,
luxg-n-bottlesj aud oOc.

Correctly.

Reed Club of the Slate of Maine,
of course, and not the Reed Club of Maine,
No Maine man ever says Maine. It’s the
State of Maine every time. [Boston Herald

Roll.

5 to 20 cents per Roll.

&

Soaps
Talk about Nutriola C. P.

-JvSoap.

Soap

as

JONES,

President.

FKANK 3. WIGGIM, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited.
1891.
$30,353 09
March 5,. 1895.
$83,978.53
Feb. 28

May 4, ls!*4.
2UI,ti»iM4
May 7, 1 Hi)5.
SU

fig urea are taken from
Currencg, Washington,

These

of

the

July 24. 1S1I4.
$5»,l$0.2»
July ll, 1M>5.
*12:{,«^5.5S

!*{*. IS*, 1S94.
2, 1 SIM.
$7 4,532.52
$79,4*0.59
Sept. 2S, | s«i5.
!**c. IS, 1$95.
$14»M 17.4s
$IH0,*SS.I7

statements to the Comptroller
the above dates.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest
payable Janu1st, and duly 1st.
Deposits during tin- lir-t three days of .. month draw imerest from the tlrat
that month. This department niters taut ft vr-'odp- arm.-I I </ m depositors Him Savin — Ranks
inasmuch as every deposit is a toon, to tin• l„no:. ami all deposits in ,»ir Rank are ,r,„r,u root liv twice th«
amount of onr Capital Stock.
This Bank bein'-; the latest established Bank in Wal l.> C.uint v, our vault ha* all tlu* latest
improve
ments in Fire and Burjrlar-Prooi: work, thereby oiTVri-m <,rc th-'r
st.-nrif,, to depositors ihan inv other
hank in tins county.
We still have a few
00 S\FK DKPOMT HOIKS.
VII .,ur !>•.vi*- an* /-></•'.ud,,,,,,/
AXtra
kicks, so they may betaken to and from the Bank if desired.
1\*.
ary
id

/ Pood 77)iny ThsTtitfv/onjr
Trog inyourTAroat?' 70?

Air Mb

\

WFIAT?

Missionary j

WHY A CASE OF

>€"

before, did you? Well, you never heard
such Soap as NUTRIOLA SOAP. Why!! it will remove skepticism just asreadily as dirt—cleans them both off* at the same time—takes a great Soap to do this.
It may seem a little odd to you to think of Soap- jxl this line, but if “Cleanliness

Oft.

our sworn
on

buy

Tall with
we

Spring Trade,

KIMOWLTON,

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

the Face, NeuFrosted Feet.

to suca unbounded'
Obxerrrr.
great merit ftnd virtue.—Cinn.

ever

A

L

the

populnrit v.—Sttlrm

It is the

This Week

at 3 Cents Per

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

It Cures

Stomach, Sore Throat, Sudden Colds,
Coughs, &c., &c.
Used Externally, It Cures
Cuts, Bruises, Burns, Scalds, Sprains,

as Grand
Warden and Treasurer;. W. K.
Music was
Keene as Grand Secretary.
furnished by a male quartette, after which
an excellent supper was served, and. the
evening’s exercises closed with a dance.

Stated

Internally,

Never heard of MISSIONARY SOAP

of

or saw

doubt theta

is next to Godliness,” why not?. Some people
very skeptical—almost
This class are hardito reach* with a mew thing—however meritorious*
existence.
are

own

consider that “All men—and

They
get through

the barrier of

Good people, when you
that surrounds them—the trouble is to get there.
women—are

some

skepticism

liars.”

To reach this class we make the
Some advertisers get discouraged,trying—we don’t.
following offer that will put skepticism to rout—that is—so far as NUTRIOLA C. POf course,, you all know by this time about our great SPECIAL
SALE going on at R. H. Moody’s—where we show you how to get three cakes of Soap
and a box of Skin Food for—NOTHING?' Anyway, the sale is going on, and it beats

SOAP is concerned.

any Soap sale Belfast
of the opportunity.

saw.

ever

“The wise

introductory Side will continue
reaching the common* people all right,

Now’ this
We

are

ing

the opportunity.

to

use

understand,”

and are

taking advantage

until February 1st—not a day longer.
Wt we find that Pe.s.simisfsaa’e neglect-

Frog in lour Throat
™

CASH PRICES

making wit! also do you
good Send for a sample of

we are

TEA OR COFFEE.

We want them
A Pessimist uses-Soap just like other people.
Hence this offer.
Go to R. II. Moody’s- and procure

three cakes of SOAP and

sufficient.

I Remember,

If you are
sale closes

Shirts and Drawers
At 59c. Each.
MMMMi WL.

Never sold before at

than 7sc. and

we

are

going

We’ve got the SOAP you want.
“Just a touch” is
ECONOMICAL Soap.

to have it.

PURE Soap.

ever going to use Soap, improve
positively February 1st.
[continued next issue.]

this

opportunity—NOW.

Sale of Remnant Silks
ft

ft

A-T?

-■

ft

H. A. STARRETT’S
0

0

AT 0 0

Oue-Thiril to One-Half their Value

a

less

g'ood trade

at that.

Remember, Shirts 59 cents,
Drawers 59 cents.

a

We’d like to see a half cake of NUTRIOLA SOAP that any person
you anything.
would say wasn’t the finest SOAP they ever saw.
What do you think of that for an offer? We are after the Soap trade of this,

vicinity, and, by-the-way,
ALL Soap.
SOAP.
j It’s

Fleece Lined

WILL DO YOU GOOD.

**

NUTRIOLA SOAPv

4w2
the Maine

.■

F. icli lot consists of 3 to i'll rolls.
These are the papers left
over from 1 ■-<;»•> stock.
|j you come early you can net a stood
paper chea],.—

AMES &

A BARGAIN AT
7

-v

if

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

D. P. PALMER'S,

Notice.
The undersigned, having associated themselves
together under the firm name of

JACKSON & HcINTOSH,
for the jmrjtnse of carrying on the grocery busiand having bought rile goods and good will
of the firm of COXA NT vA <’<>., will continue the
business at the old stand, No. 45 /lain Street.
We have put in a new, clean stock of goods,
consisting of choice
ness,

GROCERIES, FLOUR, CORN, OATS,
FEED, MEATS, CANNED GOODS, &c.,
which we will sell at bottom juices, and solicit
the j>atronage of our friends and the public gen3w3
erally.

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

E. H. DURGrIN, M. D.

Fitting

of Glasses and Diseases of

Ihe Eye a;d Ear

a

Specially,

SEARSPOliT,

MAINE.
13U

ISAAC H. JACKSON.
wm. h. Mc Intosh.
Belfast, Jan. 15,18%.

O.

Association, both present at the Portland meeting, would seem to have reason
for rejoicing
It is claimed that they divided $tH),000 between them as the riet profits
of last year’s business. They are Hon. P#
O. Vickery and his son-in-law, Hon. John F
Hill. The publishing business which they
so successfully conduct is one of the chief
industries of Augusta. They are both downright good fellows and prosperity does them
no harm!
[Bndgton News.

beautifying

sonns

WHOLESALE and RETAIL WALL PAPER * and
CURTAINS,
-«i21 Main Street, Belfast, Maine>

internally, acting directly
mucous

blotches, rough, red, oily skin, baby blemishes and falling hair

CARLE

box of S*ON FOOD, according to terms of our special
offer. Take them home, compare the SOAP with the best imported Soap you can get.
recovered from the same disease-Mrs. i
Compare it by actual teat with any Soap you. please—we don’t care what it’s name or
Wealthy Bates, who arrived at her sister’s, what it’s
price is—pay a dollar a cake and get something called “gilt edge,” if you
Mrs. Ritchie’S,, about two weeks ago wiil
When you have used one-half the cake of NUTRIOLA SOAP if you are not
please.
spend the winter; which is very pleasant for
in every way to any Soap you ever saw, take it back to
Mrs. Ritchie-Some people from this vil- positire that it’s superior
lage went to Brooks t attend the Masonic Moody—all of it, including what there is left of the cake tested—the test shan’t cost

Briggs

only preventive of clogging, inflammation, and
irritation of the pores, the CAUSE of
pimples, blackheads,

Stopped.

annual meeting of Phcenix Lodge, F.
A. M., will be held next Monday even-

per.

■

*■

Because the

For

Searsport last Friday evening to attend the public installation of the officers of
Sears Lodge of that place. The ceremony
was performed by District Deputy Grand
Master Samuel Adams, assisted by R. G.
Dyer as Grand Marshal; Chas. R» Coombs

and

•v

PIMPLES

Remninb Bccderi 1 aid 2 cents per yard.

went to

skiff, cut
away the ice and rescued the horse, which
their

“Around the World in a Man-o’-war.”
The last lecture in the Peoples’ Course will
be next Tuesday, Jan. 27th, by Robarts Har-

OF

Societies.

Belfast Council, Royal Arcanum, has
elected the following officers for the ensuing
year:
Regent, R. F' Dunton; Vice Regent,
O. G. White; Orator, R. G. Dyer; Sitting
Past Regent, H. L. Kilgore; Secy., Chas. E.
Johnson; Collector, Samuel Adams ; Treasurer, Robert Burgess; Chaplain, C. B. Hall*
Guide, W. K. Keene; Warder, R. P. Stiorkney; Sentry, C. F. Shaw; Trustees, S. W.
Johnson, C. F. Shaw, HI E. Kaicr.

train.

was

the ice

PREVENTIVE

Ice harvest on the
IItri>soN, Jan. 21.
Hudson has been stopped on account of the
mild weather. But very little ice has been
boused by the larger companies. The ice is
eight iuciies thick and wasting"rapidly.

ing, Jan. 27th.

>n

>

Ice

Hudson

The
and

f

THE ONLY

Estate of Welden A. Poland, Montville.
Second meeting held and oath tiled.
Estate of Isaac Mason, Swanville. Second
meeting held, oath tiled and petition for discharge filed.
Estate of Fred E. Sylvester, Freedom.
Second meeting held, oath tiled and petition
for discharge tiled.

thrown off clear from tin: track,
proved very accurate.The
Hay is coming into this market in large ami esc aped with a few slight bruises on bis
Engraving Co. of Boston has is- quantities and from
appearances Waldo head. The engine struck the
wagon and
tndsome calendar bearing an excelcounty farmers must be emptying their completely demolished the
ss of the Hon. Thomas B. Reed,
body and hind
barns. It is some compensation for the whe els. The horse
kept on with the forward
o il
acknowledges receipt, of "lie.

o,c

Second

meeting appointed.
Estate of Eugene H. Stewart, Unity.
Second meeting held and oath tiled.
Estate of Fred O. Joyce, Thorndike.
Second meeting held and oath tiled.

A Narrow Escape from Death. Charles
Davis of Moutville had a narrow
escape
from death both for himself and Ms horse
Tuesday afternoon. He was at the depot
with a few barrels on a truck
wagon, when
the horse became frightened and ran
upon
the track near the car scales in front of the

making

FOR PIMPLES

assignee.

Estate of William Gould, Brooks.

a

was

Season.

The Kingsbury Social Aid will meet tomorrow, Friday, evening with Mrs. Abbie
Cox on Congress street.

Estate of John F. Dyer, Burnham. Second

meeting appointed.

report on the girls'
sewing school, and discussion of plans for
the future. The ladies report a most delightful day socially and very profitable in
regard to the work of the Alliance.

locomotive, which

The Social

the Probate
Waldo County, January term, 1896:
Account of administration presented in estate of Daniel C. Tootliaker, Belfast
The Methodist Aid Society held its regu(first)
Account of executrix presented in
estate lar fortnightly sociable with Mr. and Mrs. N.
of Chas. A. Walker, Waldo (first and
S. Piper, Fast Belfast, Wednesday evening,
Petition for allowance presented final).
in estate of Elisha II. Carter, Montville.
Jan. 15th. There was a large
attendance,
Will presented in estate of Frances M
considering the hard traveling and the disBanks, Belfast.
tance
from
the
The
next
sociable
will
city.
Petition to sell real estate presented in estate of James L. Twitchell, Montville.
be Jan. 29th, with Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Hill,
Petition for administration presented in No. 39 Miller street.
estate of Noah Linscott, Troy.
Petition for adoption presented by G. G.
The Columbian Society of the Methodist
Abbott and wife, Belfast; name of ward church held a
leap-year necktie party at MeElla Frances Gould.
morial Hall last
Petition presented
Friday evening. An excelby Charles Amos
George, Northport, for change of name to lent supper was served the ladies bringing
Charles Amos Thompson.
the food and paying the bills. Each
lady
Wills approved in estates of John
Kenney took as a partner the gentleman who drew
Belfast; Elizabeth A. Snow, FrankfortClifford L. Stowers, Stocktou Springs; Em- from a box the necktie which matched her
ma M. Vaughn, Monroe.
own.
Administration granted in estates of Mary
B. Pitcher, Belfast, Geo. G. Pierce, adm’r.
Since the holidays the Belfast Band has
Mary W. McDonald, Belfast, H. E. McDou- entered with zest into rehearsels for the
ald, adm’r; Cyrus A. Hartshorn, Stockton
minstrel entertainm nt, and if any
Springs, F. R. Daggett, adm’r; Lewis J. coming
doubts had been entertained as to its sucSnell, Stockton Springs, Sarah E. Snell
admx.
cess they are now at rest.
We have the
Inventories returned in estates of Wm.
talent, musical and otherwise, and the BelLaura
B.
Davis, Belfast;
G.
Trafton
(minor), Troy; Chas. H. Davis, Jackson; fast Minstrels are sure of a crowded house
Maurice D. Jones (minor) Unity.
and the public of an evening of rare enjoyPetition for compromise granted in estate
ment.
Further particulars will be given
of James Fuller, Searsmont.
later.
Petition to sell real estate granted in estates
of Timothy Sullivan, Searsmont; Kobert A.
County Commissioners’ Convention.
Vinal, Winterport.
Account of administration granted in esThe county commissioners of Maine met
tates of Frederic A. Spaulding, FrankfortGeorge I. Mudgett, Belfast; Isaac H. Grif- yesterday in Bangor for their second annual
fin 2d, Stocktou Springs; Geo. \YT.
Young, convention. The first of these conventions
Lincolnville.
Account of guardianship allowed in estates was held in Augusta last year. The object
of Timothy Sullivan, (non compos) Sears- of the meetings is the discussion of the vamont; Anita P. Griffin, (minor,) Searsport- rious matters of importance with which the
Burton F. Andrews, (minor,) Lincolnville.
Warrant of insolvency issued iu estate of commissioners have to deal. Among the
James L. Twitchell, Montville.
questions for discussion at Bangor will be
Decree of insolvency issued in estate of the law
passed by the last Legislature reElisha H. Carter, Montville.
lating to taxation of wild lands, which reINSOLVENCY COURT.
commissioners to make an inEstate of Josiali H. Brown, Searsport. quires county
ventory of the real and personal property in
Petition in insolvency tiled.
Estate of Alonzo D. Jackson, Troy. First all unincorporated places and assess the anmeeting of creditors held and Ellery Bowden nual tax thereon, and to appoint a collector
appointed assignee.
Estate of Charles W. Wood, Burnham. who turns the collections over to the county
First meeting held and Norman Ward well treasurer and thence to the State. It is a
appointed assignee.
tedious, laborious and difficult job for the
Estate of Burton E. Parsons, Swanville.
First meeting held and A. E. Nickerson ap- commissioners, and the State gets what little
money is collected while the counties have
pointed assignee.
Estate of Charles L. Fogg, Monroe. First to bear the expenses. The commissioners
meeting held and Albert L. Blanchard ap- would like to have this law repealed.

The Kennebec Journal says that the day
lunch carts of that city have been ordered
out of Market square, and are hauled off in
the early morning. One of the three carts is

men

Insolvency Courts.

abstract of the business of
and' Insolvency Courts for
an

For boTh

For Sale.
The Lang worthy building on the corner of
Church and Market streets, is offered for sale.
The house is brick and contains two tenements
and a store. To be sold at a great bargain. Ajijily
W. K. MARSH.
to
Belfast, Dec. 3, 181)5. -4‘Jtf

75 Chests or the Old Reliable 30
cent Tea

good Tea

just received

and

also

Boys and Girls.

EVERT PAIR WARRANTED.

a

for 23 cents.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

J. H. & J. W.

JONES,

Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

Citron.

Figs, Spices, Nuts

of till kinds. Celery, Cooking Extracts
ami every thing wauted to get up a
tirst-eluss dinner, aud at prices that

willastouish you.

A. A. HOWES & 00.

maintains the interest of former !|
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
instalments.
What may he called the
SHIPS.
The installment of Mr. David A. Wells’ j Educational section of the magazine is
Principles of Taxation, to appear in Ap- 1 very strong this month, and teachers and ! Aimer Coburn. G A Nichols, arrived at
York Dec 20 from Hiogo.
pleton's Popular Science Monthly for Fell- parents will find much that will prove in- New
A G Ropes. David Rivers, sailed from Sun
ruary, will contain dtscripiions of the tax structive and helpful to them in this de- Francisco
Oct 8 for New York.
systems of China and Japan, and will show partment. Painters of marine subjects,
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
that, although luxation has prompted oil and water-color painters, and chinaAug 25 for Shangliae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
many of the most dramatic inehh nts and : painters, will as usual, lind an ample sup- N Ion 38 W.
and important movements of histoiy, only ply of practically useful material iu the
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
two or three works have been devoted to shape oi' hints, instructions, and working NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver; in port Nov
16th.
an<l
the
latter
will
retbis subject, and hardly any use has been designs,
especially
Belle of
C Curtis, sailed from New
made of it in literature.
joice in the possession of the beautiful York Oct 28Bath,
for Shanghae.
in
old
Delft
style, jointed in blue
design
F
B
Coleord, arrived at New
Centennial,
<r. Fostei Howell, the junior pioprietor
monochrome from a painting by C. Yolk- York Jan 12 from Baltimore.
of the Ameiican Shipbuilder, has issued
mar, while there is a number of dainty
Charger,DS Goodell, arrived at Hamburg
a book entitled ‘'Howell's Steam Vessels
little pictures scattered up and down Dec 8 from La Plata.
it is an extensive which will be found most suitable for the
and Marine Engines."
Daniel Barnes. O C Arpe, arrived at Hong
resume of American shipping, profusely
The supple- Kong Jan 13 from Philadelphia via Nagasaki.
decoration of small objects.
illustrated, with engravings of ships, en- ment of working designs is lull of the
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
gines. etc., and portraits of prominent usual features and the most popular col- Shanghae Nov 27 for New York.
Gov
Rome, Nichols, cleared from Philadelshipping men. The hook will have a large ored supplement of the month is undoubt- 1
phia Oct 25 for Hiogo; spoken Nov 28, lat 10
demand and will prove of great value to
the
beautiful
the
sunny landscape by
edly
Ion 30 W.
all inteiested in maiitime affairs.
Only a Belgian painter Yeyrassat, entitled “The N,Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila
limited dition (not more than 1.000 copies) Last Load.”
The magazine is really a Aug 27 for Boston ; passed St Helena Nov 17.
has been printed.
Price >•">.
[Coast Sea- marvel both in the richness and variety of
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
man's Journal, San Francisco. Cal.
its contents and the beautiful care and from San Francisco Oct 10 for Liverpool
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at San
finish of its production.
It is absolutely
< old bed roe ms and oveiheated living
Francisco Dec 18 from Philadelphia.
indispensable to every lady of culture,
rooms are mentioned among the principal
John McDonald, T P Coleord, arrived at
and every man who appreciates art in the San Francisco Jan 1 from New York.
causes of “catching cold," in au article
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New'
by Dr. A. K. Pond, in the January num- household should see that at least one
ber of 1 Jab) hood. The practical question copy comes in the house to stay every York Nov 18 from Buenos Ayres.
J Morse, Clapp, arrived at Sau
month.
Union
Llewellyn
Marks,
Montague
a
cold
in
children
.Sip,
how
to
treat
of
young
Price 30 cents.
$4.00 per Francisco Oct 30 from Kariuk.
is inst luetively dis< ussed by the same New York.
Edw Smalley, sailed
Manuel
Llaguno,
wiiui
’1 lit
‘Nursery Help and Novel annum.
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
ties" ;n H is number, and the department
Nov
lat
34
4(5 N, Ion 40 1(5 W.
30,
spoken,
fishermen in Hard Luck.
of
“Dab ’s Wardrobe." contain many j
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, arrived at
useful l ints and suggestions for busy |
Hiogo Dec 27 from Philadelphia.
I’RUYINCI.TOWN 1IAS HAD A MOST DISASMay Flint, E D P Nicliois, sailed from
sl.UOa ; ear. Rah) hood
yoil!;g mothers.
j
TROUS SEASON.
San
Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
|
•>
Pcekman street. New
Publishing (<>..
It K Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
The year 1803 was the most disastrous
Yolk.
|; of any previous year to the lishing indus- Hiogo Jan 7 for New York.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
Tht .iitoi of the Review of Reviews, in | try of lTovincetown, and, in fact, of the
\ ork Nov 20 fur Aujer lor orders.
his summing up of “The Progress of the whole of Cape Cud.
The kinds of lisli
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed iroin Honoj
Weiio" lor the past month, discusses the
| that bring in the best returns, bluelish lulu Nov i) for New York.
Tuikisii situation and othei phases of the and mackerel, seem to have forsaken Cape
S D Oarletou, Amsbury, arrived at Lon|j
Eastern question, ineluding our own nil- 1 Cod bay, while the tall run ol cheap food don Jan 1 from Sydney, NSW.
tional relations thereto, the declarations lish has been unprecedently large; so
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
j
of on: government on t he Monroe doctiine i large, in fact, that they could not be taken Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
St
David, Carver, sailed from New York
and Vein /.uela, threat Dr it ain* s rejection cart* of, and prices quickly fell to almost
|
Nov 2 for Amoy; spoken Nov 15, .at 20 N,
of ai nitration, President < leveland's comnothing.
Ion 30 W.
mission, the Rayard incident, our relations
Pollock, whiting and herring were never
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, arrived at
with Cuba and Spain, our delicient reve- before so plentiful.
The landlocked har- Hiogo Dec 30 from Philadelphia.
mus. ju esideutial candidaed s, progress in
Til lit* E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
bor seemed to prove a regular trap for
civ il service lefonn. municipal progress in them.
from New York Dec 22, for Portland, O.
Millions of pounds were taken.
this country, recent progress in Russia,
Wandering Jew, 1) C Nicliois, at Hong
About 1,000 men were employed in the
Dec 5 for New York.
and many other of the interesting issues local
fishing business the past year, and Kong
Wm
11 Macy, Amsbury, at Yokahama
that fiave arisen at home and abroad dur- fully 00 per cent, make their homes here.
Nov 15 for New York via ports.
The lisli weirs that dot the coast from
ing the last da vs of 1 sd.j.
Wm II Conner, Frank I Pendleton, cleared
Wood End bar to Sandwich have experi- from New York Jan 16 f"r Shanghae.
The January Granite Mont lily begins
a most disastrous season.
W J Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
enced
All
the
the 20th volume of this best of Mate I
first part of the year they were full of from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco;
magazines in a noteworthy manner. In a worthless whiting most of the time, and spoken Nov 10, lat 37 50 S, Ion 88 W. All
most profusely illustrated article, II. II.
when they struck oft' the pollock struck well.
Metcalf describes the prosperous town of
and hung on until cold weather startBARKS.
in,
Newport. Hon. Henry Dubiuson writes a ed them southward. Very small quantiAdam W Spies, 0 N Meyers, sailed from
characteristic sketch of Dr. J. A. Greene, ties of other food lisli were taken. Some
Dong Kong Get HI fur New York; passed
w hich is accompanied
by a tine portrait and of the weirs hardly paid expenses.
Anjer Nov 1.
other illustrations. The conclusion of the
The lTovincetow n Weir Company, who
Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
valuable genealogical paper upon the San- was
high line last year, with $830 shares Montevideo Nov HO from Boston.
born famih and a stilling incident of a
for each man as the result of three traps,
Amy Turner, (J C McClure, sailed from
Texan trip by G. Scott Locke are also
only shared $300 per man for the season Hong Kong Jan 13 for Baltimore.
illustrated. The results of the prize fiction
Beatrice Havener, Hicliborn, at Pomt-ajust
ended, although there were five traps
competition are announced and an instal- in working order; the Bangs Company, l’itre, .Ian 13 for New Y'ork.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
ment of the success!ul serial given, while
stocked $2,000, crew share New York Dec 11 for Demerara.
two weirs,
the short story winning the prize is printWhite Bar Company, three weirs,
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Wash$403;
ed complete.
The Granite Monthly Comstocked $40.30, crew $373; Eastern Weir ington, D C, Jan 15 from Port Spain.
pany, < -UK-oid. N. II., £1.50 a year.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
three
stocked
weirs,
Company,
$2,080,
all the others fared in for Hampton Koaus, at Valparaiso, leaking.
crew share
Henry M. Stanley, in an article on the , like ratio. $280;
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
“Development of Africa,” which is to
The Truro traps fartd worse, if anyEvie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
appear in the February Century recalls
as most of them were damaged by
New York Jan 3 for Buenos Ayres.
the fact that troubles with the Doers in ! thing,
storms and were taken up before the
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Port Natal,
southern Africa tirst induced David Liv- early
C G 1J, Nov 8 for Newcastle, N S W, ami
I fall run of lisli began.
ingstone to travel to the north, and so led
The fresh fishing fleet had a most aus- Mollendo.
the way to the opening of Equatorial
Havana, Rice, arrived at Philadelphia Jail
start at the beginning of the seaAfrica.
Livingstone, who was a mission- pieious
13 from Port Tampa.
son, but, with one or two exceptions,
|
at
accused
iiis
Doer
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, arrived
ary
Kolobeng,
neigh- their luck seemed to end then.
bors of erueltj to the natives.
at New York Dec HI from l’uiita Arenas.
They re- l The small
lishing and whaling steamers
stilted his interference, and threatened to
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at New York
Dec 8 irotn Brunswick, Ga.
drive him tnun the country, lie publish- were quite fortunate the lirst of the season.
a score of big finback whales
|
Nearly
Henry Norweil, Cushman, sailed from
ed th'-ii lgisdeeds in the Cape uew spapers,
15 for New York.
and his house was burned in revenge. ;! were killed and saved. The sailing vessels Brunswick, Ga, Jan
of the whaling lleet met with fairly good
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
This led to his having southern Africa
from
New
York
Get
15 for Hong Kong;
Six vessels were engaged in seekand going to a region where he could fol- luck.
spoken Get H7, lat 35 33, Ion 48 05.
low in pence ids vocation as a missionary, ing sperm oii and all returned with good
Mabel 1 Meyers,
Win
Meyers, sailed
cargoes.
Although prices run low, they from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
unmoks.cd l-\ the Doer farmers.
may make a little prolil.
Matan/.as, arrived at Havana Jan 13 from
Schoonei Bising Sun landed 330 barrels New York.
Mis. Margaret L. Sangster has so many
of sperm; William A. (Dozier, -130 barrels:
Penobscot., E G Parker, sailed from Singayoung p< oj-ic among her triends, amt 11<»iiis
all )omig people in such close allcction, ( arrie 1>. Knowles, 430 barrels; ad the re- pore Sept H4 lor New York; passed Anjer
Nov
3.
Schooner
that tie anm anccmi'Ut «•!' her story. “The sult of three months' cruises.
Rebecca Crowell, M (i Dow, arrived at
Middle Daughter,” wlm-h : gun in the Baltic, fioni a ten months’ trip, landed I Port an Prince Nov 30 from New York.
330 hairels and schooner Ellen A. Swift,
nuuib-tin lo-uiid T nG1
issued
n
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, arrived at St
Jannaiy 7. lM'd. will In n-ci ived with ae- fi on a 20 months’ voyage, landed 1,700: Pierre Dec HI from New York.
Serrano. R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Brig I). A. Small was at the I
clamat i- ii.
The. luu -iin- of tie- story is a barrels.
charming young'girl of tin- oid-faslb--m (1 ( an.tiy Islands Nov. 7th with -173 barrels j Aug 1, line.
St .James. F B Clifford, at Hong Kong Nov I
oi
oil
and
-1
1-3
of
pounds
ambergris.
t>l* that m\cr goes out.of style. A e«»tinThe fleet of four <4rand Bankers all 13 for New York
tr\ village in tin- mountains i> the seem*
St l.ui ie. .! T Erskine, cleared from New j
ol tin laic, and the home with an invalid
brought in full fares of codfish. The siz.e ! York Jan 15 for Port
Natal.
1
m-.tin
and a lot of bright girls and bovs ol the lleet is in strange contrast to that of
Thomas a Goddard, W S Gritliu, arrived !
in it, will be enjoyed by those who make a dozen ycaisago, when nearly a hundred
at Buenos Ayres No\ H7 from Philadelphia,
j
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, at Monte- I
acquaintance with the middle daughter. sail came home with full tiips. Eow prices 1
A laigc lamily gives an opportunity for and slow sales give poor eucouragi ment. video Dec 13 for Boston or New York.
much fun and frolic, and Mrs. Saiigster’s for auot her season.
SCHOONERS.
Drag netting was a success during the
young people are veiy much alive, and
Gil key, \Y R Gilkey, arrived at
for
some
half
dozen
of
Georgia
the
fleet
of
bent on having a good time.
spring
Rosario Nov 20 from Boston.
boats.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
Duiing tin* rinsing weeks of lSlCi the
J he “set
netters suffered the most
j
daily papers have published an extraordi- disappointment probiblv of any branch of at Salem Dee 20 from New York.
sailed
from
Clausen,
Jr,
Henry
Appleby,
amount
of
nary
interesting and important the fisheries. The thousands of nets that Boston Jan 1 for a Southern port.
news.
It is worth something to the busy covered
Horace G Morse, Harnman, cleared from
Cape Cod bay from the Race to
newspaper reader to have this mass of in- Sandwich shore did not secure
enough New York Dec Ml for New Orleans.
formation taken up. arranged, digested mackerel to
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Bospay for the wear and tea.* on
and reviewed in a calm and
intelligent the nets. The water seemed to be very ton Jan 13 for Apalachicola.
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from
manner.
The Review < f Reviews per- much discolored
the whole fall and
j
forms this service very efficiently every I rotted the nets during
Rockport Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
very badly.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
month.
The number for .Januaiy, 18iM>, I
Even the herring, which have proved a Bangor Nov 27 for New York.
is especially strong in this
The ! source of income
respect.
the
summer
as
Linali
C Kaminski, S Woodbury, cleared
during
editorial department, called “The
Prog- I bait for the big vessels, followed the from New York Jail 15 for Brunswick, Ga.
less of the
is
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Mobile
World,”
distinguished for usual run of events and spent the past
its able handling of national and interna- |
Jan t> from Tampa.
season somewhere else, but came back in
A
tinnal topics of the hour.
M Veazie, arrived at HaIn fact, the \
Mary
September in countless numbers. It was vana Jan 4 Hall,
from New Y’ork.
Review occupies a unique position as a a common
for one sweep of the
thing
11
R
F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Havana
international magazine.”
truly
Its seine to secure a thousand
barrels, so near Dec IP from Philadelphia.
soundly “American” stand od the Vene- the shore that the net touched bottom.
Sallie l’On, W H West, sailed from Carzuela question is
significant.
The most surprising tiling of the year denas Dec 11 for Apalachicola.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at St Jago de
Kate Douglas Wiggin has written an ex- was the immense school of pollock that
Cuba Dec 24 from Norfolk.
cellent article for the January issue of tilled Provincetown harbor for a month
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
prior to the ending of the season. It Pensacola Dec
rI able Talk, on “Shall our
28 from Port Tampa.
Daughters just
was
a godsend.
Thousands
of
pounds
and
it
is
followed
study Kindergarten.”
by the usual departments so helpful to were put under salt, and hundreds of
The Journal and the Tribune.
housekeepers and home-makers alike. Be- thousandsinsold fresh. A fleet ol 90 boats
pollock fishing for a while,
sides the many good recipes to be found engaged
Last year The Republican Journal Pubin its ptiges, an article on “Market News” but the fish were caught in such quantilishing Company had a six months' contract
will be most useful to all who are not sure ties as to overstock the market and make
with the publishers of the New York Weekof the best piece of meat to buy for cer- the business unprofitable.
The mackerel seining fleet was possibly ly Tribune by which the two papers were
tain dishes, and menus are also given for
The catch is as fol- furnished to new subscribers at §2, and to
“Twelfth Day” the most successful.
every day in the month.
lows: Alice, 422 barrels, stock $<5,834, old subscribers
and its entertainments; “Nursery
paying in advance for §2.25.
Hy- crew shared
$154; Stowell Sherman, 401 Another contract lias been made on even
giene,” “Wedding Fads and Fancies,”
“Lace and its History,” “Father Time’s barrels, stock $6,062, crew shared $152; more liberal
terms, as set forth in our adReception,”—one suitable to New Year’s Lizzie Smith, 373 barrels, stock $7,000, vertising columns. New and old subscribers
Day, the latest fashions of the day, etc., crew shared $176; Addie Cole, 257 barrels, are now placed on au
equal footing and all
are dealt with.
11 you do not know this stock $3,375, crew shared $94; Frank Butlittle magazine, avail yourselves of the ler, 100 barrels, stock $2,226, ciew shared who pay for Tin Journal one year in advance can have
The New York Weekly
liberal offer made to our readers, which is $56.
One schooner netted mackerel off the Tribune without extra
that a sample copy will be sent free to
charge. In remitanyone addressing Table Talk Publishing Magdalen islands, securing 185 barrels ting it should he stated that the Tribune is
and making good shares per man.
Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
as it will not be sent unless the reThe steamer Nickerson stocked $10,399 wanted,
The English periodical entitled The for the season.
This was made at all quest is made. Tlie New York Weekly
Animals’ Friend in its December issue re- kinds of
fishing. Her crew shared $351. Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
prints'one of the most realistic scenes The steamer Vigilant stocked $4,239 and rival as the leading Republican paper of the
from Jude the Obscure.
It is the scene her crew shared $380.
day. It. is a twenty-page journal and gives
that occupies the first four pages of ChapAt Well fleet, which formerly fitted 80
all the news of the world, while its different ;
tor X., and the participants, it
may be re- sail of mackerel schooners, not one startdepartments, political news, editorials, etc., j
membered, are Judi. Arabella, and their ed this season.
make it a most valuable paper to all. The !
pig. The editor of The Animals' Friend
Tribune is very cheap at §1 00 per year, *
characterizes Mr. Hardy as “a merciful
A
Brass Meeriug Wheel.
man." and writes: “This chapter from
which is its price. The Republican Journal j
Mr. Hardy’s recently published novel has
George Toney at his foundry has been will he maintained at its present standard,
j
been placed at our disposal by the author making a steering wheel for the new
with special attention to local and State
schooner approaching completion at the
for publication, the cruelties involved in
news.
Subscriptions may begin at any time,
slaughtering cattle for the meat market 1. L. Snow yard, the rim and hub of
having been a grief to the distinguished .which are of solid brass. They aie usualReception by Kent’s liili Seniors.
novelist for many years. In thanking Mr. ly of iron which is liable to become magHardy for his generous and kindly act, netized and deflect the needle of the comKent’s Hill, Jan. H>. The noble seniors,
both in writing the chapter for the ani- pass, which is always in the binuacle near
mals’ sake and offering it to The Animals’ by. Captain Israel Snow at the yard has class of ’‘Mi, gave a bon ton reception at
Friend for our pages, we can only express at least two such magnetized wheels, Ricker|hall, last evening. The motto of the
the fervent hope that the larger and deep- thrown aside as worse than useless.
The class is “Out of School Life Into Life’s
er spirit of humanity
now arising
will brass wheel with wooden spokes, cannot School.”
The receiving party was Mr.
greatly mitigate, if not altogether extin- be magnetized. The wheel at Toney’s is Conant and Miss Norris, Mr. Wing and
somewhat
in
the
and
horror
the
and
of
our
unique
guish,
design
cruelty
very Miss Frost, Mr. Pulsifer and Miss Kidpresent mode of slaughtering animals for handsome. The patterns were made by der and Mr. Peterson and Miss Plummer.
William J. Kelsey, foreman in the founfood.”
dry, who deserves much praise for the Everybody seemed happy. The art rooms
The first reproduction of Mr. Percy skill
displayed in their design. [Rock- and music hall were appropriated, and last
Ives’ recent portrait of President Cleve- land Star.
but not least, the gymnasium was the reland is one of the many interesting featfreshment chamber, where ice cream and
ures
Senator Frye of Maine is likely to be cake were
of^the January issue of The Art
served in a
The seniors
Amateur, and the article on “Beardsley- the next president of the senate. Uncle kfiow how to do the dainty way. in the
proper thing
proisrn” extravagances is pertinent and ap- Sam has
many offices in his gift, but per way, realizing full well that Kent's Hill
propriate. The revived taste in America Maine has statesmen enough to fill them is the place to go “Out of School Life Into
for eighteenth century paintings as indi- all.
Life’s School.”
[Boston Globe.
cating the beginnings of a reaction from
realism forms the subject of another valufor
able paper, and “The Study of Human Ex-

Literary

.News

pression”
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THE

! K CONDITION^

COMMITTEE

ON

NAVAL AFFAIRS.

first practical step taken at this session to
meet any possible emergency which may

rowo^l?

plunge this country into war. Senator
Hale, who ranks next to the chairman, is ;
in reality one of the most active and ener- j

It will keep your thickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
In gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
is absolutely pure.
Highly concentrated. In quantity
costs only a tenth of a cent a day. No other kind like it.

getic members of the committee, and the
resolution which he reported and gave notice that he would call up at an early day,
is a prompt response to the recommendation of the Secretary of the Navy for an
j
increase in the number of enlisted men in I
that service.
It is recalled, too, at this time, that the
Maine Senator was one of the first members of Congress to advocate the construction of a new navy.
While ex-Secretary
Fairchild receives more or less honor for
the initiative work in this direction it was
through Mr. Hale’s advocacy of the plan
that the Secretary was authorized to begin :

Infants

for

Children.

and

|

of food yon use, mix
Otherwise, your protlt
and winter will be lost when the price for eggs
Is very high. It assures
of the food
assimilation
perfeet
elements needed to produce health and form eggs. It is
Bold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
Single paek.S'i ts. Five SI
arge two-lh can S1.20. Six
cans. $5. Fvn. paid. Cample *’ PvsT Pori-TRY Papkr’’ free
I.S. JOHJiSos & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

matter what kind
Therefore, noSheridan’s
Powder.

it daily
J^th
this fall

operations.
So, too, in this session, Mr. Hale lias i
been zealous in the work of increasing the |
naval strength of the country, and the 1
present resolution is in direct line with;
his plans to accomplish his end to make j

the navy uf the United States a power
among the nations of the world.
i he first section of the present resolu- j
tion authorizes the Secretary of the Navy
to enlist for service in the navy as
many 1
additional men as he may deem necessary,
not to exceed
1.000, and appropriates j
•SoS0,000 for that purpose.
I lie second sect ion provides that “Whenever any
exigency may exist which in the
judgment of the President renders their i
service necessary, the Secietaiy of the!
Navy is authorized to enlist fora period
oi
two years, unless sooner
discharged,
such of the naval militia as may be rej
quired for the purpose of manning vessels j
not having lull crews ami such other
ships
as under law now
existing, or under the
authority conferred by section 4 of this
resolution the President may decide to
cal! into service; provided, that men so
enlisted shall be discharged whenever in
the judgment of the President the exigency under which their services were required shall have passed.”
Section:! provides, that, “If, upon the
enlistment of men for temporary service
in case of exigency, as provided in the
second section of this resolution, it shall
appear necessary, the Secretary of the
Navy is hereby authorized to appoint and
commission such additional officers, not
above the rank of lieutenant, as may be
requisite for the efficient organization and
command of the men so enlisted; provided
that such officers shall serve only
during
the continuance of the exigency under
which their services are required, and
provided further, that such officers so appointed shall be assigned to duty with
rank and pay of the grades established
by
existing laws.”
Section 4 provides that, “Whenever, in
the judgment of the President, an exigency exists rendering such action necessary the Secretary of the Navy is authorized to charter, for temporary service, any
private vessel or vessels which may be required for the transportation of troops or
for other purposes at such rates of compensation and upon such terms and conditious as may be deemed proper for the
protection of the public interest.”
In his last annual report Secretary Her- I
belt calls attention to the necessity of
strengthening the enlisted force of the
navy and cites that ii' any exigency should
demand the replacing of all the vessels of
the navy in commission it would lie im- 1
possible to man them. The above resolu- I
t.iou, therefore, comes to his relief.
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My Mamma gives mo
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,
Prepared l-y
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average doses of Castoria

things

are

of the Sheriff of Waldo
County,
of Maine, Waldo county ss.

j
.January 8, A. I). 1896.
)
This is to give notice that on the 7th dav of
January, A. D. 1896, a Warrant, in Insolvency
was issued l>y Geo. E. Johnson,
Judge of the Court
of Insolvency for said county of Waldo,
against
the estate of JOSIAH I. BROWN of
Searsport, in
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent
Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which
petition was
filed on the 1st day of January, A. D.
1896,
to
claims is

to

he

his estate will he held at a Court of
Insolvency to
he liolden at the Probate Office in said
Belfast, on
the l*2th day of February, A. D. 1896, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
SAMVEL G. NORTON.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w3

our

Store

the central depot in Waldo county
the popular patent medicines of
the day and that our prices are the
lowest.
*

for all

A. A. HOWES & CO.
con F.iTiiF.n srx.
remedy being in-

This

jected directly

to the
seat of those diseases
of the benito-1 riu&ry

j

Organs, requires no
ehange of diet. Cure
guaranteed in 1 to 3
days. Mmall plain package.
by mail, $1.00.
Mold only by
R. H.

MOODY, KKLFAHT.

qualities

A

long

Sold

29

We

Splendid curative agent, for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaust ion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout. Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote l'or Alcoholic
ami other excesses. Brice, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.

In the

now

have

a

CHICAGO.

First-Class

Registered Druggist and can till
prescriptions at less price than
store in

Maine.

j

your
any

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Presidential Race.

10
If any doubt had
existed of the avowed candidacy of Senator
Allison for the Republican nomination for
president, it was dispelled yesterday by the
action of the Iowa congressional delegation.
With the sanction of Senator \llison him-

self, the delegation held a conference and
discussed plans for advocating the senator’s
presidential interests. A committee of three
were selected to
represent the Allison interests in

Washington.
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Headache.

All
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wrapper,
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Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Don't Tobacco

Spit and Smoke
j

tit a k <■ s
the nerves
strong, and
brings b a e k
the feelings of
youth to the promaturely old man
It restores lost, vigor.
You
gain
ten
may
pounds in ten days.
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GUARANTEED

TOBACCO KASST C^RE,
Go buy and try a box
to-day. I !'
costs only $1.
Your own riruggi.--:
1
will guarantee a cure or
moiry r,
funded. Booklet, written guarant o of cure 1
and sample free. Address nearest office
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m.. stop over at Castine, lake steamer
Frank .Jones next m aniii_ for all landings from
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A. Freer, Felta1C Ryder.
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DO YOU KNOW
FELIX LE BRUM'S

Steel I Pennyroyal Pills

cin
ap<l Only
rnKNC H. Halo and reliable cure
<»n t .»• market.
Price. $1.00; sent
by mil’1. Cronuinosold only by

K. H. MOODY, BELFAST.

Ool. HENRY O. STAPLES, President.
0. E. NASH, Vice President,

Oapt.

E. S TURNER,

Secretary,

0, W. JONES, Treasurer.
BOARD

OF

HEMU U.

STAPLES,

AM.EHNON

KA\(iS,

J AMES E.

DIRECTORS

NASH,

MIAKLKN K.
FRANK L.

FILLEK,

ttKRHKK,
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(HAKLKS W. .iONKN.
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only .Maine company doing business on the
dend plan. It is conducted upon the line- d
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I lie
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oldest am! most swcees-hil insurance eomin the I'm led Statt s. v 1/ ihe llolvoke and
r
'be tpiinev o|‘ Massaelmsetlwin- have been
doing business >ime ls4S and 1*M respectively,
•>‘ d
have never laiied to pay a dividend
All
buildings insured in thU -oinpany must lie surveyed by an agent ot tin- eampany, and a plan
made. This i> done at Ihe company's exjen.-e.
hvery person insured is a member o| the eompany during the life ot his policy and is entitled
to its benefits. I *i la pida t
ed.unoccupied ot neglect
ed buildings, and those in bad
repair, will not bo
taken hy this company at any rate. We give insurance for pruferfIon.
Those Wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it e.-eu here.
ot

for

JOHNSON, Liberty,
Waldo

County and Vicinity.

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
The

ATWOOD,iAgeiit.

LADIE £

AUGUSTA.

OK

ad-

undersigned hereby gives notice n> all
Kit SO NS INIlKItTKI. TO SAID COMPANY that he
Will
be at his office in Mc(’linto« k Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 2<)th, from 10 to 12 a. m ,to receive
X. F. Ilni STUN, Receiver.
payment.
For Btdfast Illuminating Co
May 13, 181*5.- 23tf
O

Winieiport, Dec. 17, 181*5. —3m&2

DR.

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,

Agent

Policies written upon desirable risks m t his
old and reliable insurance
company at

current rates.
Prompt and equitable
justment of losses.

FOR FARMERS.
The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are trivin^ eneoiiranement
to a Maine enterprise by insuring in tin*

J. 0.

Fire and mania Ins. Co.

R,1

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative.

protection

perfect preparation, your children may

M&Uc

accurately

Washington, Jan.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
by all dealers.

teas are now so

?

use

at

j

Ny-

determined by the expert who selects them,
that the “Trade Mark” is almost entirely relied upon for quality.
If you ask your
neighbor “What tea do you use?” she doubtless replies, “Wood’s May
Queen,” or “Primrose,” or some other favorite brand.
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puted. that, the payment of any debt to or
said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of by
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property by him are forbidden hy law; that a
meeting of tlie creditors of said Debtor to prove
tlieir debts and choose one or more
assignees of
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C2. E. C. WEST 2 NE2?E AND B2AIN T2EATMENT
is sold under positive written
guarantee, hy
authorized agents only, to cure Weak
Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Powf r: Lost
-Manhood;
Uuiekness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Con fade rice: Nervousness; Lassitude; all
Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative
Organs in either
sex. caused fay
over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessi 7*' Use of Tobacco. Opium or
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Liquor,
Insanity
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for
$5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund
money
Sample package, containing tive days’ treatment,
with full instructions. 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each persor by mail.
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lnonds of Bucksport. Me., whicli brought
a cargo of salted
herring from Newfound- i
land, upon which Collector Warren of
Boston assessed a duty as foreign caught
TJ3U K-TA IUJ
lisli, and from which decision an appeal 1 On ami after Nn\. t, i Mia, rains
a:
was taken to the general
appraisers, who Bitri.iiani am! \\ aterv liie w r. li tlirougn tram* lnr
I
sustained the collector, is in a fair way, .uni tron Bangor, V\ au-r\llle, Portland ami B<>*
! Ion will run as follow*
lor liHill adjudication.
The owners had
FltUM BELFAST.
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cision of the appraisers to the circuit I
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nition, this being tantamount to the aplo
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est to many in this city, and the linai outWaldo
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come is awaited with much interest.
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Citypoint. to 15 tin IP
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station.
tFlag
600,000,000 Founds
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Of coffee were imported into the United I
Through tickets to all points West and NorthStates the year ending July 1, 1895. This I west
via all routes, for sale bv F. K. Ckowi.ky
is the largest item of the
of
all
Belfast.
PAYSON TiTKKK,
Agent,
importations
kinds of merchandise, about 18 per cent, of
Vice Pies, and (ien’l Manager.
the total amount.
It is 10 per cent, larger F. E. Bout 11 by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
than that of the previous year. Nearly every
family uses coffee, and few of know tin* different qualities when they see them, therefore people in their ignorance try anything
called coffee. There are, however, certain
trade marks which guarantee a given quality. Having once used Wood’s “Acme,”
“Duchess,” or any of the other tine brands,
one would never think of
using a common
2 Trips a Week to Boston.
article a few cents less in price. In putting
up these extra tine coffees, much depends
WINTER SERVICE,
upon the expert who makes the selection
and who can readily discriminate between
the different qualities. These choice grades
are better value and more
gratifying in their
use.
When we consider the social advantto
he
derived from a line cup of coffee,
ages
or of tea, and that the finest
quality gives
the greatest pleasure, it is wisdom to buy !
the best.
W bile the importation of tea is not so
large
as that of eoffc
it holds a social position
leave Belfast, weather ami ice permttj Steamers
not
to bo under-estimated.
tme, as lollovvs
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touclunj; at < amden, \\ curies
care and
cultivation—indeed more condi- days ami Saturdays at at»otit ;i.jj a. .m
from Bucksport, Mondays and Tlmrsdav at 11
tions than enter into the production of most
crops. Tea at 25 cents per pound may ap- A. M.
pear as valuable to tin* ordinary consumer
K RE1» VV. POTE, Ageut.
1 ,tilfast.
as any other
grade, but to the expert he C A1 \ IN Al ST1.N, llen’l Supt.bosun..
N\ 1LB1AM II. Hll-iL, (len’i Manager
In fact the different
nearly worthless.
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FACTS.

JUST SUCH DE-

Senator Frank Plumleyof Northfield, Vt.,
a man of uational reputation.
No man
to-day stands more prominently before the
people of the State of Vermont than he.
A lawyer by profession, he was elected to
the House of Representatives in 1882, is
Trustee of Schools, Trustee of Northfield
Bank, and Trustee of Norwich University
(a Military School under patrongae of the
U. S. Government), has been Trustee of the
Montpelier Seminary, Chairman of the Re-'
publican State Convention in 188l>, Delegate
at large to the Republican National Convention in 1888, was United States Attorney for
Vermont 1889 to 1894, and is now State Senator.

Senator Pluniley is well known throughthe United States, having been select* d
by the National Republican Committee as
speaker to stump the State of Michigan for
Blaine in 1884, and again in 1888 and 1892 he
spoke through the. West for the Republican
presidential candidate.
When he came out of the presidential
campaign in '92, owing to overwork he was
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Some Men

Saloons and Slavery.
The saloon
has no more right to exist than the auction block of slavery. One has gone, the
other will soon lollow it.
[Rev. J. M.
Thoburn, Methodist, Detroit, Mich.
There is lierce competition beand labor, but Christ was
always the friend of the poor, and true
Christians must needs be like him or the
Church will die.
[Rev. Clifford Barnes,
Congregationalist, Chicago, 111.
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Church: is the conscience of the nation
asleep? Is the spirit of Christian citizenship dead? [ Rev. Frank L. Phalen, Unitarian, Concord, A. II.

nize tlit* fact that the religion of Christ
lowers not its standard to any evil; not
until Christian men cany their convictions to the ballot box, will intemperance
and its kindred evils disappear from our
land.
Rev. s. 13. Julies, Methodist, St.
Paul. Minn.

Universal Bhotueishood. The world
is one.
Humanity is one. Human aims
and interests are coming to be one.
In
Miracles.
The miracles of the Bible! tlie presence of a universal brotherhood
war is fast becoming the hideous
nightare not unnatural, that is,
contrary to na- i
Not much longer can
tore: they are supernatural; that is, above j mare of history.
slaves wear shackles.
Not much longer
nature, above the laws of nature with |
can the parasites of
which we are at present acquainted.
society fatten on the
If |
blood
of
human
victims.
When ruffians
we knew as much of the laws of nature as
Jesus Christ, there would be no such smite helpless Armenians, too many souls
j
all
over
the
earth
are
beginning to feel the
thing as a miracle, in its special and tech- !
and the sting. A new faith in brothnical significance.
[Kev. George T. Dow- I insult
erhood is possessing the race.
[Rev. L.
ling, Baptist, Boston, Mass.
L. West, Presbyterian, Winona, Minn.
Americanism. Any political party that
Items of 31 aine News.
lays its hand on the little red school house
will be smitten by the iron rod of public
The statement issued by the trustees of
indignation till its hand is broken in a
dozen places.
Any minister, be lie called the Maine State Fair shows tlie debt of
clergyman or priest, who lifts his voice the society to be £9,000 in round numbers.
against the little red schoolhouse is an
Colonel L. D. Carver, State librarian,
apostate and a traitor to the Declaration says that Freeman’s
supplement to the
of Independence.
[Rev. C. W. Gullette, Revised Statutes will be ready for delivMethodist, Cincinnati, O.
from
the
about
March 1st.
ery
library

matter of
two

fact, they often do get along with

men, as has been previously stated in the
Times.
This very thing has been the
cause of
many of the collisions which
have been so destructive of life and propTwo
men cannot properly handle a
erty.
big vessel even when in tow, and if attention were given to the proper
manning of
these craft there would not be many dollars in them for the owners.
The barge system, as we
previously
stated, is a sort of civil piracy, and our
law makers cannot long turn a deaf ear to
the cries for aid of those interested in the
coasting trade, whose lives and property
are constantly menaced
by tlie mile long
strings of barges which ravage our coasts.
Times.
[Bath

Tons.

Bangor.
04 34
Bath. 9,887 81
Belfast.
of so
Castine.
51 01
Frenchman's Bay.
810 72
Kennebunk.
183 48
Maehias. 1,308 02
Passamaquoddy.
24 03
Portland.
100 19
Waldoboro.
201 57
Wiscasset.
105 20
tonnage

was

and Saco.

built in the districts of

It will be seen that Bath, Macliias and
Waldoboro districts did practically all the
I building.butThey did better than was exthe showing is rather dispected,
couraging compared with that of former
At
one time in 1S90, the month
years.
of May, there were on the stocks in Bath
two very large ships, 23 schooners and a
yacht, aggregating 23,500 tons, while
four schooners and a barge,
representing
7,000 tons were under contract, and from
Jan. 1st to May 1st of that year there
were launched from Bath
yards the Rappahannock and St. Mary, two steamers
and eight schooners, of an aggregate tonnage of 11,095 so that in the first four
months of 1890 there were launched, on
the stocks or under contract in the district about 41,000 tons, more than three
times the entire output of the State in
1895.
In that same year Waldoboro district
bad on the stocks or under contract 13,037
tons, Belfast 10,788, and Machias 0,000,
while other districts were building in proportions. This boom was caused*by a
rise iu freights in the preceding year, and
it appears that the business was
overdone,
i for there has been no such activity since.
The prospect for 1890 is rather en! couraging, and there is no doubt that
i more tonnage will be built than iu 1895.
At Millbridge Sawyer Brothers will build
a 250-ton
three-masted schooner and a
1,000-ton four-master. A schooner of 40
tons is ready for
launching at North
Brooksville.
At Camden II. M. Bean lias
contracts for two large schooners and McDonald & Brown of Belfast are
building
a four-masted barkentine for C.
Morton
Stewart & Co. of Baltimore—a coffee
for
the
Bio
trade.
clipper
In the Waldoboro district, Washburn
Brothers of Thomaston, have begun work
on a large schooner for
Massachusetts
parties, this being the third contract they
have lately taken.
In Bath they have a
number of new contracts, besides vessels
already on the stocks, including an 800ton four-master for New York
parties.
With a government contract or two Bath
j would make a good showing this year.
I The only thing that can give shipbuild:
ing a lift in this State is a decided
strengthening of the coastwise and West
India freight market.
Until that conies
we shall see no more
big figures in the
statistics of new tonnage.

HOBB’S

S11

IDLE, BUT
1890.

Total.13,079.37

The Ballot.
The ballot is a sacred
ami justice are openly and
persistently
trust, given into our keeping for our- j
violated and defied. Alas for liberty, alas
selves, our families, our country and our I
for
alas
for
tlie
honor,
State, alas for the
posterity. Mot until Christian men recog-
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again.
Secondly, the Mercury states that “the
biggest barges can get along comfortably
or

Take The Strain of Your

WERE

BRIGHTER FOR

ARE

District.

No
York

They are toiling day and night in your behalf as
it is.
Don’t add to their burdens unless you are anxious to issue invitations for a funeral.
Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Tills are
precisely
what y< u need and what your kidneys would ask
for if they bad a voice in the matter*.
No use advising you to live slower, to work less,
to go to bed early, and moderate the
gait at which
you are going.
You simply won’t do it. Y u may think you will,
but you won’t.
Then use Dr. Hobb's Sparagus Kidney Tills, and
take this Terrible strain off your kidnejs and
filter and purify your blood.
Fifty cents per box from all druggists, or
5o cts. in stamps
TllRTIenclose
!>.’ H O
or silver, direct, to the
S

iti!e
Americans.
The child will
be born in America in whose veins
will How the blood of all nations who are
congregating here, and when that time
comes there will be giants in this
land,
not only of physical prowess, but intellectual power.
Calem
A.
[Rev.
Hare,
Baptist, Indianapolis, Ind.

The New Bedford Mercury, a short
time ago, had a loug description of the
new barge Forest Belle.
We are certainly much obliged for the advertising for
for
the
Bath,
although
barge interests
and the interests of the Bath schooner
trade are opposed, we, as shipbuilders,
are always glad to build
barges.
There were, however, some statements
made in the course of the article to which
we must take
exception.
First, the Mercury states that “schooners are a
back number.”
Not so.
Although the barges are cutting down the
profits of those schooners which they
have not sent to the bottom, they are not
making any money themselves, and when
Congress gives the schooners justice, and
compels the tugs to tow one barge at a
time, a humane measure that should
come soon, the
barges will tie up at their
wharves never to appear on the ocean

with four

1

waste.
Increased waste of the tissues of the
body means
increased work for the kidneys, whose place it is
to remove poisons an
impurities. Increased
kidney work means increased strain upon those
organs, and increased strain without rest or relief means disease.
This is why so many fast livers, hard workers
hard drinkers, and hard smokers die of Bri dit’s
disease.
Many men not satisfied with the harm their
overwork or fast life is doing them must need to
add to it voluntarily by putting more poisons into
the system th t still further add to the work of
the kidneys and i> ritate and inflame these
organs
We refer to Alcohol, Tobacco, and
opiates.
Surely there are enough poisons and impurities
in our blood already without adding more!
And yet we do it with the mistaken idea that
we stimulate our brains, increase our
appetites
or soothe our nerves.

yet

liarges.

SOKT

Our lives

same.

There Will Be No Candle
Shortly.
speed in ANY machine, human or
otherwise, means increased wear and tear and

Ft

and

chronic diseases, Dr. Greene, of :’4 Temple
Place, Boston, Mass. The doctor gives an
added value to his great remedy by allowing
all who desire to consult him without charge,
either in person or through the mail.
About

Life.

i

Increased

dislearnwe reach
the end of our earthly career we just beto
know
how
to
live.
We
see then
gin
what life means.
[Rev. Edgar 1\ Ilill,
Presbyterian, Portland, Ore.
of

Times have certainly
changed, and, in some respects, not for the etter
The tide of life and competition is stronger than
it was fifty years ago,
and,
like a swimmer with a
strong tide against him,
one must expend
double
The energy to win to the
shores of success.
It makes no difference
wnar goal we aim
at, the

There are two classes of fast livers.
Those who work too hard and too long.
Those who do rot work at all.
Both classes are reaching the same end,
though
b
perhaps, by somewhat different routes.
They are “burning tlie candle at bgtli emls and
even a child can predict the result.

Ingersoli.'s Followers.
There are
thousands of young men and young
who
not
take
women
no interest in
only
religion, but are prejudiced against it.
Of these lugersoll is the leader.
lie
speaks and they echo; he leads and they
follow.
[Rabbi M. J. Cries, Hebrew,
Cleveland. O.
Lessons

the

1895.

prosperity

We live too fast, work too hard, drink too much
sleep too little, keep our nerves on the strain ana
jump all die time.

■

cipline. By sorrow and trial we
ing the lessons of life. When

are

YARDS

in

The year 1895 was not a time of great
for the shipbuilders of Maine,
as may be seen from the
complete returns
from all yards presented herewith.
The
toDnage given is net register.

Women who Live at
and Will Only lake

1

Labor.

MAINE

PROSPECTS

Vacation in the Grave—The
That Kills.

The rosy morning
Nations at War,
has not yet dawned when great international questions will be finally determined by a board of international abitrators.
European countries are experiencing unrest.
Their rulers nearly all wear undergarments made of bullet-proof textures.
[Rev. Dr. Leech, Methodist, Crawfordsvilie, Ind.

Nervura a great boom.
Tin* remedy deserves it, for it is in truth a
most wonderful eurer of disease, a restorative aud invigorator which stauds at the
present day without a rival in making people well; a remedy which is always sure to
cure, to give, health and strength, to make
whoever uses it strong and vigorous.
This most valuable remedy is not a patent
medicine and should not he classed as such,
for it is the discovery and prescription of

and

a

Money can buy a magnificent
headstone, but not a holy memory nor an
honorable record. Modest self-reliance,
vigorous industry, invincible determination, stimulated by the vigorous motives
of right, are sure to win.
[D. B. Dewey,
Baptist, Chicago, 111.

almost a complete nervous wreck.
To our representative the Senator said:
“In the fall of 1892 I came out of the presidential campaign with my nervous system
almost broken.
“Rest and ordinary remedies did not assist
me.
Some of my personal friends advised
me to take a course of Dr. Greene’s medicines, which I did with entire success.
“I use Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
nerve remedy for that exhaustion caused
by
long continued mental work, and think wefl
«f it.”
We understand that. Senator Plumley’s
cure is radical aud complete, and while we
congratulate the popular Senator on his recovery, we cannot but add that this is a distinct triumph for that marvelous medicine,
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
and nerve
remedy, which, owing to the high standing
<>f Senator Pluniley, ami the fact that he is
so widely known, will give Dr, Greene’s

MANY

Lightning Speed

Success.

-w>■

i,

A race of martyrs has
made our liberties secure.
When peril
comes to climax my countrymen shall not
fail. [Rev. C. A. Crane, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
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WORMS IN CHILDREN.
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Innut c«i•> 'if hildrcn have
worms, but their
them lor nearly every tiling else.
<

■o

\

'parents doctor

Pin Worm Elixir
t-x True’s Remedy
Rein-'

!

Is the best. Worm
edy tor all the com

made. Jt islikirrise the best
plaints of cl.lldrci. sue , as Kovcrislmoss, »
Lostivencss, Indigestion, Sour Slrua. h. etc. It
has hi-cn u
j) liuuseiioiii
■,»
remedy t.»r-j:j years.
i>e-r.{..,(
lr()lllliM
been
<
er,nal!,,.I, Purely vegetable arid harm
M■
or of the
F. TRUE 4 CO., Auburn. Me. <
_

l £"e™r
>Pmgg.»ts

did you get Borely out of your whist
club—(lid you ask him to resign;” “No; we
didn t like to do that, but vve all resigned
except Borely, and then we all got together
and formed a new club.”
“How

It May Do as Much for You.
Fred Miller, of Irving, 111., writes
that lie had a Severe Kidney trouble for
many years, with severe pains in his back
and also that his bladder was affected.
He
tried many so called Kidney cures but without any good result.
About a year ago he
began the use of Electric Bitters andfound relief at once. Electric Bitters is
especially
adapted to cure of all Kidney and Liver j
troubles and often gives almost instant re- ;
Mr.

lief.

One

trial

will

prove

our

statement,

j
|

i.-ss.1-ri,4

Proprietors._Dr.J.
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fathers, sons, husbands and brothers—are the most
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It is made and edited at

to advertisers.
a

paper of this class.

home—contains
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Mon Ri le.
City Clerk Brown of Waterville received Price only 50c. for large bottle. At A. A. !
Monocracy is never justifiable.
It is a set of wild, passion-inflam- i official notice Jan. 10th from Chief Justice Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
ed, fanatical, unreasoning, maniacal-like j Peters that he had approved the new ward
If the devil were to take off his hat every
1
n il's nearer waters roll,
j
men, who have no regard for their own lines as submitted him by the commission time he met a
hypocrite, he would long j
upon the other shore,
lives or the lives and rights of others.
A appointed by Governor Cleaves according since have died of
exposure. [Texas Siftings,
«ver of my soul!
mob does not want justice, it wants blood. I to act of tlie last legislature.
The Ideal Panac ea.
I)inili in Waterville Mail.
I
It is diiveu on by passion, by revenge. It j
The members of the State board of agriJames L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
will resist officers.
It will destroy pub- !
culture
A
met at Augusta Jan. 15th and
Nur>ery Song.
says: “I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
lie property.
[Rev. John ML Lyle, Pres- elected the following officers:
President, as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
byterian, Lewisburg, Tenn.
i: !
u! and G
W. II. Vinton; Vice President, J. W. Lung Complaints, having used it in my famregory Grout,
m le g l.inis black !
B. Walker McKeen was chosen i ily for the last live years, to the exclusion of
Ldvcation of Woman.
The idea un- I Dudley.
n v
iiouse I've driven them
physician’s prescriptions or other preparaa member of the
advisory council of the tions.”
derlying the education of woman is not to i State college.
I a they still «•(.me back.
lit her for business, but it is rather to deRev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes: !
Advertising for Farmers.
•r no
the Baby's mouth,
velop in her true womanhood. She is the 1 The following six seniors of Bowdoin ! “I have been a Minister of the Methodist
'in- conn rs down :
mother to whose care the infancy of the college have been appointed to compete ! Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and j
While waiting at a country station 1 beal"l't on the Baity’s brow,
have never found anything so beneficial, or !
came acquainted with
:i into a irown.
quite an intelligent, race is committted and as such she is in ! for the class of ’08 oratorical prize, the 1 that gave mesueh speedy relit*!' as Dr. King's i
a sense the director of the destinies of the !
appointments being based on the written New Discovery.” Try this Ideal Cough
|.V'* ‘Shall!*' and t'other says nicely dressed gentlemen who belonged to
It is her hand which unseen molds work of the class for the first three years Remedy now. Trial Bottle Free at A. A.
Si,a nr!’'
that class which, according to the funny race.
•-ays “Must!'’ and t’other says newspaper, is the natural mark for the society, gives a trend to literature and of its course:
Homer Ralph Blodgett, ! Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
'.int'"
J. \V. Knappen- Bvooksville; Howard Gilpatric, Biddeconfidence man. During our conversation ! fosters morality.
[Rev.
“What is the most convenient and economo
Pout and Gregory Grout,
he learned that 1 was connected with the berger, Allentown, Pa.
ford; John Clair Minot, Belgrade; Harry ical way to travel in America?” inquired
m w, from my house
keep out! advertising department of the
Hill
Robert
Pierce, Portland;
Orange the visiting Englishman. “Oil a pass,” repress.
Happiness.
Smile and Lemuel Laugh
The whole trend of hu- Small, Berlin Mills, N. H.; and Bertelle plied Trotter dryly,
“I believe in advertising,” lie remarkj Harper’s Bazar.
!e fairies light:
ed, “and practice it, as also do several of man activity is to the end that we may be Glidden Willard, Newcastle. The speakTo the Sufferers of Rheumatism.
aiways ready for fun and chaff,
But no one can be truly happy ing will occur on the evening of April 2d.
happy.
my
neighbors.”
:
h i.e is their delight.
The possibility of a farmer advertising who is not good, and what is goodness but
After using Groff's Rheumatic Cure for
Insurance Commissioner Carr has sent
they reep into Baby’s eyes,
had never occurred to me, and upon ex- moral perfection? And this is salvation.
j
here the sunbeams are:
letters to life insurance companies in some time in my practice I take great pleas- |
u
pressing a curiosity to know in what man- Therefore, every man may be said to be
ure in saying that it is a most wonderful !
they peep through her rosy lips,
and general agents of companies, |
Maine,
out
ner
his
farmers could advertise, he said:
own salvation, in
directly working
for Rheumatism; in fact.it is the
ifrhter rings near and far.
attention to chapter 128, la#vs of remedy
“1 live in one of the best counties in that he is striving for happiness, which is calling
says “Please!” and t’other says
only one I have found for the cure of this
that companies or agents of any disease in all its various forms.
1891,
“1 »o!''
the
of
a rightly
where
or
I
own
and
till
a
harmony
Michigan,
adjusted
good companies
large
"th together say “I love you!”
allowing an agent, sub-agent
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
farm.
In addition to growing all kinds of life. [Rev. Charles R. East, Universalist,
a i
or broker a commission on any policy on
Gm41
Laugh and Samuel Smile,
Kansas City, Mo.
I raise both cattle and hogs.
1
live
grain
:i., my clears, and tarry awhile!
his own life or any consideration not
E. Kicliards in the January St. within convenient distance of four railLizzie Anne: “Uncle
do you really
Socialism. Socialism and Christianity plainly expressed in said policy contract think we shall have a David,
road stations, each having a number of
tmlas.
war, and that perhaps
of
violate the provision of the
thousands of people will be killed and milgrain buyers and stock dealers. When I agree in two respects: They both desire lawinsurance,
and are liable to penalties.
a reorganization of
make no mistake when
j lions of money be spent in an unholy strife ?”
society, and they both
you buy dal- conclude that I am ready to sell my stuff,
Uncle David: “Oh, don’t ask me. 1 can’t
I insert a local in three or four local aim at a reorganization of society which
AKSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC ail(i
State Superintendent Stetson says tlie bother my head about wars. That black
family pills.
Everybody says so, papers published at those villages stating shall give a greater diffusion of intellihat everybody says must be" true.”
Reading Circle has hen's stole her nest again, and that’s trouble
the amount and quality and, if stock, gence and wealth throughout the com- National Teachers’
been in operation only since November enough for me, I should reckon.” [Boston
a
paper?” bawled a newsboy to an when it will be ready to go. Then, in- munity. Socialism puts the social condi- and
and OOOjteachers Transcript.
between
500
already
Genian from the country on Austin stead of being compelled to go from one ; tion first, and the individual condition
have joined the branch, and are taking I
“No hurry, sonny. Perhaps after dealer to another in order to receive a fair second.
No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
does the reverse.
Christianity
vt
the prescribed reading.
The superinten- the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.
read it I’ll glance over it,” and as
price, they come to me, and by mail and Socialism considers that happiness rests on dents
"•-d down tlie street he murmured:
the
of
schools
State
re- I
throughout
put a price on it. The buyers the condition of the individual; ChristianMadge: Mabel’s §200 box of silk hosiery
Wks, these Austin people; so polite personally
kuow my methods, and also know that ity considers that it rests on the charac- port that the teachers are taking a very ! arrived from Paris yesterday.” Estelle (cynanger.” [Texas Siftings.
There are now j
active part in ttlie work.
other dealers are after me, and as a con- ter of the individual.
ically:) Ah! She’ll be seeing mice every[Rev. Lyman Ab- about 4,500 schools in tlie
Bucklen’s Arnica Naive.
State, and where now for a month, won't she?” [New
sequence they bid the highest price they bott, Congregationalist, Brooklyn, MT. Y.
about 7,500 who are teachers teaching at York World.
Rest Salve in the world for Cuts, can afford.
I always get the best prices
some time during the year.
S.-res, Ulcers, Salt Klieum, Fever going, and my little
England and Turkey.
Nervous women will find relief in Hood’s
England in
outlay in advertising
I Her, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, pays me. Then another
Sarsaparilla, because it enriches the blood
thing: If I want j the past has supported Turkey in oppoml all Skin
—^
NOW
IS
i
TRIE
YOUR
Eruptions, and positive- to
and
thus strengthens the nerves.
buy a milk cow, what is the use of my i sition to all the demands of Russia. The
Riles, or no pay required. It is
■i to give perfect satisfaction of riding all over the country, inquiring from ; tiim is coming when the English Govern“Excuse me,” said Cholly, as he looked at
the picture of the Old Year on the advertis:'-funded. Price 25 cents per box. Tom, Dick and Harry for the desired art i- ment must bow to the overwhelming sening card; “but are you the same person who
> A. A. Howes & Co.
cle, and spending four or live dollars’ i timent of the people that Turkey must go.
was introduced just 12 months ago?”
“I
The
sick
man
of
worth
of
must
succumb.
valuable time when fifty emits
Europe
'•ken doesn't deserve any particuam,” replied the gentleman in the picture.
invested in an advertisement in the local i [Elder Wm. A. Burch, Second Adventist,
t"! going to bed early;
"At that time, if I remember correctly, you
everything
gobble goes to bed before they do. paper will bring such a throng of eager j Worcester, Mass.
DIVIDENDS. were quite an infant, chubby and smiling
c Globe.
sellers as to give my premises the appear- I
and all that sort of thing.” “1 was.” “Dear
Tiie Bihle, The Bible was written for
ance of a, county fair ground?” [Printers’ I
me!
I wish you could tell me how you
and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
and religious purposes, but noInk.
it
spiritual
managed
s
••Managed what?” “To raise
Soothing Syrup lias been used for
where contradicts or is in conflict with
all those whiskers in such a short time.”
than
years by millions of mothers for
i
n*.
St
the
truth
and science.
It was written by
[ Washington
11‘«»n while teething, with perfect
Winter Carniv il at Quebec.
It soothes the child, softens the
many men in many ages, yet in setting
It is a fearful thing in winter. What is?
—
ABSOLUTE SECURITY.The second Mid-Winter Carnival opens in ^ forth the great doctrines of the Christian
<ys all [>ain, cures wind colic, and
Shipwreck. So is a racking, tearing cough ;
A grand
remedy for Diarrhma. Is pleas- Quebec on the J7r.li of January.
in winter,or any other time. A good idea is to
religion there is not a scintilla of contra-NO CHANCE FOR LOSS.
taste. Sold by Druggists in every
Souvenir Number, printed in eleven colors, j diction.
have Adamson’s Botanic, Cough Balsam alDr.
[Rev.
Singley, Lutheran,
ie world.
1
and
cents
hundreds
of
a
bote
illustraTwenty-five
containing
original
A SECURITY REDEMPTION
ways in the house.
Lincoln, Neb.
M' value
is incalculable.
tions printed on beautiful coated lithograph
Be sure and
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Husband—“Really, I didn’t notice the
Syrup, and 1 paper, together with three superb colored
Life Worth Living.
The one thing
•t her kind.
dresses—Mrs. Brown, though, wore her
lvrdd
Supplements and pieces of music, making
which
the
world
needs more than anyWife—“It's a wonder you
the most elaborate work of the kind ever isgown en traine.”
said the mistress to the new girl, |
noticed that much.”
su d in Canada or the United States, will
Husband: “Couldn’t
thing else is comfort, enheartenment,
"burned that large hole in the rug?” i
be published by the “Quebec Daily cheer.
share of stock.
The only message worthy of behelp it—I stepped on it.” [Chicago Record.
shortly
gnarantes
every
answered Jane laconically, and there
| Telegraph,” the promotor of the Winter ing proclaimed in the ears of men is the
2,o65 acres of beautiful cottage sites
"gue ended.
It Costs Little and Does Much.
Carnivals.
Messrs. Gilbert Parker, J. M
close to Bar Harbor.
message that shall teach them that in spite
Remark when you attend a play or conLemoine, G. M. Fairchild, Jr., Dr. Prosper of all their troubles it is worth while
to
All
from
sale
of
stock
to
goes
money
cert how many people disturb the perforBender, N. Levasseur, Faueher de St.
further develop and improve the property. ; mance
Maurice, John J. Proctor, C. P. Storey, P. live. [Rev. A. B. Meldrum, Presbyterian,
by coughing. One man begins and
All money from sale of land goes to pay
and many other well known lit- Evansville, ind.
the
Spanjaardt,
cough seems to be contagious. The in’•'}> r‘ T
terateurs have contributed interesting sto"nby was stole, we gave her Castorla.
terruption is a great nuisance, and there is
ries and sketches of the habits and customs
Ireland.
no need of it, for anyone may cure a cough
The Irish have been someQUARTERLY AND EXTRA
" *»ho was a
Child, she cried for Castoria*
of the Canadian people.
A work of art and
with the Pineola Balsam, which costs
times illiterate—ignorant never. The misshe became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
beauty, costing thousands of dollars. Mailed fortune of illiteracy is the only inheritance
twenty-five cents. It soothes the inflammato any address in Canada or the United
'^HU she had Children, she gave them Castor it
tion in the throat and loosens the mucus
which the Irish race can treasure as lastStates on receipt of 40 cents.
which clogs the air passages. A few doses
Address
ing evidence of the love which their neighof Ely’s Pineola Balsam stop a cough and
“Daily Telegraph,” Quebec, Canada.
Same men
Same management that
bor, Protestant England, has borne for
heal a sore throat,
the saddest but most invincible race that
boomed Dana’s Sarsaparilla and paid
Uncle John—“I am afraid, Henry, that
has suffered for country and creed dur- j every stockholder in two years $1,320
Beecham’s
for
constiyou will never make much progress in the
d. Spavin
seven
Liniment removes all
centuries of cruel oppression.
for every $100 invested.
ing
jj' y '"'ft
world, with your indifferent, easy-going
or Calloused Lumps and BletnFather Cleary, Catholic, MinneapoShares $10 each. You can have 1 or
io'* and
ways. The secret of success, Henry, is
Get the [Rev.Minn.
!'i horses, Blood
Spavins, Curbs,
Send
100.
Are
interested?
lis,
postal hard work.” Henry—‘‘Yes, I suppose so,
you
Sweeney, Ring-Bone,
S
Stifles,
card
for
Uncle
information.
John; but, you know, I never did
complete
h11 Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
book at your
and
lb;
care much about other people’s
secrets.”
Lawlessness.
Mobs and lyncliings,
1,1
If.
by use of one bottle. Warranted
brutalities and lawlessness, anarchism and
[Bostou Transcript.
PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
wonderful Blemish Cure ever
ftV..
it.
go
fiendish cruelties are of daily occurrence
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug55 Church Street, Belfast, Haine.
ftj,
;
I
Casc.arets-Candy Cathartic, Quran teed to
r
in this professed Christian nation.
Annual aalaa more tl an 6,000,000 boxes.
Belfast, Me.
Law
Cure Constipation, sold by Kilgore & Wilson.
or Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

Sing well your part
anthem all is done.
!.«■ >"iig is heard no more
m.
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our

goods

are

really

lower in price than ever and
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LOCKE’S,
will get-thern as low
again. Come in and see
a

trade you
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1

DIVIDENDS.
—

pills

pation

25'?.

druggist’s

by

market.
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I Another Lot of that

Delicate

can

and

Belfast National Bank

Building,

|

Vaseline at lOc.,
i both great seilers.

Sale

!

Of Music.
Cents per

Copy,

some

of the.

best

standard, popular and new publications
in high priced editions.
It is an oppor
tunity of a lifetime to purchase musi**

special inducement to hurry this
sale, we give KRKE with each copy
As

a

a

ticket,

one

of

Don’t stay out irhen you
<■< niiny in.

:

money by

J

tions.

Personal attention

We want to reduce our stock of sheet
music, and have decided to offer four
hundred sheets at

This music includes

2iic,\an ounce, just received.
Top Jars

At

A Iso 4 oz. Screw

(V. O. Squat r.)

Special

toasting
Perfume

LOCKE’S,

1

j

never been so complete, awl we say
physicians that we keep supplied
with all the, new preparations on the

to

never

how good
get at

MEDICINES

has

If you want a watch now
is the time to buy—you

'*

1

DRUGS

which will take

sure

prescrip-

j

POOR & SON

|

ONE HUNDRED

~

Sleighs i lumpers
Now

a.

No
t

NO. 1 AUTOHARP.

to

can

man

in

Heady

for Sale.

Wahln County can sell
will for the money.

ic*lt than I

a

better
3m48

ISAAC S. STAPLES,
BROOKS. MAINE.

Mears &
75 Main

St.,

Pitcher,
Belfast, Me.

The ART AMATEUR
Rest and Largest Practical Art

Magazine.

(Theonh Art Periodical awarded

a Medal at the
World's Fair.
fnraltmhlr to nil tr/oi trish hi Dinl. thrir livingby
art or to tnnkr Ho ir hoiif .< hrinil ijvf
■

NERVO-LEPTINE.
The new discovery for ilie cure of epilspev and
the treatment of n rvous diseases. Noojiiuin.no
morphine, no bromides, no sedatives nor anodynes used. Price reduced to £1 00. Marvelous
results. Fer.-onal testimonials
nished on application.
5wo2

Talcott, Krlsble A Co.,

on

tile and fur-

NERVO-LEPTINE CO.,
Box 3MI, Hartford Conn.
Suit* Agents lor the II. 8.

COP Iflo "e will scud to am one m
n
run IUI
f lv.
mentioning this
cation a specimen copy, with superb III**
color plates for cop> ing or framing' ft
and 8 supplement.ir\ pages of designs regular
Or wo will send also
liri(,‘*. Hoc
FOR 10r
run
lut. •Painting tor

publi-^

MOMAfiIK

bcglnncrs”(‘.H>pages
Y.
MARKS, 23 I nlon Square,
For Over Fifty Years.

Prospect Village
The S. B. I. Society
ho il their fair tins evening, Jan. 23d,
(il sl,.-nnj the 23 i it will he held the next

Locals.

Sear sport

Bucksport. John J. Bridges, a citizen of
this place, met with a very painful accident
Monday. He was at work in Spofford’s
wood lot, when a heavy log struck him and
rolled over his right leg, crushing it badly
below the knee. Drs. Snow and Perry attended the injured man and dressed his
wounded leg. It will be some time before
Mr. Bridges can get about again.

will

E. P. Nichols of B.mhsput
this week.
Mrs. E. Dunbar

arm

<

d

fn

1 <>xi:e*

t.»wn

.11

was

fair e\enmg) in the Grange Hall.
All are
cordially invited. They have many pretty

B< st.m

111

Wednesday

articles for sale and among them
a ver> nice worsted carriage afghan.
After
the sale coffee and doughnuts will be served
and nseffti

Dr. T. Prescott Mmvs returned
den Sunday.
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business fur

Mr.

ladies of the Cough Society have arranged to hold their anuual supper and entertainment Thursday evening, Jam doth.
Rockland

A. N. Blanchard has sold his interbark Heibert Black to bis brother,
Capt. W. H. Blanchard, who will take coinin

voyage to Costa Rica.

J. T. Erskine has had a severe illin New York, but is slowly
recovering.

Capt.

He w as obliged to give up the command of
bis bark, the St. Lucie, for the present
voyage.
Mark Ward, who lias vended meat about
ior the last twenty-nine years, lias
sold bis business m the village to I’ike Bros,
and will henceforth routine bis operations
to the Harb-»r ami Stockton
Springs.

tine

(lining

No.

j

4.

10

cents-Rev.

H.

Pittsfield. If such be the
case the many friends of the genial, wholesouled M. D. need not dispair. We shall

again-Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of
Belfast will lecture here Jan. 23d and we are
all anticipating a rare treat. The lecture next
week will be by W. W. Stetson, State Superintendent of Schools-Following is an instance of

of the

w:ii cent

the first assembly.

through

...

improve

to

ing

the din-

Swan ville.

room.

Montvillk. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sanford
became the proud parents of a ten-pound
girl Tuesday, Jan. 14.... Mrs. Herbert Jackson returned to her home in Poor’s
Mills,
Jan. 15....N. S. Piper of Belfast has been

cutting

and

hauling
spars
Bowden’s lumber lot-Miss Vena Getchell
is at home on a visit-Chas. Arnold of
Palermo was in town last week_Fred
Vose of Thorndike is having a lot of pulp
wood cut.... Bertha Foster has returned
home from Waterville.... Allen
Dyer and
Sidney Gould are hauling hay to Thorndike
station
and

some

for A. F.

A.

F.

from Mr.

Plummer-George

Plummer have bought

Hall
Albert

Turner’s hay.
Stockton Springs.
c

Deuslow Hall Assoation held its annual meeting Jan. 14th.

The income and

expenses nearly balance, so
no dividend will be declareti for 4895.
The
board ot officers for the ensuing year are as
follows: L. M. Partridge, president; A. M.

Ames, treasurer; Esther

A.

Hichborn,

sec-

retary ; A. M. Ames, agent; L. J. Morse, B.
M. Roberts, L. M. Partridge, Sarah A. Morse,
Esther A. Hichborn, E. H. Deuslow, Ellen
M. Roberts and A. M. Ames directors_
Capt. Albert Shute arrived home from Campast week-Mrs. John Raudell,
who has been quite ill, is somewhat improved....Mrs. Esther Hichborn is quite ill_
Mr. Ed. Lancaster and son Joseph arrived
home last Saturday from Cambridge, Mass.,
w here they have been employed for several
months... .Capt. Henry A. Hichborn left
on Monday’s boat for Cambridge, Mass., to
spend the remaining winter months with
his son, Dr. Herman Hichborn_Levi
Griffin and Fred Harriman have bought the
sloop foimerly owned by Capt. Charles
Parsons.
den

the

Mrs. Josephine Mary Kenney, wife of Mr. Heber Kenney of Frankfort and second daughter of the late G. T
Nickerson of this town, died at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Mary D. Nn kerson, after a
brief but painful illness. She was for years
successful teacher iu this and neighboring
towns, ami was to have taught in F raukfort
this winter.
Her faithful, unselfish disposition won the hearts of all with whom she
came in contact.
She was very active in
a

social life and will he

greatly missed. In
her husband’s home she was the “light of
the household,” whose going out has left it
desolate. He has our sympathy in this sad
bereavement, as have also her widowed
mother, six brothers and two sisters. For
some

life of
about

years slie

patient
h'

r

was

out of

endurance lias

memory
about the shattered

health, but her
left a fragrance

like that

of the

roses

vase.
The funeral serconducted Sunday by ll**v. Chas.
H. Wells of Belfast, who aptly said that no
words could add to the eulogy of her life itself. Although the day was very cold a

vices

were

great many friends came to pay the last
tribute of respect to one who so richly deserved it-The remains of Mr. William
Thayer of Glenwood w»-re brought here for
interment last Thursday_Mrs. Fred Cunningham and little son of Prospect have
been visitiug Mr. C’.s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Cunningham.Miss Augusta
Neally of Monroe was the guest of Mrs. W.
E. Datum last Saturday_Wa lace Grav of
Jacksonville, Fla., is the guest of Mrs. Z. L.
Downs and her grandson Zeanie Hartshorn.
-Mrs. W. N. Tylor, who has been quite
sick, is improving-Mr. Herbert Cunningbain and family and bis brother Fred have
gone to East Lowell to spend the winter.
Mrs. Fred Cunningham and daughter Jessie
will spend the winter with Mrs. C.’s parents
in Monroe-T. D. Nickerson, who came
home from Westbrook Friday to attend the
funeral of his sister Josephine, returned

Monday.

a

fire

loss

Pittsfield. Meetings have been held in
new Methodist church since the 15th to
Sunday evening, the 19th, and they now consider the house dedicated and consecrated
Several ministers and people
to the Lord.
from other places were in attendance and

Miss

j

adjusting

the

tin*

Angie Garcelon is at home from M.C. I.
»• 111
»>id n taming at *2 15 p. m.
She will j
t
> week oil
account of the illness of her
nut
a
landing here mi the same day as 1
sister.... Mrs. S. J. Stevens lias been visittilt B( slui: St; e.llicr.
mg in Be,last, and Stockton Springs... .Mr.
An alarm ni lire was given at noun Satur- !
1 civy Martin and wife of Pittsfield were in
day ior a blaze in L JL Rogers* bhn ksnrili t- vn
Saturday.J. L. Bagiev and E. E.
sin p.
'1 lie lirt originated around the rlnm- i
Snh-iiiiger were at home from Pittsfield Sunand
«
was
iie\,
xtinguished without tin use ! day.... Mr. Dennis
Estes, who has been very
oi
the engines, although
they arri < d
io.v the past week, is
reported a little better.
promptly on the seeue.
.Messrs. G. L. Tyler and Reuben Rhoades
those
Among
registered at the Searsport were in Belfast last week_Miss Millie
llous* Hus w * * k are T. S. Dennison,Boston, Stevens is
visiting in Pittsfield_Mr. AlV 1L I- oeg? \v
aterville, Mrs. Powers, Skow- phonse Dyer is laid up with a badly cut foot.
liegan, W A. Constantine, Geo. L. Coflin, -Mr. L. J. Sanderson of Pittsfield was in
Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. «L II. Allen, Geo. T. town Sunday.
Bead, F. N. Savory, Belfast, E. L. Stebbeus,
Freedom. Dana T». Carter Relief Corps
New Britain, Conn.
will give an entertainment at the G. A. R.
1). I). G. M. Samuel Adams, assisted
by liaii Jan. 27th, to he an
Experience Party
1L G. Dyer, C. R. Coombs and W. K. Keene
and yarn sociable. The sisters of the
Corps
of Belfast, publicly installed the officers of
are to tell tlmir
experience in a certain unSears Lodge, I. O. O. F., last Friday evendertaking, and at the sociable the gentlemen
ing. About two hundred w itnessed the in- will find their
partners names inclosed in a
teresting ceremony, and partook of a line
ball of yarn. There will be also an
apron
collation provided by the members of the
table, at which all kinds of aprons wrill be
lodge. Later in the evening dancing was sold at cost. Most of the
Corps in the State
indulged in by the younger portion of the have contributed an apron, so that
everyone
assemblage, to their great enjoyment.
can have their
choice, from a fancy white
one to a plain one for the kitchen.
If the
CO U N T Y
CO It It KSPOX DrACK.
evening should be very stormy and rough
the entertainment will be held next
night.
Centre Montvillk. Miss Lizzie A. Whit-The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Circomb, a resident of Belfast, died at Thomas
cle was at Mrs. Addie L. Fuller’s last ThursErskine’s, Jan. Pith, aged 29 years, 8 months
day. A large uumber were present_The
ami 7 days. Miss Whitcomb was a sister of
Woman’s Club was entertained by Mrs. P.
Mrs. Erskiue... .The friends of Mrs. J. W.
Jan, 14th.... Candidates are to
Collins, formerly of this town, are pained to W. A
learn of her illness with diphtheria in How- enter the Grange at the next meeting_
ard, it. I.... F. B. Johnson returned to Fair- The Kennebec and Waldo County Musical
field last Sunday-Winfield S. Davis, after Convention will meet in Freedom, Jan. 30th.
Concert in the evening... .Since the upper
a short visit to his
parents, has returned to
has been improved C. E. Knowlton
Camden-The P. of H. will liavea dance pond
has built a summer residence on w hat is
and supper on the evening of .lan. 28th. The
known as Johnson’s point.
proceeds are to be used

work in

Belden and mailed proof of loss the same
night. A check was drawn for the amount,
dated Dec. 23d, and was in the hands of the
agent at Liberty Dec. 24th, awaiting the receipt of Mr. Belden, just five days from the
time the loss was reported to the agent by
the insured.

winter, meeting
\er\ Sunday at the home of the.
Steamer 1' "ovnce (.f the Koekland and
Superiut' iidenT, .1. C. Lamb.
Quite a degree of inPom
r:
i:?ie
began limning Tm-sday, I
is shown by the large attendance....
leavo _• S« irsj «-rt. i< r Bic ksport at 10 ..YJoek
J
ime

quick

by the Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.:
George R. Belden of Palermo suffered a partial loss by fire the night of Dec. 17th and
reported the loss to J. O. Johnson of Liberty, agent of the M. F. I. Co., Dec. 19th.
The agent reported the loss to the company
Dec. 20th, and on the 22nd Mr. Johnson received orders to proceed to Mr. Belden’s at
once and adjust the loss. Taking two expert
carpenters with him he went to Palermo,
adjusted the loss to the satisfaction of Mr.

North Troy. The last meeting of the W.
was he hi at the home of Mrs. G. L.
T.vier. The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Newell Bagiev .January 27th. Tiiree new
members were recently added to the Union,
ami much interest, in the work is m ule manifest....The Sunday school at West Troy

the Searsport House fur

will go to

meet

I.

C. T. I',

Landlord

Liberty. Dr. E. A. Porter is soon to
leave us and locate in Pittsfield. We are
sorry to lose him. No person in the community could be more missed than he.
There has been quite an emigration from
Montville and Liberty to Pittsfield. Many
here think the latter place the Utopia, and
some profess to believe that when they die

they

it-Mrs. F. W. Banan is not so well of
late and has watchers every night.

made to institute a series
take place weekly duruse

Josephs. Mullinof Lincolnville in

at

to

ba'l in

eyes with

Thompson is one of our busy young men.
He keeps a general repair shop over the
shop of N. L. Simmons. He is m good workman, well supplied with tools and is always

town

the remainder of Tin- winter.
Gnnnell lias kindly offered the

our

Holt is in
Gardiner, Mass., ou a three weeks’ vacation.
Rev. I’riah Drew of Knox
occupied the
pulpit last Sunday. Next Sunday Mr. W.W.
Ogier will hold a quarterly meeting here at
2 p. m-Elisha Merriam & Sons have
bought a large lumber lot of Jesse H. Frye
of Moutride-Snow is much needed to
stock the mills with lumber and get
up the
year's supply of firewood-Mrs. L. A. Robinson has leased her place and will obtain
employment in Massachusetts_Mr. Oscar

Capt.

ing

fitting

last of the week

Island are visiting at Mr. F. A.
Miss Octavia Harriman, who

of Dix

been employed as nurse in Boston the
past year, is here with relatives for a few
weeks.... Capt. Albert Shute, who has been
at work in Camden for several years, arrived home last week, and will remain here

Mrs. Frank Hatch of
relatives in t<>wn Sunday....
Cunningham of Bath was in town

V.

so

many

articles

exhibited as in a store some buyers are
induced to buy things thej can do without.
No doubt the change will help the farmers.
-Apples are almost gone in Prospect thus
early... .The masquerade ball at Fred Eames
the other night was well attended. Some
Counts and Senoritas from Spain were there.
are

-The

weather

be hauled

on

lias

Mr. and

Hunt.

get along with less. Where

line

is

for

winter

the

wheels.

Max field’s....

gn at deal of pain.

mission

P or the last two or three trips steamer
Penobscot has arrived and departed 011 her
appointed days, which is something unusual
during the w inter season.

dancing parties

son

-The Grange will hold a sociable at their
hall this, Thursday, evening.
If stormy,
Friday evening. A part of the evening will
be devoted to a literary entertainment. Ad-

last week 111 the. interest of the owners of
schooner Brunette, returned home Friday.

-A 11 etlort will be

...

Morrill. The Willing Workers held a
sociable at the new house of Mrs. Helen
Mears last Thursday evening, netting §5.75.

I he

of

Augusta is visiting at
Stephen <\.tii a is having a

lb-amis of
pin's.

most everything can be bought and delivered now, and two tea, coffee and spice carts
from Bangor run here regularly and readymade clothing peddlers supply most of the
clothing. These changes are corning with
the new order of things. Farmers seem to

schools-Will George has bought a new
1 span of horses from the granite company at
ing, recitations, declamations, tableaux, etc. Frankfort_0. O. Hatch has about all of
After the program a baked bean supper will his wood up and manufactured, with the
be served, aiso ice cream, cake and coffee. little sledding.... Miss Laura Crockett visitAdmission 10 cents, children 5 cents. All ed Miss Amy E. Lane last week-The
come and enjoy a line
time.
If stormy, dance at the Grange hall last week was a
success.... Everybody wants snow, but if it
postponed until the next fair night.
does not come soon all the pressed hay will
Sanoypoint, Mrs. Frank Crockett and

per and a good program. Come one, come
all-Schools in districts No. 1 and 4 closed
Friday after very successful terms. Miss
Edith Thomas was the teacher in No. 1 and

Sch. E. L. Warren, Capt. A. A. Larrabee,
Thursday from Portland with a cargo
of corn for A. J. Nickerson.

ness

gray,

j

arrived

went to

a

j with his family.J. W. Grant cut ice from
spectacles s., that we may see to read more j his pond last week for French Bros. & Co.
c
early.. Miss Abbie Morrill was in Sears- and the Hersey Retreat_There is one
port Saturday and Sunday visiting her sis- | copy in Saudypoint of the book “A Narrater, Mrs. Jennie Pike.... Here is an egg j tive of Some of the Adventures, Dangers
1
story that, smells fishy, but is true. Daniel and Sufferings of a Revolutionary Soldier,”
A. Greer has a dock of 28 liens and got 119
spoken of in last week’s Journal. Mr. Jos.
P. Marlin died May 2, 1850, aged 00
eggs iu one week. Next!.. .Iiem -mher the soyears,
ciable at Mystic Grange Hall, Tuesday evenand is buried in the yard here at SandyJan.
28th.
There
will
he
a
ing.
picnic sup- point.

Contribution at the Cough church next
Sunday morning in behalf of the Cough
Churelt Building Society.

a

a

the

P. Gvjmudi finished cutting a tine lot
ice last P'riday. He has taken out-about
three hundred tons.

maud of her for

«

Mr. E.

M

West, who

Monroe lias

H.

Merrill visited

of

est

1.

feis

Laura M. Carver leaves Mon lay for Boston, where she will take a course in the Conservatory of M usie.

H.

A.

very sick Time with the giip, a. rheumatic
ti’Mibic till an abscess in his side.
He suf-

Charles F. ami Edward R. Pitterson left
by steamer Pem.ibscot Thursday lor their
homes 11 the West.

\\

O.

W. 11.

I>p.!

I,

Reck laud l’ucsday te transavr
the town.

Capt.

tig's.

unadulterated poverty caused him to
commit the deed.... Mrs. E. A. Huntoon of
Augusta is visiting her father, A. H. Monroe... Nine two-horse teams
loaded with
h.iy were counted here at one time Saturday.... The M. 0. Co. have put in a new
wharf at. T. N. Keene's barn, and it will be
much more convenient than formerly....

A. E. Nteknrsi a iias shipped this week a
cargo of hay to Boston hysch. K. L. Warren.
C. B.

of

and

had interest

a

Steamboat

Centre Lincolnville. Mr. Ernest Parker
Rhode Island is visiting his father, Mr.
Emery Parker.Mrs. Joel Lamb and
daughter Annie visited Mrs. Herbert Morse
in Belmont a few days last week....Mr.
John McNamara and Miss Hattie Brown of
Camden spent Sunday in town_Miss Gussie Mathews lias gone to Medtield, Mass.,
where she will work in the straw shop_
There will be a sociable at the Band hall
Tuesday evening, Jan. 28tli. A programme
will be given, consisting of two farces, sing-

dam-

three-year old filly, he thinks a deal of. She
is by Island Prince by All right and is a good
looking one-C. W. Lord disposed of a fine
driving mare Friday. Charles says pure

U., is

Miss Lucy Paiiuer "f Belfast visited her
Sister. Mrs. G. F. Smith, last w eek.
Portei mill lot

badly

aged by tire Jan. 19th.Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Heagan are visiting at L. T. Cum-

ar-

Thorndike.

Eugene Porter left Monday for b.
Mass., where he has employment.

Mrs.

and then the hall will be
social hop.

young'folks

horn,

way

Hon. J. II. Leighton of Dover, N
visiting at F. E. Whitcomb's.

Wednesday

room

....

Capt. D. 0. Nichols
from Hong Kong.

B. O.

dining

tor a
given up to the
Mr. (' Harriman’s house was

Eriday.

Francis N. Ford of Manchester, C
rived Saturday.

the

lie

in t

G. H. Kimball of Cleveland, Ohio,
town

Prospect. The butchers find few sales
now, nearly everybody has got sparerib, but
the time is coming when people will have all
their supplies delivered at their door. Al-

Sll H*

l'Onj

News.

in1

BELFAST.

A Kill VKl>.

•Jan 15. Soli James Holmes. Ryan. Boston.
Jan 1(5. Sdis A W Ellis, Ryder, New York; Hattie Paige, Dill, Boston; .Maria Webster, Turner,
Alt Desert.
Jan 17. Sell Julia .M Luring. Flanders, Boston.
Jail 17. Sell A W Ellis, Ryder, Winterport.
SAILED.

Jan 15.
Jan 1(5.
Jan 17.

Seh Jonathan (’one, Rolerson, Boston.
Seh A W Ellis Ryder. Winterport.
Sells Jennie Greenbank, deader, Rockland; Volant, Pendleton, do; P Al Bonnie, Burgess, Vina] haven.
Jail IS. Sell Fannie A. Edith, Ryder, Frankfort.
Jan 22. Sell James Holmes. Ryan, Boston.
AMERICAN

PORTS.

like

others

from

helped

them

raised and

large

a

sum

to he

raised,

hut

other societies took hold and
out

£17 00

so

the amount

was

soon

than was called for.
raised last Sunday.)

more

(Over £00 more was
During the noon intermission

some

un-

friend carried in a silver communion
service and left it on the table, many other
donations had been made, and among them
pulpit furnishings from a class of children in
the Sunday School, large and beautiful lamps
from another class, chandelier for the centre
of the audience room by the Messrs. Dobson, pulpit Bible by Mrs. Emma Fitsgerald,
known

etc.

Rev.

Mr.

Frost of

Bangor preached

and afternoon last Sunday,
and although the house was packed full
there was perfect quietness and all listened
both

forenoon

eagerly to his very interesting sermons.
The presiding Elder, Rev. Mr. Boynton of
the Bangor district, had a very happy faculty
of drawing money out of peoples’ pockets
and of making them feel happy in giving.
One pleasing feature of the exercises during
the meetii.g was the singing by little Carrie
White, a sweet little singer of Bangor_
The Free Baptist society has extended a
call to Rev. G. L. White of New Hampton,
N. H. Mr. White is a graduate of Bates
and a preacher of great ability_Prof. A.
W. Anthony of Cobb Divinity School delivered

fine

the F. B. church Sunday morning, Jan. 12th, and a very interesting lecture in the evening-Dr. E. A.
Porter of Liberty has been in town recently
a

sermon

at

making arrangements to locate here permanently. He has been in successful practice
in Liberty for 15 years and comes to Pittsfield partly on account of the superior educational advantages afforded his children.
We think it must be wholly on that account;
as we have five practicing physicians here
now, besides three transient ones who come
to the place alternately nearly every week.
Dr. 11. Pushor is suffering from a hurt
which lie received from a fall while hunting
in the woods last fall, which it is feared may
...

fatal-Harry Laucey came home
Bowdoin last week suffering from ton,
silitis.
We have heard of several such cases
prove

from

recently and the mumps and measles are
prevailing quite extensively. Miss Evans,
teacher of the Lancey street Intermediate
school, has the mumps, consequently her
school is not in session this week. Mrs.
Dora Lewis has been very sick with congestion of the lungs, but is getting better_A
tire alarm was given one day last week
which proved to be in the large wood shed
Three
near Smith & Dexter’s steam mill.
hose companies were promptly ou the spot
and the fire was extinguished with but little
the building. The fire
or no damage to
originated from children playing with
matches-The Loyal Temperance Legion
will have a Pink Tea at the F. B. Church
Friday evening, Jan. 24th, followed by an
entertainment and social_A youug son of
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith fell on the ice while
skating recently and broke his collar bone.
....Mrs. A. B. Crabtree of Hancock was
called here last week by the illness of her
daughter, Miss Ethel, who is much better.
....No snow to amount to anything at this

I writing—Monday.

NERVEe JLOOD
TONIC
CURES ALL HEART
TROUBLES

PRICE $1.00
k.

A

EBOBATE NOTICES
A

Pure Blood
Pure bloo 1

Whittier, Philadelphia,
Cienf lieges, Jan 2. Ar, sch Olive Pecker, Tor-

rev,

B ltiniore.

means

good

appetite, digestion, sound
sleep, strong nerves, healthy livers
and kidneys—every organ doing its
duty properly.
These ends can he reaVhed by
using “the only combined Blood

Kent New York.
Port an Prince, Dec 20.
In port, -cli Lillian
Woodruff, i.odgkius, for North of Hatteras, to
sail m about 1 o' days.
Hong Kong, Jan 8. Ar, bark Colouia, Noyes,
Portland, (). via Honolulu.
Yokohama, Jan 15. In port, ship Win II Macv,
Amsbury, for New York via Hiogo (see Miscel-

\
V.
KIJSHA
of
said Con;,
Waldo, tit-ceased, having presented a
pet
lor a a allowance out of the
personal estate of
deceased.
s

Purifier and Nerve Tonic.”

Ordered, That, the sai l petitioner pive notie*pci sons interested by causinc a copy of this
to he published three weeks
suceessivrh
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, :■
they may appear at a Probate Court, r<> be he!.
Belfast, within and for said Countv, on the se>
Tuesday of February next, at ten ot the
...

tier
tlie

Msssa.'

before

HerYeTonig

MISCELLANY.

MARINE

As

a

alum bak-

powders
manufacturers of the

are

poisonous.

Some

low-grade powders

pay

bonus for every can of their baking powder they will sell to patrons of Royal; therea

fore after

label

demanding

the Royal examine the

representation, don’t
buy a low-priced powder. Baking powders sold at a lower price than Royal are
almost invariably made from alum, and
to

health.

Royal Baking Powder is the brand reported
by the official Government and State chemists
free from alum and ammonia and

and wholesome.

food,

is

most

Typewriting

in

use,

and

wisest

housekeepers have learned to demand it and decline all alleged substitutes.
CO., 106

WALL

ST., NEW-YORK.

kl

..

N

..

•.

A

true

(il.o. P. JOHNSON .Jm
\ires;
J Kin Hh Pa rkkr. Re_n-

copy,

I’ \ PI to SS
It.
iirin! Pv I ate,held a
|.
"ti
tin- -eeond Tue—i.r. .,|
.i.noiary.
A 1»I '! P I k W A PK KB. I d.
:; ri
o;
ae e-f a I <
C H A Iff, PS A. W U.KPB. la
d W

»Nullity

j

deceased buvit
pleseideo her first
final account of administration d -aid e.-iati
alloyvanee.
Ordered, That uoiiie thereof he Liven, t!
weeks sueeessi d \. m the Repiibhean Joiin
Jtrinted in Belfast, in said <m• i,n;>, that all pm-'
interested may attend at a Probate * nrt. t.
held at Belfa-r.ou the seeoiid Tuesday
I P
ary next, and show cause, if any they li« v.•. w
the said aeeoum should not be allowed.
<;i:o. i;. Johnson. Jn.m
A true copy. Attest
Jkkk n 1). Parki:n, Register
—

THE subscriber hereby gives public notice i.
I
concerned, that sin* has been duly appoint
and taken upon herself the trust of Administ
trix of the estate of
LEWIS ,J. S.N ELL. late of Stockton Springs
in the County ot \\ aldo, deceased, by giving In
as the law directs; she therefore requests a.i
sons who are indebted to said deceased's cstat*
make immediate payment, and those win* h.
any demands thereon to exhibit the same f*»r
tlement to her.
saKAH E.SNEI.I
subscriber hereby gives public notice to
that sin* has been duly appoi:
upon herself tin* trust of Exec ,t
of the last will ami testament of

THE
concerned,
and taken

eel

ELIZABETH

A.

SNOW, late of Frankfort.

in the

County of Waldo, deceased. she there!*
requests all persons who are indebted t*> said
ceased's estate to make immediate payment.
those who have any demands thereon*, to exhi
the same for settlement to her.
LITY EVELYN M< Li »1

subscriber hereby gives publie notice to
Appointment of Assignee.
•concerned, that he lias been duly appointBelfast, in the County of Waldo and State of and taken upon himself the trust of Administ
Maine, the loth day of January, A. D. 1890.
tor of the estate of
MARY W. M« DONALD, late of Belfast,
undersigned hereby gives notice of hi.- apof
as
of
the
estate
BURAssignee
pointment
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving lTON E. PARSONS of Swanville. in said County of as the law directs he therefore
requests all pWaldo, Insolvent Debtor, who lias been declared ! sons who arc indebted t<* said deceased’s esr,
an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court
to make immediate payment, and those who h.*
j
of Insolvency lor said Countv of Waldo.
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same
2w4
ALFRED E. NICKERSON, Assignee. | settlement to him.

1MIE

THE

HORACE E. Me DON A I i

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State <d
Maine, the 15tli day of January. A. I>. 1890.
THE undersigned hereby^gives notice of his ap1 pointme? as As.-ignet* of the estate ot ALONZO 1> J ACK -<»N of Troy, in said < 'omity of Waldo,
Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court of Insolvency for said < ountv ot Waldo.
ELLERY BOW1 >KN, Assignee.
2w4

Notice of

Appointment

subscribers hereby give public notice t•
concerned, that they have been duly appoii,
and taken upon themselves the trust *>l Eve- m
of the last will and testament of
EMMA M. YACOHAN. late of Monroe,

1M1E

j

of Assignee.

in the County of Waldo, deceased they titerel
request all pel sons win* are indebte-i t-> sain
ceased’s estate t«- make immediate pay mem.,
those wit-* have dv mauds thereon, to exhibit
same for setiiemen t-> them.
HIRAM «' A A It. II \N
EI.IZ \ A. MANSER.

Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
j fTMl K subscribers hereby stivi' pn *i ic not ice t
Maine, the 15th day of January A. 1> 1890.
1 concerned, that they have been duiy appoii.'
undersigned hereby gives mu ice oi his
appointment as As-ignee of the estate of and taken upon themselves tin* t rust ol E.\« cir

At

of the

('ll MILES W WOOD of Burnham, in said County of Waldo. Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an Ins. Ivent upon bis own petition by the
( ourt of Insolvencv for said Count v of \\ aldo.
2w4
NORMAN WARDWELL, Assignee.

am

about to leave

all persons indebted to
immediate settlement.

Saturday

live elsewhere,
requested to make

I shall be

at

I)R. E. A. PORTER.
4w4

Liberty, Jan. 20, 1896.

Card
We wish

of

TIiiiiiUn.

express our heartfelt thanks to our
neighbors and friends for their assistance and
sympathy in our recent bereavement.
( APT. J. S. HARRIMAN.
MRS. .1. S. HARRIMAN.
Prospect Ferry, Jan. 20, 1896.

—

and te.-tament

I

ri HE subscriber hereby gives public notice to
I concerned, that she lias been duly appointami taken upon herself the trust of Executrix
the last will and testament of
CLIFFORD L. STOWERS, late of Stockton

my office
afternoons lor the next four weeks. My

at

wil

town to

me are

residence is for sale
Dated

last

JOHN KENNEY, late ol Belfast,
in the county of Wald-*, deceased, by giving ias the law directs: they
therefore request a*! osons who are indebted to said dec, ased’s e>tat«
make immediate payment, and thos» who h.>
any demands thereon t-> exhibit the same t.*i
lenient to them.
MARY E. KENNEY.
ALBERT C HEROES-

NOTICE.
As 1

to

600 bbls Choice Brands Floor
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

o|

{framed.

At

absolutely pure

It makes the best and finest

economical

max

>

1‘HE

No matter what the

dangerous

am;

Tuesmu

second

<-

to make sure that Royal is received.

therefore inferior and

the

Ii
ill
...n
pre.-eiile».l
; er i11.
administration -1 the e.-la;
-1 sab; deeea-i
him.
{framed
ordered, Til a t he sa nl
11 loner
e me n
all persons interesi, d b 'eaiisim: a mmy m
order Io lie piiidl-bed three w eeks -m r'-’-i
!"• Republics!
I.mrnal. primed a
1. dmi„ a,
they may app-ar a; ., Proiiaie < N>ni
B'-l ia-i, yyit h in a n<! :■
,iid C.-u i.' v
Tuesday of Pe-inri-y next, at ten o| the
Indole noon, and sleyv cause, if ai.
they I
why the prayer of -aid petitionei -ina.a\ m

Notice of

ing powder when you wish
the Royal; and alum baking

Pakkhh, Repiste*

Belfast, within

Probate Cou o held at Jim last. \y it bin a
I ounty oi Waldo, on thf second TinA. 1). 1 snip

W
PIN S< OTT.
*) PiNS('(I TT. i.i’e o!
W .ildo. deceased, ha •. i.

Safeguard,

clgtey™

a

!i<-

F'dIN

THIS

an

at
on

January

|
I

Demand the

clerks

A'
I

1

thoughtless

thev h

anv

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
will and testament and codicil tberet'
aA
MtA.M K> M. BANKS, late o! Belfast, in
County ot Waldo, deceased, having been preed for probate.
Ordered, That notice hejfi\en to all perso interested by causing a copy of this order d
published three weeks sureessjyel\ in the K.|
liean Journal, printed at Belfast! tliar they
up pea at a Probate Court, to be held at Bell
within and for said Coumy, on the second ’!
day of February next, at ten of the lock P.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
same should not be proy ed, approved and all.''-Kit. F. JOHNSON. J -a
A true copy. Attest
J KKi.'ii 1>. Park hh.
Ke^ii-;

{

Positively

if

cause,

Attest:
Jekk’h 1).

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. 1). I HIM'..

\or

will be sounded a double blow every minute. The
bell tower stands about 00 feet southeast onequarter south from the light tower
Tarpaulin Cove, Mass.. Jan. 19. The sch N E
Symonds, from Turk’s Island for Belfast with a
cargo of salt, has put in here disabled. She is 20
days out and reports a continuance of bad weather. The decks had been swept by the seas which
broke over them, and her sails were split and some
of them useless. She is also short of provisions.
She will refit here and proceed.
Norfolk, Jan 17. Sch Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, arri.ed here to-day m distress. S‘»e sailed
fro
Boston Jan 1 for Baltimore, and when off
the Delaware, on the 4th, encountered a heavy
N’W gale and snow storm. The foretopmast,cross
trees and jibboom were carried away.
The gale
blew the vessel out of her course, ami on the 8th
she was within a hundred nii.es of Bermuda.
The Maine Shipbuilding
Wiscasset, Jan 17and Navigation Co held {its annual meeting Jan

and show

A true copy.

Brown. In Union, Jan. 10. Charles E. Brown,
aged 26 years.
D ALTON’S
K.YMIIjY
I* I LI.*
Burdette. In New York. Jan. 16. Henry Mor- !
gan Burdette, aged 42 years.
stand high in public favor,
act
U alder wood
In Lincolnville Centre, Jan. 12, !
Mrs. Sarah Calderwood. aged 7". years.
promptly and I)f> Nol’ GRIPE.
Going. In East Union, Jan 12. W in. II. Going,
DALTON’S INSTANT RELIEF PLASTERS
aged 74 years, 11 months and 21 days.
Hakkiman. In Oalmon, Jan. 14. James Harrirelieve instantly; cure quickly.
man. aged 78 years, f> months and 25 da\s.
Hill. In Boston, Jan. 20, Edwin P.' Hill, formerly of Bucksport, aged 52 years.
Howes. In Belfast, .Jan. 15. Louise Hazeltine,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James 11. Howes, aged !
6 months.
Kenney. In Swanville, Jan. 15, Josephine Mary
Kenney, aged 35 years, lo months and lo da\s.
Knowlton. In Swanville, Jan 21, Sarah L.
Know lion, aged 7 2 years. 1 I months and 2 da\s.
The BULL EXILE OF BELFAST. Vo. 41.400,
Mathews. In tie!fast, Jan. 18, James I*. Wasn- American Jersey Cattle < ub Register. is at mv
stable in South Belfast, for service. Terms >i.nn.
ews, tonuerly of Stockton Springs, aged 77 years
and -4 months
to he paid at time of service.
He i- by C >n.iia's
Mank. In Rockland, Jan. 12, Emma Etta, Exile; he b\ Maine's Exile. *J •'.*-> J. i i: of Fine
daughter of W illard and Marcia Mank ot Wes;’ Tree Corona, r>4j»o.'-5; Maine's Exile is !> Exile >>Fine Tnr
Rockport, a native ot Rock and, agee 21 years. 7 St. Lambert, out of Exile's ...
Corona is by lot (let's Son. 21 ,H'»1 out of pin** Tm*
months and 20 days.
.Warden
Farmers wishing to improve rheii
in Yeazie, Jan. 15, Gtistavtis B. .War- I Mary. 10.821
st e*lv should gi e him a call.
den. aged 65 years.
:.n,4
Sekatt.
Hi Lduington, Jan. 15, Pharron P. j
Spratt, aged 72 years ami 1 month.
ELIJAH
South Belfast,
Sheldon.
In Lincolnville, Jan. 2". Mrs. Li i/a
Sheldon of Bellast, aged 80 years. 4 mmiihs and
21 > day s.
ami
Tai.cott. In Bangor, Jan. IP, Daniel s. Faln.ti.,
aged S3 years.
iNsria'CTiox.i*Thom as
In Rockland, Jan
11. Samuel I.
Tnomas, a native of Eden, Wt. Desert Island, aged
MISS ZAIDEE B. CARTER teaches tie* system
7<* years, 5 months and 8 day s.
used by the leading siior'liand teacher *•! \ew
Thomson. In Rockport. Mass., .Ian. 5. Adelaide England. Mr. W E. Hieki>x
itnsfou, from whom
Thomson, a native ot Waldo'noro. aged S3 years. she has indorsements. 1'lie whole theory i- com
Towne. I Seattle, Wash., Jan. 7, Eheu Davis, J' rise
in tit teen le--on>.
She also teaches the
mlant son of Mr. ami Mrs. Wm. R. Towne.
latest and scientific method of tinge mg for the
typewriter, by which the writer operate- the ilia
chine w it hour looking at he keyhoar I. For termBelfast Price Current.
and further parrieulars inquire at R. F. Dunton's
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
office, over Savings Bank, Belfast.
1 w4*
Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer. 1
^*tate
ot
31siiii<“.
0<)
a
no
lm.
a
12
50
75
Apples, p
Hay, |> ton,
4 a 5 Hides. |> 1!.,
3«4
dried, p lh,
W ALDO SN.
( OLHT OF INSOLVKMV.
Beans, pea,
1 85 a 2 oo Land), p II..
5 a7
30 a 45 Ill the ease of FRED E. SYLVESTER of Freedom,
nieoiuni, 1 On a 1 75 I.am!) Skins.
in the County of WaUlo and State of Maine, in4 a 5
yel’weyesl 40 a 1 50 Mutton. p It..
j solvent Debtor.
Butter p lh,
Ida 2o ();its, p hu, 32 tt.. 3( • a 32
5a7 Potatoes.
are hereby notified that said Debtor has
Beef, p il).
2o,a.3()
4 1-2 of>
50a 55 Round Hog,
Bariev, p bu,
tiled in the Court of Insolvency in said
10 a 12 Straw, p ton, 5 nn«c. no County a petition for his discharge Horn all his
Cheese, p lh,
10 a 12 Turkey, p tt>
14 o 11> debts provable under the in.-olvent laws of said
('hicken, p lh,
Tali Skins.
50a 1"no Tallow,
2«4 State, aim for a certificate thereof, and a hearing
•'> a 7
Duck, p lh,
14,a, 10 N eal, p It).
upon the same is ordered t be had a The Frobate
18 Wool, unwashed, 14 </ 1 5 Office in Belfast, in said County, on Wednesday,
Kart’S, p doz,
Halo Wood, hard, 3 .">< • n ri'oo the 12th day of February. A.*D. IH'db, at two
Fowl, p lh,
14a 10 Wood, soft, 3 nn«.3 50 o’clock in the afternoon, when and where you may
Geese, pih,
j attend and show
cause, ii any von have, why the
Retail /’rice.
Retail Mar kef.
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
iH)o
1
no
corned,
fh,
7/i8
Beef,
Lime, p hhl,
p
Attest—JERE H I). PARKER,
18 Oar. Meal, p It.. 3 1-2 a 4 j
Butter, salt, p box,
2vv4
Register of said Court.
2 n 4
44 Onions, p tt».
Corn, p bu,
('racked Corn, p bu, 44 Oil,kerosene.gal. 13// 15 I
NOTICE OF SECOND HEET1NG.
Corn Meal, p bu.
44 Pollock, p tt-.
4« 4 1-2
7oS
13 a 15 Pork, p It),
Cheese, p lt>,
WALDO 88.
COITRT OK INSOLVENCY.
1 20
Cotton Seed, p«wt, 1 20 Plaster, p hhl,
j In the case of WILLIAM GOULD of Brooks, in
30
Gai) Rye Meal, p tt..
cmiflsh, dry, p lh
the
of
Insolvent Debtor.
Waldo,
County
Cranberries, p <jt, Halo Shorts, p ewt, l)n« 05 \
is to give notice that with the approval of
5 </ (5
('lover Seed. P lh, 13 a 14 sugar, p It),
40
theJudi eof the Court of Insolvency for said
Flour, p bid, 3 75 a 4 75 Salt, T I p hu.
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85 a3 00 Sweet Potatoes, 4//4 1 2 j County of Waldo, the second meeting of the crediLard p lh,
8al 1 Wheat Meal,
2 1-2 tt3 I tors of said Insolvent is appointed to be he held
at the Pro <ate Court in Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, on Wednesday, the twelfth day of Febru
ary, A. I). 1890, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
You will govern yourself accordingly.
Given under my hand and t he order of said Court
this loth cay of January, A. D. 1890.
Attest—J ERE’H l>. PARKER,
2w4
Register of said Insolvent Court.
••

noon,

why the prayer of said petitioner should implanted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Jinh1

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Shorthand

spoken. Nov 17, lat 23 S, Ion 28 W, hark Adolph
Dbrig, Amsbury, from New York for Saigon. Dec
Id. ship Manuel Elaguno, Small, from New York
for Hong Kong, lat 8 N, Ion 29 W.
The Mark Island ledge bell buoy, off Rockland,
at the entrance to Penobscot bay, recently report
ed capsized by the ice, has been righted, freed
from ice, and placed in good condition
The Cuckolds bell buoy in Bootlibay harbor, recently reported one-half mile to the westward of
its proper posi ion, has been examined and found
to be in position and in good working order.
The lighthouse board give notice to mariners
that on or about Jan 30, a bell, struck by machinery, will l>e established at Burnt Island station, on the southeast part of Burnt Island, and
the west side of the entrance to Boothbay Harbor,
Maine. During thick or foggy weather the bell

Be! t ast, within an
the second Tuesd

witlow of
N/v CARPER, CARTER,
late
Montville, in

PHILLIPS,

Hong

t

on

of

•>.

Havana. Jan 14. Sid, sch Helen <4 Mosclev,
Holt, Mol iie.
i> inertia. Jan 3. Ar, bark arrie L Tyler, New
York; 18, ar, sch Maud Snare, King’s Ferry, Fla.

licit I a

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within am1
the ( minty of \\ aldo, on the second Tuesd,i
January, A. I>. lrthh.

1

Kingston, Ja, Dec 25. Ar, brig Eugene Hale,
Harding, Philadelphia.
Manzauilla, her 27. Ar, sch Edward Stewart,

i*t

«

ton.

Aux Caves, Dec 29. Ski, sell Arthur V S Woodruff, Heagan, Delaware Breakwater.
Matanzas, Jan 0. Ar, sell D 11 Rivers, Colcord,
Norfolk, Ya.
Montevideo, Dec 17. In port, harks Alice Reed,
Ford, ana Willard Mudgett, Colcord, for New
York.
Cardenas, Jan 8
Ar, sch Olive T Whittier,

< *i

K1' 11 <
I’OU NsENI). Adminis rit»r < :
|' cs
estate of M A KTH A H 111 \ 11>. late
Be :
iu said < *is n: v ot Wahl... deceased, havim.-.
seared a petition that the balance reman.in.
Iu> hands on settlement ot his first aeeoimi ..i
miiiistra; ion
said cmate he «>itiered 11 i>tril>;
amonp the heirs of said deceased and the >liai
each determined
Mdered. Thai the said pm itioner uive notiall perstms interested l.\
causinp- ;i «-op\ «.f
order to l»e published three ueek.-T successive.the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
they may appear at a Frohate ( oin t. to he heh.
Belfast, witlun and for said t onntv. on the sc.
Tuesday d February next, at ten‘of the clock
lore noon, and show cause, if an\
thev have, u
the prayer of said pet it inner should hot he
pr.
tMiOEo. K. JOHNSON. June-.
A true copy.
Attest:
Jere’h l>. Parker, Repiste

dood Health,

DIED.

FOREIGN PORTS.

(

’’

ples, humors, rheumatism* neuralgin, catarrh, tubercle- syphilitic, <>r
other taints.

rubafe

I

.t

the County of Waldo,
January A. I).

Means no scrofula, enlarged glands,
boils, ulcers, sores, abs<,?*ss*js, pim-

MARRIED

meetings were interesting and profitable. lany).
Baracoa, Jan 1. In port,-eh 5ft>raucy, Sawyer,
Mr. Hamilton, the pastor, through for New York,
ready.
Jan 2.
Savanna-la-Mar,
Ar. sch Cyrus Hal!,
whose influence and untiring efforts the
Coombs, Poi! Spain.
house has been enlarged and remodeled
Shanghai, Dec 29. In port, ship Emily F Whir
until it has lost its identity in the beautiful ney, to sail end of December lor New York via
Kong.

looked

VI-TAL~FTED

~

Rev.

and commodious new structure which now
adorns our village, proposed to have it
cleared from debt before it was fully dedicated and a paper was Started Sunday morning after the sermon calling for £1,150, the
amount due. The whole cost was £2,200
and as the society is not very large £1,150

Dr. SWAN’S

New York, Jan 14.
Ar, sch Electa Bailey, Boston; IS, sld, bark Si Lucie, Port Natal; sell Daniel
B Fearing, Philadelphia.
Boston, Jan 14. Ar, sells Mary Farrow, Mor- unchanged.
rissey, Belfast; Alinetta, Crockett, Winterport;
1(5. ar, schs Jonathan ('one, Rolerson, Belfast;
BOKN.
Alarcellus, Sellers, Rockland; Viola Reppard,
Brunswick, Ga; IS. sld, sch Sarah W Lawrence,
coal port; 2<>. cld, brig H B Hu-sey, Charleston.
Perkins. In Sandypoint, Jan. 16, to Mr. and
Philadelphia, Jan 1(5. Ar. s h Belle Hooper, Mrs. George Perkins, a daughter.
Staruett. In Belfast, Jan. 1 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hall, Curaeoa; I J, ar, schs Young Brothers,Snow,
Francis J. Starrett, a son.
Boston; Daniel B Fearing, Clifford, do.
Baltimore. Jan 15. Shi, sch Yale. Boston; 17,
ar, sch Daylight, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 14. Ar. sell F C Pendleton,
Fletcher, Union Island, Ga; 17, sld, sch Susan N
Pickering, Haskell, Boston; 20, sld, sch Edward
Denham-MoGrath. In Rockland, Jan. P, FreeH Blake, Smith, Providence.
man B. Dunham and Kate McGrath, both ot CamKey West, Jan 14. Sld, sch Charlotte T Siblev, I den.
Bartlett, Tampa.
Ellingwood-Welsh.
In Rockland, Jan. 10.
Norfolk, Ya, Jan 15. Cld, sch W Wallace Ward, Horace D.
Ellingwood of Winterpori ami Emma
Providence.
Welsh of Rockland.
Port Tampa, Jan 1(5. Ar, bark Alegunticook,
Gerrish-Bowley.
In Vinalhaven* Jan. 11,
Wallace, Philadelphia.
Frank E. Gerrisli and Alluta L. Bow-ley, both of
Fernandina. Jan is. Ar, sch General Adelbert Vinalhaven.
Ames, Lord, New York ; sld, sch Wm H Sumner,
Knight-King. In Boston. Dec. 31. Albert E.
Pennleton, New York.
of Lincolnville, and Ina F.,
Darien, Jan 14. Ar, sch F C Pendleton, Burgess Knight, formerly
daughter of Mrs. Sylvia ( King of Boston.
Brunswick, Ga.
Stinson-Welch.
In Belfast, Jan. IS, by Rev.
Savannah, Jan 20. Cld, sch James A Garfield, Ge<». E.
Tufts, James H. Stinson and Miss Clara
Wood, New York.
J. Welch, both of B Ifasr.
Jan
17.
sch
Jacksonville,
Celia F, Randell,
Ar,
I'm am-Black. In Rockport, Jan 11, Albert
New York
and Eliza Black, both of Rockport.
Mobile, Jan IS. Ar, sch Penobscot, Dodge, Kev Upliam
West.
Newport News, Jan 20. Ar, schs R W Hopkins,
Hichborn, Tliomaston; Sarah W Lawrence, Bos-

the

!
|

16. The report of President Lenox and Treasurer
and General Manager Rundlett showed the company’s vessels to he in most excellent condition. A
14 per cent, dividend has been declared for the
Presiyear. The following officers were elected
dent. Fred Lenox; Treasurer and General Manager, RT Rundlett; Directors, Henry Ingalls, R T
Rundlett, Fred Lenox, A M Card, Lincoln Gibbs,
Gustavus Rundlett, R H T Taylor.
Boston, Jan 16. A report from London a short
time since, which stated that the British Court of
Admiralty at Yokohama had decided that ship
Win H Macy was totally at fault in the recent collision with British steamer Isis, was incorrect.
The vessel’s agents and largest owners state that
the Court found each vessel must assume the cost
of individual damage. The ship being chartered
for the United States before the collision, is now
loading at Yokohama and will later finish loading
at Hiogo for New York.
Charters. Sell Belle Hooper, Philadelphia to
Curacoa, coal, $1.65 and port charges. Sch R W
Hopkins,Newport News toCienluegos, coal, $1.60.
Sch R F Pettigrew, Havana to Delaware Breakwater f. o.j sugar p. t. Sch Hattie C Luce, New York
to Trinidad, general cargo, p. t., thence to New
Orleans, asphalt, $2.50. Sch Penobscot, Port-dePaix to New York or Philadelphia, logwood, $3.
Bark Beatrice Havener, Turk’s Island to New
York, salt. 6 cents. New Haven, 6 1-2 cents. BarkHenry A Litchfield, Elizabet hport to Savannah,
fertilizer. 75 c* nts.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co, New York, reports for the week ending Jan
18: Though the volume of business
reported
shows some improvement in comparison with that
of last week, yet from nearly every
department is
heard the coitiplaint of unsatisfactory results both
in the way of number of vessels closed, and rates
obtained. Tonnage of the larger and better class
if momentarii\ in very limited supply,and owners
are endeavoring to force a
higher scale of rates in
consequei ce.
Shippers of case oil have again
entered the marker and closed vessels for Java
anti Japan, obtaining same at some reduction
Irom previous rates paid. Additional
tonnage is
required, but suitable vessels are very scarce, and
owners thereof are reluctant to entertain the bids
submitted, feeling confident that an improved
basis for carrying will
c obtained in
the near
future,
r; ere is also some demand for tonnage
to Australia, but the lines hesitate to meet their
wants upon the terms exacted, hence business for
the time being is at a stand. Barrel
petroleum
freights continue very quiet, but in view of the
scarcity o| >uitab!e tonnage, gents of vessels are
holding out lor full rates in the linn belief that
shippers will eventually be forced to meet the
In the River Plate lumber trade
terms.required.
there is yet an absence of important interest: at
the same
is scarce, and prevailing
time.tonnage
rates are
unsatisfactory to owners. There is some
enquiry for tonnage t«> load naval stores at the
South, and though rather better rates are bid, the
oilerings ot vessels do not increase to any appreciable extent. In the line of South America and
West India freights very little action is observed.
Some lew coal and lumber orders are being executed. but owners find ii difficult to obtain
any
improvement in rates Home freights oiler very
sparingly. We are unable to report any improvement in coastwise
freights, lumber and coal particularly remaining quiet, with rates nominally

All to be sold at very low prices.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

j

Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased ; she theretrequests all persons who are indebted to said
ceased’s estate to make immediate payment, a

those who have any demands thereon, to exhii
the same for settlement to her.
MARE, A RET A. STOWERS

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to the firm of Conant a
CO. are requested to call at the old stand at C"
store ot Jackson <Sc McIntosh and make satislatory arrangements with us at once.

CONANT & CC
Belfast, Jan. 22,1896.—3w4*

